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Stories From Heaven

PREFACE

These “Stories From Heaven” 
could not have been given to the world 
at a more appropriate time than now.  
The world is in a terrible state of 
corruption and confusion politically, 
religiously and socially.  Honesty, 
modesty, genteelness and morality seem 
to have been eliminated from our way of 
life, at least in effect if not consciously.  
However, God has given the world a 
Miracle it needs.

On July 28, 1967, The Miracle Of 
Saint Joseph was formally announced 
to a True Mystic.  God had chosen a 
woman to give us the sound direction, 
hope and example we need.  It was not 
the first time God had chosen a woman 
to accomplish His Purpose, always for a 
specific task in a particular time.  This 
True Mystic for our day is Frances Marie 
Klug.  She resided in Southern California 
as a wife, a mother, and a grandmother 
until her death on November 15, 2009.

In This Miracle Of Saint Joseph, 
Many Saints have come forth to 
speak through Frances Klug.  These 
“Stories From Heaven” are just a 
few of the thousands of Revelations 
received through her.  Very often these 
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Revelations were preceded by extensive 
Teachings which time and space did 
not allow us to put in print.  However, 
some of these Teachings will be found in 
several of the many Volumes of “Stories 
From Heaven”.

In these Revelations The Saints 
refer to Frances as “the child”, “the 
funnel”, “the spoon”, “the instrument” 
and “the little one”.  God made her our 
Spiritual Mother.  For many years now, 
because of this fact, she has been called 
“Mother Frances”, or simply “Mother”.  
Heaven also refers to people of all ages 
as “children” and emphasizes time and 
again, This Miracle is for people of all 
races, all colors and all creeds.

For someone turning the pages of 
these “Stories From Heaven” for the 
first time, they will easily recognize 
the sound logic and sound direction 
the Messages contain.  Mother Frances 
heard the Words with the Ears of her 
Soul, and would repeat Them aloud 
when she was told to do so.

This Teaching Miracle is a 
direct parallel to the time Our Lord 
walked the earth.  He did not loudly 
proclaim to everyone, “I am The Son 
of God.”  He taught in a quiet manner, 
simple, extensive, but always detailed 
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in repetitiveness, instilling in those 
listening what He wanted them to 
remember.  He taught in parables, 
short, simple stories containing moral 
lessons.  He knew men could more 
easily understand and remember the 
point He was trying to make this way.  
His “Teaching Stories” pertained to 
everyday living, practical matters, 
and how to become a Saint.  He gave 
hope through these stories.  He gave 
example.

Now in our time, God is once again 
giving us “Teaching Stories” through 
Saint Joseph and His instrument, 
Mother Frances.  Through her, in a 
quiet, unassuming and genteel way 
which appears so “natural”, mankind is 
again being taught the Purpose of life, 
and what God expects man to be like 
in his daily living.  People feel hope in 
these Teachings, Example always given.

Two major Revelations of 
significance have been given for us in 
our day.  Our Heavenly Mother is Part 
of The Divine, and Saint Joseph is truly 
The Holy Ghost.  These should not bring 
an immediate rejection, but should 
pique our curiosity and interest.

Our Faith in God is based upon 
many mysteries.  Whether it be The Holy 
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Trinity, the Incarnation of God, or The 
Holy Eucharist, men strive to understand 
These, trying to grasp a small glimpse of 
the Beauty of the Truth They Are.  These 
mysteries also pique our imagination 
and interest.  However, even though we 
know God revealed these mysteries to 
mankind and we accept them in Faith, 
they still remain just that, mysteries.

One has only to look at these 
“Stories From Heaven” to see the value 
They are, and to feel the hope They 
instill.  No man can logically deny purity 
of thought when it is so obvious.  No man 
can deny purity in direction, when it is 
based on sound morals, sound values, 
sound standards.  Do not be blind to 
truth.  Skepticism is for people who are 
unable to see the truth of a matter or 
situation, and many times skepticism 
drowns out purity because it is full of 
ego and pride in one’s self.  Skeptics 
find it an easy out to disclaim truth.

There is no doubt that it takes time 
for such Phenomena as This Miracle to 
penetrate even those minds who feel 
they are capable of discerning such 
Phenomena.  We must not be governed 
by purely another man’s determination, 
but we must understand that logic, 
sound reasoning and purpose must be 
the criteria of our Faith in God.
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PLEASE READ
In some early volumes of “Stories From 

Heaven”, many Revelations describe edifices 
to be built on Saint Joseph’s Hill Of Hope. As 
just one facet of The Miracle Of Saint Joseph, 
God invited men of all races, colors and creeds 
to participate in building a “City Of God”. 
Every building, chapel, bridge, shrine, garden, 
amphitheater, and even a hospital and a research 
center, to be included in this Magnificent 
Project, would be designed down to the most 
minute detail by Heaven.

This City Of God would be a place of great 
beauty for men throughout the world to visit, 
to gain true spiritual strength and to learn 
firsthand that which Heaven wants all men to 
know.

Much to the great loss of every man, 
woman and child in the world, this City has not 
been built. Innumerable obstacles were placed 
in the way of Its completion by those who 
would have benefited the most. Not enough men 
volunteered to return the gifts of their time and 
talents to God. Not enough people came forward 
with the money needed to participate in God’s 
Plan in a monetary way. Donations became less 
and less, because the men in the Church said, 
“Don’t give.” They discouraged people from 
participating.

For many years, Mother Frances and 
a handful of volunteers made every effort to 
overcome all opposition to men’s lack of wisdom, 
to build this City for God. However, we are not 
at a total loss. The Sound Teaching and Sound 
Direction given by Heaven in the many volumes 
of “Stories From Heaven” continued through 
the years, and will benefit people everywhere 
for many generations to come.

In the future, if the hearts and minds 
of men change, the world will one day see the 
Beautiful City Of God.
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All Revelations are delivered 
spontaneously and continuously 
as witnessed by all those present 
at the time.
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JULY 12, 1995 AT 10:13 A.M.

SAINT TERESA OF AVILA

“I am Saint Teresa of Avila.  As 
in your time, we also had difficult 
times.  When I say this, I refer to 
updating certain areas, too much 
casualness in other areas, and also 
times of desecration to The Blessed 
Sacrament.

When many men, women and 
children in your time read about 
things that are occurring that are 
diminishing the Importance of this 
Treasured Gift of Divine Love, the 
Sacrament called ‘Holy Communion’, 
as It has been designated to be a Gift 
of Divine Love in a Personal Degree, 
some are desecrating This to the point 
where it is beyond sacrilege.

All of Us Who walked the earth 
and are now looking at what is 
occurring in your time, Our Souls 
are struck by a depth of sorrow 
indescribable, because We understand 
the Importance of a Soul, and the Soul 
is the recipient of all each individual 
thinks and does.  You may ask, ‘If Your 
Soul is in Heaven with God, how can 
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It feel sorrow in Its Glorification?’  I 
ask you this:  ‘Does not The Father 
feel sorrow when sins are committed 
against an individual’s mind, body and 
Soul?’  A sin is a scar.  Think of it as 
this.  A scar is a deep cut, not always 
easy to heal or to be dismissed.

You do live in a time worse than 
many past historical times, but you 
have been handed Pure Direction, Pure 
Information, Pure Love, to give you the 
strength to be an army against all that 
is evil.  It is true, the enemy of God and 
man is fighting This Miracle of Divine 
Love.  At each thing he lashes out to 
cause scars, using disbelief in some, 
using tempers, using arguments, using 
lies, using drastic emotional words to 
discredit what The Father has given 
to the whole world of mankind for the 
benefit of the Souls of all races, all 
colors, all creeds.

When I was upon the earth and 
we had a discussion about purity, and 
later we discussed it openly, trying 
to remember all that was spoken, we 
would find that we did miss certain 
issues, and would remember them at 
a later date, thus diminishing their 
value in some ways.  That is why The 
Father has requested so much to be 
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written in This Gift of Divine Love, so 
that not just those who were present, 
but so that millions could read What 
was spoken directly, in Its fullest 
measure.

All that is revealed through 
Us is revealed in a manner to cover 
all types of human life, all degrees 
of mentalities of human life, and all 
corners of the world.  Many of These 
will be translated into many languages 
at a later time, because of Their Worth, 
Their Soundness, Their Logic.  Your 
tasks are numerous in that you walk, 
building the foundation for hundreds, 
perhaps thousands of years to come.  
You are Blessed in ways you cannot 
feel, you cannot see, but your Soul in 
many ways is what encourages you to 
stay close to where We are so openly.  
So be it.”
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JULY 12, 1995 AT 1:35 P.M.

SAINT JUSTIN

“I am Saint Justin.  I have spoken 
many times, rarely mentioning My 
Name to those present.  We hear all 
the conversations that take place in 
your efforts to spread This Beautiful 
Miracle where The Father wants It to 
be seen, to be read, to be understood 
for the Magnitude that is the purpose 
for It, the reason for It.

The Father, in choosing such 
a small instrument, did this for a 
specific reason.  There are many who 
stand outside who wonder why a loud 
voice, a large structure, a particular 
vocation of life was not chosen:  ‘Why 
would The Father choose a small voice, 
a small structure, and one who was 
instructed and raised in a manner that 
was normal, that was in many ways 
healthy morally?’

Many of Us Here discuss with 
Each Other how to reach unreasonable 
minds for such a Great Gift, to penetrate 
in such simplicity, such clarity, such 
obvious important Lessons.
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I am speaking briefly, and I will 
return at another time, but what I 
have spoken I want you to think about, 
because it is a question that arises 
many different places, many different 
times.  So be it.”
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JULY 12, 1995 AT 2:05 P.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“I am Saint Joseph.  We speak 
through This Beautiful Miracle at any 
time during a twenty-four hour period 
of the day.  We do this to assure you 
that Our Presence is ever present 
every hour of every day.  It is sad to 
hear some think that We are only 
present when someone is praying Our 
Way.  True, We are attentive at that 
time, and no words go astray.

I am speaking to you at this time 
on some very important issues that We 
heard each of you discussing a short 
time ago.  All points of discussion were 
and are on important issues, because 
it will be through your expediency 
and your follow-through, that will 
give more strength in many ways to 
those who will listen, and to all that 
is to be accomplished by this act of 
forwardness to help millions of people 
become more acquainted with the 
Importance of human life, and how 
Each Saint Here in the Heavens is a 
Part of human life, having been human 
at one time in life.
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When one hears Truth based on 
logic, it automatically increases the 
individual’s ability to go forward, 
stand stronger, be more direct, to 
reach the fulfillment of life The Father 
intended, Sainthood.  Think about 
this in total silence, regarding what 
is important, how can anyone grow 
spiritually?  Each human life should 
be constantly alerted to the Purpose 
of life, be grateful for it, and know 
that it is important to reach the Goal 
for which it was created.

All of The Saints Here in Heaven 
are not just aware of This Special 
Gift of Divine Love, but are ready 
momentarily to be a Part of what will 
help an individual, or several all at 
once, more fully understand what a 
Great Gift of life human life is.

This Miracle is a Treasure 
beyond human understanding.  It is 
always sad when We hear It questioned 
in any way, in any degree, because Its 
Purpose is to give to all of mankind, 
present now and for all future time, 
a fuller understanding, a more 
complete understanding, regarding 
the Importance of each human life, 
because of What it contains besides 
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intellect, ability, speech.  It has a 
Soul.

Though this is difficult for 
some to believe, you must remember 
this:  Repetitiveness in instruction is 
important because the human mind 
reacts to repetitiveness, and sometimes 
it is the only means for an individual 
to more fully understand the subject 
matter.

The Father has waited for ‘this 
time’, regarding My Full Measure of 
All I Am About, so it is important for 
each one who has heard This direct 
through This Miracle that bears My 
Name, to be a major part of passing 
down through time This Information, 
This Truth, This Fact.

Each time I speak, it is with The 
Father’s Love, and of course, with The 
Heavenly Mother’s Love, for as I am 
The Spirit of The Father, I am fully 
aware of the importance of each human 
life’s practices in intellectual matters, 
in personal matters, and of course, in 
their spirituality in how they handle 
purity of mind, body and Soul.

As you have learned, your Soul 
is a Portion of The Father.  I am well-
acquainted with what this means, for 
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though you do not see It or feel It, your 
Soul is many times expressed through 
your spirit of action physically, 
through your speech.  Do not forget 
this.

When We speak of love, it is 
a word you can relate to.  It says 
closeness, caring, personal attention.  
I assure you, the Love from Here is far 
beyond what you can comprehend love 
to be.

I speak on this day, wanting you 
to better understand the Importance 
of human life, and the Beauty of the 
Goal for which it was created.  As you 
live each day, and the time comes for 
you to lay your head, remember, We 
are All still present within you.  So be 
it.”
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JULY 12, 1995 AT 3:25 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
The Father has designed a Beautiful 
Miracle, allowing mankind to learn 
more about human life, the Purpose 
for it, and of course, the Goal The 
Father has Decreed for it to be, as the 
Final Gift for each human life.  There 
are so many human beings who cannot 
fathom such a Love as The Father 
shows, through giving to mankind a 
Goal to be with Him Forever.

Man can only see into the future 
a short distance.  It takes a deep 
Faith in how God would work, a full 
understanding of how much Love there 
is in each human life.  The Father would 
not have created human life unless 
there was a Specific Purpose for it 
and a Goal to be reached, because The 
Father’s Love goes beyond what human 
life, a human mind, can perceive.

As you speak sometimes of the 
manner in which you were instructed 
regarding the True Presence of 
God, and that there were Saints 
surrounding Him, you learned these 
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things through stories, or through 
a particular form of instruction 
based on questions and answers that 
shortened each important fact so it 
could be more understandable to even 
the smallest child.  Today mankind 
is being instructed more fully on the 
Purpose of human life and the Pure 
Love that was passed at the moment 
of conception into each human life.

There is much concern Here in the 
Heavens with mankind’s new thinking 
that is being developed, disregarding 
the privilege of human life, the 
Purpose for human life.  Mankind has 
a Soul, not fully understood in the 
human way, but it is only logical to 
believe that as man was made to the 
Image and Likeness of God, there has 
to be a Portion of The Father within 
each man, else something Important 
to this creation would be missing.

If a child is born without an 
internal organ that basically plays an 
important part in daily living, there 
is a tremendous concern, because the 
child cannot live without this organ.  
Sadness prevails.

Now let us return to the subject 
of That Portion of The Father that is 
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not able to be seen but radiates within 
the human life, that is rarely spoken 
about when one looks at a new birth, 
only stressing the physical aspects 
of it, ignoring that Important Factor 
that shows through the newborn child 
regardless of what race, what color.  
So many times We Here in the Heavens 
hear much discussion regarding the 
birth of a child.  Very few times do 
We hear, ‘Cannot you just feel God’s 
Presence in this new life?’ and yet It 
is there.

Let us now go to a nursery.  All 
children are hours old, not one is yet 
a day of age.  They are being treated 
by those in charge, handled by those 
supposedly trained hands.  There 
is something in each child that is 
different.  Those handling them 
sometimes say it is a personality, or a 
reflection of their race or color.  What 
the handler does not realize is that 
each child has a Portion of The Father 
that cannot be seen, cannot be felt, 
but is obvious in a particular way.

Human life has a distinctness 
above all other things.  It has a Goal 
to reach, a manner of living that calls 
for respect, dignity, and goal.  These 
things alone say that mankind has 
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a special role.  This Miracle of The 
Father’s Love is instructing mankind 
through It, that each child born to 
the world is Important because it has 
within it a Portion of The Father that 
one day must be returned to Him, and 
It is called ‘a Soul’.

Those who surround other forms 
of life, other than human life, see the 
necessity for care and concern to a 
degree.  Also, they realize that it is 
different than human life and must 
follow in the manner of living from 
which it was born to live.  But human 
life has more than this, because 
innately the handlers know there is 
an intellect different in each life, and 
that each life has an Important Goal.

This Miracle has been given 
to not just encourage mankind to 
understand, but to assure mankind that 
each birth is The Father’s Love, and 
each birth has a Portion of Him within 
it, and that no man, no woman, has 
the right to stop the life intentionally, 
from fulfilling The Father’s Will to its 
fullest potential.  So be it.”
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JULY 12, 1995 AT 4:57 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“For most, the most treasured 
love to man is the love felt to the 
mother.  There is a union above and 
beyond all other unions in human 
life.  It is not always addressed 
openly in this manner, but there is an 
innate unity that goes beyond human 
understanding.

My Love for all children 
born to the world is a Love that is 
indescribable, indefinable, because My 
Love is that of your Heavenly Mother.  
When I see a child in distress of any 
nature, I immediately respond because 
of a Mother’s Love that innately goes 
beyond any obvious association.

Many Stories have been written 
about My younger Life on earth, and 
Points of Importance leading up to 
that Special Birth, as the Light shone 
so brightly at this time, where We 
were.  I assure you that your Soul is as 
close to this Light as any human being 
can discern.

If human life were not so 
Important, there would be no History 
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of My time on earth for all things 
concerning human life, and all the 
Stories leading to Important Events 
regarding the time in which We lived 
in human life, must be seen as being 
as close to human life as mankind can 
feel, understand and realize, that such 
a continuation of life has a Specific 
Importance to it, and Great Worth.

I know in the time that you live, 
there is much dissension amongst 
learned men and women, regarding 
the Importance of what human life 
represents, but what most truly do not 
understand, is that human life has a 
Portion of The Father within, which 
places human life above all other life 
that exists.

My Love that I have for each 
child is not just an Important Love, 
but a Sharing Love, and One that is 
always available to the call, to the 
cry of any child of any age, for any 
purpose.  There have been different 
times in the History of mankind that 
much attention was placed My Way, 
much love for Who I Was, What I stood 
for, but it has diminished through 
time because mankind has become so 
humanistic, using only human values 
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as guidelines and means to getting his 
or her way.

Man uses the word ‘love’ casually, 
insincerely, many times indifferently, 
but the word ‘love’ to Me has a 
Tremendous Responsibility, a Personal 
Responsibility, and a Closeness that 
nothing else has.  The word ‘love’ has 
dependence in it, security for the mind 
and the body, even one’s Soul.

I have many Titles that I enjoy 
hearing.  They are becoming fewer 
and fewer verbally, because of so much 
humanistic dependence on earthly 
matters, on earthly friendships, on 
earthly communications that ignore My 
Name almost intentionally.  Children 
are not being taught to call on Me, My 
Name.  There are so many distractions 
physically, mentally, morally.

So much dependence is being 
entrusted to humanistic versions of 
what mankind is capable of.  Much 
of this is diabolical, because it is 
causing men, women and children of 
all ages to disregard speaking My Way, 
and becoming totally dependent on 
humanism.  Mankind is ignoring the 
beauty of virtue, purity, dignity, and 
moral responsibility.
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True, some instruction is being 
given identifying The Father as the 
Ultimate Source of The Divinity, 
but sad to say, mankind is lax in this 
area in many ways.  There is so much 
independence that it is eliminating 
Faith in The Father’s Will, Faith in 
the Purpose of human life, and the 
Importance of All that is Here in 
Heaven for mankind to gain strength 
from, strength in.

The enemy of God and man is 
working diligently to cause mankind 
to have a lapse of memory on the 
Importance of what life was created 
for.  Here again, humanism is what 
man would call ‘the important issue’.  
You must understand, you do live in a 
time worse than many other times in 
History.  This must change, this must 
even reach the point of stopping.

The children must be instructed 
more fervently, more directly, more 
intentionally, on the Importance of the 
Goal of Life, how It can be reached, 
and to never stop using purity of mind, 
body and Soul, for the Goal The Father 
designed:  Sainthood.

I bless each child in My Presence 
here with a Love beyond what you 
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know love to be, for as you have been 
chosen, in many ways hand-picked, We 
are aware that in all things that are 
right for the Souls, you will follow 
through.  So be it.”
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JULY 12, 1995 AT 6:19 P.M.

GOD THE FATHER

“I address each one of you present 
here now, and all who will read These 
Words at another time, in another 
place.  I have placed This Miracle upon 
the whole earth, instructing mankind 
on an Important Issue, and that Issue 
is that each human life has a Portion 
of Me within it.  I have named It ‘the 
Soul’.

I have used many before this time 
to instruct mankind regarding the 
Importance of human life; and what I 
expect mankind to understand is that 
I, The Father, The Creator, want All 
that is of Me to be returned to Me at a 
given time.  I use a small instrument, 
a delicate nature, but one who is 
obedient to All I Will to be spoken for 
mankind to read, to follow, and be 
obedient, because of the Importance 
of Why I come to the world in such an 
Open Manner at ‘this time’.

Many Saints Here Where I Am 
have responded to My Will, helping 
mankind to better understand My 
Purpose for human life.  The time 
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presently, is a time when many enemies 
are doing many things to discredit 
What I Have Decided mankind must 
fully understand.

Mankind makes many excuses 
for sinfulness.  I, your Father, say:  ‘I 
accept no excuses, for in many ways, 
I have placed openly, purposely, The 
Rules I have requested man to follow.  
They are not Rules meant for those 
who lived at another time.  They are 
Rules for all times and must never be 
eliminated in any human life.’

This Special Gift I have given 
man at ‘this time’, allowing mankind 
Direct Words from so Many Here, is 
a Gift beyond what mankind under-
stands, but the lack of understanding 
is in the form and through the will 
of mankind, not through man’s lack 
of knowing right over wrong.  It does 
not take ultimate knowledge to under-
stand My Rules, My Commandments, 
for I have deliberately explained 
Them through this little one through 
whom I speak now, in extensive detail, 
instructing mankind to omit any 
impurity, immorality, that would in 
any way be detrimental to the purity 
of the Soul, or the Souls of others.
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My Love is a Love beyond what 
you know love to be, but to help you 
understand My Close Association to 
you, with you, for you, I use the word 
‘love’ because it is so understandable 
to your nature and your ability to 
recognize a Close Association with 
Me.

There have been times in the past 
when there was so much desecration to 
My Will, by men, women and children 
who defied morality.  This must never 
reach the point that it has at different 
times in the past.  That is why I have 
allowed This Miracle of Love, of 
Mercy, of Hope, with so much Direct 
Communication, giving mankind the 
opportunity to change and cast aside 
all that is from the enemy.”
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JULY 24, 1995 AT 1:09 P.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“It is difficult for so many who 
studied to become priests, because 
they became so theologically oriented 
and obedient to a system that was 
organized, based on control, on 
supervision.  Many times a background 
such as this can be detrimental to some 
Souls, because the individual human 
being has a nature, a personality, and 
much of what he has practiced in the 
past was initially dictated by those 
with whom he lived, thus making 
the background evident in how the 
individual would react and practice 
a form of life that was to control, 
and supposedly to benefit those who 
believed in this particular manner of 
Spiritual practice.

This Miracle that bears My Name 
and that has also instructed mankind 
on the Full Place in which I Am a Part 
of, that is, of course, as The Holy Spirit 
of The Father.  Why this is so difficult 
for so many to accept is a sadness, 
because it is so logically sound, so 
logically correct.
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In the Stories that mankind has 
read about the Family Life that I was 
much a Part of, it would have been 
difficult for mankind at other times to 
fully comprehend What I Was All About, 
because My Full Existence was in 
many ways restricted in conversation 
by those in charge.

It is important for mankind to 
understand that all through time The 
Father has chosen ‘little ones’ to be the 
ones to receive Important Messages 
from Him.  I hear some say, ‘Knowing 
that Saint Joseph is The Holy Spirit 
is so logical, for He was always in 
the background and so little was 
truly spoken about His actions; also, 
why was He not at the Crucifixion to 
support The Mother of God?’

With the release to the whole 
world through This Miracle that 
bears My Name, mankind will better 
understand that My Presence at the 
Crucifixion could not have been.  
Reality says I would have not tolerated 
the injustice.  I add to this in your 
time:  ‘I will not tolerate the injustice 
that mankind is using to reject This 
Miracle that bears My Name, and the 
Important Statement describing What 
I Am, Who I Am.’
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The Father has designed ‘this 
time’ to be, because there is so much 
diabolical heresy prevalent, and it is 
important for mankind to know that 
I Am Present, and I Am The Holy 
Spirit of The Father, and I will act 
against those who reject This Gift 
of Information regarding Who I Am.  
More will be spoken regarding This 
Advent.

As I leave you at this time, I 
hand you a Blessing beyond any other 
blessing, and that is the Gift of Faith 
to endure all criticisms, but also 
to conquer them, because you see, 
criticism is not always truthful.  It is 
many times an act of weakness.  So be 
it.”
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JULY 24, 1995 AT 2:26 P.M.

SAINT BRIDGET

“I am Saint Bridget.  I have 
not spoken very often through This 
Special Gift to mankind that has been 
so generously Blessed by The Father’s 
Will, instructing mankind to the 
Importance of the Creation of man.  All 
things created have a meaning, have 
a purpose, have a reason, not always 
obvious, but nevertheless, there is a 
definite, positive reason for all living 
things.

Mankind is different in its 
Creation because it was designed with 
a particular type of intellect, a nature, 
evident through the habits of mankind, 
the practices of mankind, and of 
course, the mentality of mankind.  
Granted, the animal kingdom has an 
aggressiveness in it, a purpose in it, a 
reason for it, but the animal kingdom 
is minus a very Special Gift of Divine 
Love, and that is a Soul.

Many times We hear mankind 
show much respect for particular types 
of animal life, and it is good to hear, 
good to see, but mankind must realize 
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that no other life, no other living thing 
has the Gift of a Soul.  This may be 
difficult for some to believe because 
they place so much emphasis on living 
things, but the Soul is a Specific Living 
Part of man different than anything 
else in the world, because this Soul is 
a Portion of The Father, which nothing 
else can compare to.

You live in a time considered 
a civilized world.  There are many 
inventions giving mankind access to 
superior knowledge.  Mankind is in 
research, looking into evidences of 
great greatness that is beyond ordinary 
measures, means.  No human life has 
access to what the Soul is all about, 
because It is of such Magnitude, of such 
Greatness in Its very existence, that 
no matter what degree of invention 
man can reach, no man can create a 
Soul.

This Miracle that The Father has 
given to all of mankind, all races, all 
colors, all creeds, instructing mankind, 
deliberately describing to mankind 
what that Special Closeness is to God 
that makes mankind superior to all 
other living things.  Just because man 
has never seen a Soul does not mean It 
does not exist, but logic should say to 
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mankind:  ‘Within me I feel evidences 
of a Higher Being.  I feel an awareness 
that my life is special and I am not 
considered in the animal form, or in 
the vegetable form, or any other form 
of life that surrounds me.’

Mankind has an inquisitive 
mind, a searching mind, but mankind 
cannot find anywhere written, or 
through learned minds, What This Gift 
of The Father’s Love has so generously 
allowed to be given.  All that has 
been spoken regarding the Soul, a 
Portion of The Father placed within 
the conception, is beyond any human 
intelligence to fathom or to conjure 
up, with and through imagination, 
because mankind has been limited up 
to this time in which you live.  The 
Revelation handed to mankind through 
This Special Blessing is Monumental 
in Its Sound Reasoning, and only The 
Father could explain the Soul as He 
has done through This Miracle.

So Many Here in the Heavens are 
ready to speak whenever The Father 
Decrees it to be, for We All realize 
that mankind has been given, not 
just an Inspiring Gift of Information, 
but Sound Logical Reasoning that 
has never before passed through any 
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human life in the manner This has in 
your time.

All that has been transcribed 
to be passed throughout the world 
must be done without question, for no 
human mind could possibly discern 
the Magnitude of All the Information 
that The Father has so generously 
allowed to be written, for mankind to 
more fully understand what a privilege 
human life is.

So Many Here wait for The 
Father’s Direction to instruct mankind 
in ways nothing else can, and for each 
time it occurs, Blessings abound in 
All the Words because of The Father’s 
Love and Will that is in Each Word 
that passes through This Miracle of 
Direction.  So be it.”
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JULY 24, 1995 AT 4:00 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
We are in a courtroom.  There is a 
judge.  There is an individual on trial.  
There are others who are legally 
knowledgeable in matters that will 
determine justice or injustice, truth 
or untruth, regarding the position of 
the one who is on trial.

As you write These Words, there 
are places wherein some of this takes 
place regarding this little one through 
whom We All speak.  In such matters as 
this, no man or no woman has the full 
knowledge of judgment that it would 
take to determine a decision that 
would be heard as:  ‘This is definitely 
not of The Father.’  No living human 
being has the ability to discern the 
Magnitude of a Blessing of This Nature, 
of This Caliber, of This Dimension.

Mankind reads a storybook, and 
in the title it is told that what has 
been written is fact, is truth.  Those 
who read the book find it interesting, 
and believe what has been written as 
truth, because it is said to be truth.
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Now I take you to the place where 
you are.  The Father has designed 
a method and a means of Personal 
Instruction to mankind, allowing Many 
of Us Here in the Heavens to partake in 
delivering Instruction in a manner of 
clarity that is easily understood.  Those 
who believe in that special manner 
of life that has intelligence and many 
abilities, plus a Specific Gift from The 
Father that connects mankind as an 
individual to Him, what would give 
any human being the right to say that 
such a creation as this could not be?  
How many would question relentlessly 
on one individual being chosen with 
this Information personally?

I take you to a Courtroom, the 
type you are not familiar with, for 
The Father is The Judge Here, and 
All Saints are present.  Many of These 
Saints took part in the Instruction 
passed through a small voice.  The 
Instruction was important in that 
it emphasized an Important Part of 
human life that nothing else has, and 
that is a Union with The Father, called 
‘a Soul’.

Now I take you to another place.  
It is called ‘Hell’.  The enemy of God 
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and man exists in this place.  It is not 
just a story.  It is Fact that it exists.

Sometimes mankind says, ‘I can’t 
help what I do; the devil made me do 
it.’  This is more than a sadness to hear, 
for We immediately say to mankind:  
‘What about your will?  What about the 
Treasure you have to make decisions?  
Is not right more obvious to choose 
than wrong?’

If you were given a choice, and 
there was a precious jewel shown to 
you, and then next to it a small mound 
of dirt, which would you choose?  It is 
this way in your daily life.  You have 
the ability to choose what is right, you 
have the ability to choose Sainthood in 
everything you do.  Logic would say, no 
man, woman or child would choose the 
dirt.  This comparison is extreme, but 
now let Me put it in this way:  Truth is 
as the gem, it has great worth.  Sin is 
as the dirt is, it causes stain and has 
no worth.  So be it.”
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JULY 24, 1995 AT 5:05 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“As I was present as Each One 
spoke to you on this day, I could not 
help but feel your different degrees of 
love for Heaven.  I am your Heavenly 
Mother.

As a human mother knows what is 
important to a child, I assure you I am 
aware of Every Word passed through 
this little one to you and to all others, 
whether it is a casual conversation or 
a formal declaration of Fact, of Truth, 
called ‘a Revelation’.

There is so much sadness 
throughout the world, but much of it is 
caused by so much immorality that is 
being practiced, that is being accepted 
as a normal manner of living.  It is sad 
to say what I am going to say:   There is 
so much evil throughout the world, so 
much immorality, causing desecration 
to the Beauty of so many Souls.

I ask you to remember the 
Story you have heard so many times, 
how I stood at the Foot of the Cross.  
Logically it would say to you, My 
Sorrow was so intense, the only 
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thing that kept Me upright was the 
Purpose for which it was occurring, 
else I could not have lived through it.  
To a normal life, it would have been 
considered an abomination beyond 
human understanding.

As you hear the Story, or read 
about it, you can only sense a certain 
degree of feeling.  In many ways this 
is a protection for you because of the 
horror of such a scene, physically 
witnessed by those who were so close to 
Him and who loved Him so personally.

This Miracle The Father has so 
generously given to the world is to 
instruct mankind on the Importance 
of human life, and that human life has 
a Special Goal to it.

In many ways, at that horrible 
scene wherein The Son of God, My 
Son, was tortured to such an extreme, 
it is occurring again in a different way 
because of so much desecration in the 
name of ‘modernization’.

As I speak My Words through 
such a little one, she feels My sadness, 
because so many Souls are being 
attacked with so much impurity.  So 
many men, women and children are 
disregarding what human life was 
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created for, the Special Gift it is, and 
the Goal The Father has awaiting each 
Soul to be returned to Him.

Mankind does not want to 
understand the responsibility that 
the Gift of human life is, because it 
automatically says human life has a 
Goal, a Purpose beyond what daily life 
shows.  The Ultimate Gift of human 
life is to return the Soul to The Father, 
to be with Him and All of Us for All 
Time to come.  Mankind ignores time 
in this sense of the word.  Mankind 
relates only to a designated period of 
time, and in many ways refuses to see 
the Importance of Eternity.  Man says, 
‘I cannot think that far in advance.’  
This remark is not just foolish, but it 
is a remark of denial regarding the 
Goal The Father has designed for the 
Soul of all human beings.

Our Words pass through a small 
voice.  The Words are gentle and 
have much Instruction in Each One 
of Them.  Ask yourself:  Would you 
accept These Words more if They were 
so loud They would shatter your whole 
nervous system?  The gentleness and 
the genteelness that is used to instruct 
mankind in the Purpose of human life, 
has Purpose, has Love, even to those 
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who in their manner of life, of daily 
living, have strong voices, definite 
mannerisms that draw immediate 
attention.

As a Mother, I want you to read 
as much as you can on the Importance 
of The Father’s Love for man, and do 
not forget, the Sacrifice He made in 
a human way was to be Example for 
all time to come.  Sometimes sacrifice 
saves Souls.  Sometimes sacrifice, 
whether it be monetarily, physically, 
has a goal beyond what anything else 
can have.

As My Blessing comes through 
My Words, I want you to be assured 
that All that has been given through 
This Gift of The Father’s, instructing 
mankind of the Purpose for which 
human life was created, must be read 
throughout the world.

There is no Blessing as This 
One is, and it is your responsibility to 
spread All that you have been given.  
I want you to fully understand, each 
child close to this little one has been 
picked to be a part of saving Souls, 
and it is your task to pass throughout 
the world so that others will be able 
to spread The Father’s Will and Words.  
So be it.”
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JULY 25, 1995 AT 1:46 P.M.

GOD THE FATHER

“When My Name is heard, that I 
have spoken to a little one in the world, 
directly announcing Who I Am, and 
delivering Words of Direction, Words 
of Love and Words of Hope, It is many 
times rejected, because mankind in so 
many ways cannot fathom My Personal 
Attention, My Obvious Presence in 
their daily life, and of course, My 
Delivering Personal Messages through 
a human being such as they are.

It is sad to hear learned men and 
learned women reject My Presence 
in such a Personal Way, such a 
Loving Way.  Mankind forgets that I 
appeared to a man a long time ago, 
and What I delivered to him were the 
Most Important Words that mankind 
could receive.  By Name, They are My 
Commandments, limited in number 
in your day, also in description.  As 
I spoke the First Commandment, the 
one to whom I spoke was immediately 
aware from Where These Words came.  
The Words in your time have been 
shortened, but I gave lengthy details 
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at that time on each Rule, each of My 
Commandments.

Through this little one that I have 
given, and allowed to be given so much 
Direction because of the Importance 
of human life, and the Importance of 
the Gift of My Love within each life, 
called ‘a Soul’.  You say to others, ‘I 
give you my love; I love you.’  You 
mean these words through actions and 
through expression.  I, your Father, 
say:  ‘I placed within each conception 
a Piece of My Love, a Portion of Me.  
Granted, you cannot see this Gift of 
Love, but through your Faith in Me, 
through your belief in Me, through 
your human love for Me, you innately 
know I Exist within you.’

As you pass through one Rule 
at a time that I delivered, each Rule 
pertains to you as an individual.  Each 
Rule designates a certain portion of 
your behavior, what you are capable 
of doing, and what you are to refrain 
from doing, for the sake of this Soul 
that I placed within you.  Sound logic 
should tell mankind if I did not have 
a Special Purpose for human life, why 
would I have given Specific Rules, 
Commands, to give mankind the 
necessary means, facts, and measures 
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of importance, so that this Soul would 
be protected against all impurities 
that mankind, through the freedom of 
will, was capable of accepting?

As I speak through a little one, 
I consider all who write My Words 
and who will read My Words, as little 
ones.  Do not forget the importance 
of a child in a family that is expected 
to be obedient to the authority of the 
family, the parental authority.  This 
is My Closeness to you.  My Words 
are Blessings, My Words are Gifts, 
My Words are My Love for you.  My 
Purpose is for you to return your Soul 
to Me in the State of Purity that I gave 
It to you at the moment of conception.  
Some say, ‘That is not possible.’  I, 
your Father, say:  ‘I would not say it if 
it was not possible.  I would not expect 
it if I thought it was impossible.’

The Rules that I gave are being 
passed over.  They are being ignored 
and in many ways cast aside, because 
of the modernization man places on 
human life at this time.  This is foolish 
thinking and it must cease.  Daily life 
has a purpose, and each day should 
bring you closer to Me in the physical 
way, because you have that Direct 
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Connection to Me at all times, your 
Soul.

I bless all who accept My Words.  
I bless all children who use the Words 
so that their Soul will be returned to 
Me spotless, in a Beauty that nothing 
on earth can compare to.  Remember 
My Words, be example of My Words, and 
hold My Words close in every decision 
you make.  Let no man, no woman, no 
child, weaken your love for Me in any 
way, for any reason, at any time.  So 
be it.”
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OCTOBER 31, 1995 AT 11:38 A.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  
There has been so much Instruction 
regarding the Importance of human 
life, and the Goal for which it was 
created.  The Father gave to the world 
a Special Gift of His Divine Love.  It is 
called ‘The Miracle Of Saint Joseph’.  
Why is It called ‘a Miracle’?  So many 
ask this question, because a Miracle, 
to most, is something that happens 
instantaneously, most times connected 
to a physical cure.  Of course, there 
are many kinds of Miracles, many 
degrees of Miracles, and many reasons 
for Miracles.

There have been so many 
Instructions delivered by so Many 
from Here, regarding the Importance 
of human life, and of course, the 
Greatness of the Soul that is within 
each human life.  As God The Father 
is Distinct in His Name, and as the 
Ultimate in Meaning and Reality, each 
Area of Heaven has a Distinctness in 
It, and Each Saint has a Distinctness 
in Their Place Here in the Heavens.
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A Beautiful Lesson was delivered 
this morning to the little one 
through whom We All speak, used as 
an instrument of Communication, 
of Instruction, for all of mankind 
throughout the world.  The Lesson 
described that each man, woman and 
child is seen by The Father as an 
individual, not in the same category as 
those close to them, as those related 
to them, or with whom they associate.  
Each child born to the world is 
accepted as an individual, is designed 
as an individual, is responded to as an 
individual, in all actions, all thoughts, 
all deeds, at all times, every moment 
of every day and every night.  Each 
life stands alone in The Father’s Eyes, 
in The Father’s Love, even though 
the individual can be considered 
associated physically with many other 
lives.

When a child of any age says 
a prayer, or performs an act of 
communication, physically, in The 
Father’s Presence, each human being 
is responded to as an individual, and 
in no way is connected to the one next 
to them doing the same thing, or to 
anyone they are physically related 
with, or associated with.  Each child, 
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or each adult, must understand that in 
the Eyes of God they are individual to 
Him, and will be Judged accordingly, 
because each one born to the world 
receives a Portion of The Father 
called ‘a Soul’, and the individual 
is responsible not just for physical 
protective measures, but for the moral 
protective measures of their Soul.

Morality is connected to every 
act in life; so is immorality.  That is 
why The Father gave to the whole 
world His Personal Commandments 
for the benefit of Souls.  These 
Commandments, through time, have 
diminished in Wording, making Them 
easier to learn, but putting Them in 
such a concise manner, eliminating 
the Magnitude of what each one not 
just alluded to, but showed its full 
meaning, thus giving Importance to the 
Magnitude that each Commandment 
consisted of in detail, that the Soul of 
the individual was responsible for.

As two people gather, ten people 
gather, a hundred people gather, a 
thousand people gather, ten thousand 
people gather, there are no two Souls 
that are exactly alike in purity, or in 
the same category of understanding 
and obedience, where The Rules of The 
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Father are used as the Guidelines for 
daily living.  This Lesson is of Great 
Importance, because mankind has a 
way of putting all things in a group, 
according to the subject matter, the 
direction, the results that are to be 
attained.

So many Blessings have been 
handed through This Miracle of 
The Father’s Love, so much Sound 
Direction, and none of This must ever 
be cast aside, because the Importance 
of What has been spoken must never 
be denied by anyone.  The Value of 
What has been taught, in All of the 
delivering through This Miracle, is 
to save Souls, and to help mankind 
use human life as the means to what 
The Father created human life for:  to 
become Saints for All Eternity.”
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OCTOBER 31, 1995 AT 12:45 P.M.

SAINT JOAN OF ARC

“I am Saint Joan of Arc.  We are 
always present wherever The Father 
puts this little one that has been chosen 
to speak Our Words at the slightest 
sign of Our Presence.

It is important for mankind 
to understand that This Gift of The 
Father’s Love is a Gift Greater than 
mankind can comprehend, because This 
Gift deals directly to the intentions, 
the actions, the motives, the decisions 
of human life, always with the Soul of 
each life as the receiver of all that is 
directed to be done, to be changed, by 
the individual or individuals who are 
in receipt of the Words spoken by One 
of Us Here in the Heavens.

When I was upon the earth, the 
Voices I heard were as the Voices 
are that this child, this little one 
receives Directions, Lessons, and 
Communication.  It is sad when We 
hear some deny that This could be 
happening at this time, because when 
something of This Greatness is handed 
to the world by The Father, there many 
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times is much jealousy attached, and 
also, the greatest defense against a 
Miracle of This Magnitude is to ignore 
All that is given.  It is sad when We 
see this, because mankind is forever 
needing Spiritual help, advice, and 
This Miracle is giving It firsthand from 
The Father’s Words, and He is allowing 
All of Us to partake in This Miracle.  
There has never been One quite like 
This until ‘this time’.

It is a consistent, constant 
Direction, not overpowering, but in Its 
Manner of delivery, It is consistent and 
constant in Its obvious caring for the 
Souls of all races, all colors, all creeds.  
It is important that These Words that 
The Father has allowed to be delivered, 
be passed throughout the world as 
quickly as possible, because mankind 
is devoting much time to what is called 
‘unorthodox etherealism’, that in its 
meaning is accenting humanism more 
than it is the Soul that is a Portion of 
God.  Humanism has its place in the 
life of mankind, but humanism can 
become so much more important than 
the Sanctity of one’s Soul.

Many who have not heard of 
This Miracle, are beseeching The 
Father each day to send a sign of 
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some kind that they will recognize as 
Him instructing them, because there 
is such a great need for His Love, 
His Protection, His Intercession, to 
correct the worldliness based on total 
humanism in every culture that is 
superseding what The Father is All 
About, what sound Spiritual values 
are all about, and what morality truly 
means.  A cry for help!  No one hears 
the cry, because those close to them, 
or those who are spiritually oriented, 
are too preoccupied, too busy, and do 
not see what is actually taking place.

Even though there are many 
shouting religion and religious 
beliefs, there is much more humanism 
adapted to what is being practiced 
than mankind realizes, thus ignoring 
or bypassing the Sound Values of what 
The Father stands for, what God’s 
Commandments mean to each life, to 
all ages, to all occupations.

Mankind talks about battles, and 
in many ways sees the devastation of 
physical battles.  The world at this time 
is in many ways on the battlefield of 
destruction, because so many who are 
shouting religious orders are ignoring 
the Foundation of Christianity, the 
Foundation that is based on The 
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Commandments of God, sound justice, 
truths, sound moral values, sound 
moral standards.

Mankind uses symbols.  It has 
always been since the beginning of 
man.  Some of the symbols intended 
to mean one thing can actually mean 
several things.  The Father gave to 
mankind a Symbol of His Divine Love.  
It was the Crucifix.  This Crucifix 
should be in every home, and in other 
places also, to remind mankind of 
what occurred, how wrong it was, how 
evil it was, and that mankind should, 
at this time, raise a symbol depicting 
God’s Commandments in Their fullest 
meaning.

This might be difficult for 
some to understand how it can be.  
We smile at this and say, ‘Mankind 
can find a way with the degree of 
intelligence, imagination, love for God 
that man is capable of, because These 
Commandments are the Key to many 
having more understanding of the 
importance of their actions, for the 
Goal God intended life to be.’  So be 
it.”
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OCTOBER 31, 1995 AT 2:14 P.M.

SAINT ANDREW

“I am Saint Andrew.  This Gift of 
The Father’s, This Miracle that delivers 
to mankind so much Direction for the 
good of the Soul, so much Love for the 
human role, must be seen throughout 
the world as a Gift of Tremendous 
Dimension, based on Hope and Divine 
Love.

It is difficult for some to fully 
understand that The Father would 
love mankind to such a degree that He 
would speak openly, and then allow, and 
direct Others of Us Here to instruct all 
of mankind on the Importance of the 
Soul that is instilled at the moment 
of conception.  The repetitiveness of 
This Statement is to assure mankind 
of the Value of It, the Importance of 
It, because of the Reason for which 
mankind was created.

The Father is beyond any human 
comprehension, because mankind 
has the ability of understanding to 
a degree that The Father designed, 
and intended man to be able to use, 
to achieve the Goal of Sainthood.  
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Mankind very often uses a power 
play to get something done, and then 
sometimes pressures an individual or 
individuals to accomplish a goal.  The 
Father, in His Love for human life, has 
given mankind a will.  This will allows 
all individuals to make decisions that 
they understand, and also, to be able to 
reason the importance of the decision, 
the direction for which the decision 
will carry them mentally, morally, even 
physically.

The Father has designed 
human life with so many valuable 
senses, intentions, attentions, drives, 
encouragements, intelligence, in 
many ways, for many purposes, in 
many degrees.  These Gifts are Gifts 
of freedom to use as an individual 
chooses, which of course is why The 
Father gave a free will to mankind.  The 
Creation of man had many Reasons.  
It was The Father’s Love, to share a 
place with Him, Portions of Him, so 
that mankind would one day be a Part 
of What He is, for All Eternity.

It is sad when We hear so little 
from mankind about the devastation 
that the enemy of God and man can 
cause to the mind and the will of many 
individuals, not just through confusion 
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of thoughts and words and deeds, but 
through deliberate rejections of sound 
moral values, sound moral standards, 
sound reasoning for what is good, what 
would please The Father.

Mankind has the ability to make 
decisions that automatically reflect 
in the judgment of the individual, and 
the individual has the will to make a 
choice, right over wrong, truth over 
untruth, and of course, all this based 
on what the individual can associate 
to God’s Commandments, relying on 
The Commandments to make the right 
judgments.  What The Father wants for 
mankind through This Special Gift of 
This Miracle is to enlighten mankind to 
the options available, and to the Goal 
that awaits their Soul that was given 
to them at the moment of conception.

It is amazing to watch a 
small child, in making a decision, 
instinctively knowing what would be 
right, what would be wrong.  Decisions 
come at a very early age, and then grow 
with the child to bigger decisions.  You 
live in a time that is saturated with evil 
in many ways, but also much confusion 
because of the evil.  There are so many 
whose judgment is not practical, not 
logical, but in many ways selfish and 
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ignorant, purposely, to what they know 
the correct decision is to be made.

Historically, mankind has passed 
through stages of severe attacks from 
the evil sources, and though it is not 
recognized openly at this time, it is 
obvious it is occurring throughout the 
world.  Mankind has a saying:  ‘Turn 
a deaf ear to what you do not want 
to hear, pretend you do not see what 
you see, and then you are not liable 
for any infraction you might commit 
immorally.’

The Father looks at all things, 
and in the onslaught of so much 
diabolical intercession, He gave to the 
world a Miracle that was to instruct 
all of mankind on the Importance 
of the Soul, and that mankind has a 
responsibility to not ignore morality, 
but to fight for it, stand for it, and 
accept it, above and beyond anything 
that would be considered slightly 
immoral.

Needless to say, All the Teachings, 
All the Instructions, delivered through 
This Miracle of The Father’s Love, are 
limited in length but are multiplied 
in number, so that mankind is capable 
of reading, absorbing What has been 
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delivered, to a degree that is not 
beyond capability.  There is so much 
Instruction for all types, personalities, 
nationalities, and Spiritual matters.  
It is true, there are some who will 
be changed by the reading of one 
Revelation that has Sound Direction, 
and then it might take several more 
Revelations for others to see the Value, 
the Beauty, the Strength, to help them 
become ‘a Great Saint’.”
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NOVEMBER 1, 1995 AT 11:37 A.M.

SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

“I am Saint Catherine of Siena.  
So Many of Us speak through this little 
one who walks totally for The Father’s 
Will to be done.  She is constantly alert 
to Our Presence.  The Father created 
This Miracle to help mankind more 
fully understand what a Precious Gift 
human life is, because human life is 
forever.  Of course, it has been taught 
extensively on the meaning of this 
word ‘forever’.

As the body no longer exists as 
man knows it to be, the Soul of the 
individual returns to The Father, and 
will be Judged by The Father according 
to the way of life in which this Soul 
lived.  The Soul is a protective Means, 
Measure of The Father’s Love for 
every living human being.  No one has 
ever seen a Soul in a state It truly is, 
because It is a Portion of The Father, 
a Light that radiates from Him, that 
in every way, when It is placed within 
a conception, takes on all that the 
child in the conception will ever do, 
will ever be a part of.  That is why it 
is so important for purity of mind, 
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body and Soul to be a constant point 
of understanding.  That is why The 
Father gave to mankind Definite Rules 
to live by, because of the Precious Gift 
of His to each life, the Soul.

A child’s actions sometimes are 
not in what mankind would call ‘easy 
to be with’.  The temperament of the 
child can affect everyone else the 
child comes in contact with.  That is 
why it is important that the human 
part of the child be corrected in the 
proper manner, be instructed in what 
is right, what is wrong.  The Soul 
is the recipient of so much more, 
because the Soul is involved in what 
the nature of the individual acts with, 
acts upon, acts in, acts for.  The will of 
the individual must never be ignored, 
because the will usually results in the 
final actions, final decisions.

Mankind does not realize that 
within each life there is a Portion of 
God.  This subject, when it is brought 
up, is many times totally ignored, 
because it is inconceivable to mankind 
to be endowed with such a Gift as a 
Portion of God.  No one has ever seen 
God as He Truly Is.  God is beyond any 
human comprehension, and of course, 
beyond any human understanding.
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Sometimes, when some people 
preach to others about the Love of 
God, the Generosity of God, they have 
in their own way, structured more 
of a humanistic idea of what God is 
truly like, and/or all about.  There is 
so much humanism throughout the 
world, and there is so much diabolical 
intercession that mankind totally 
ignores, humanly exclaiming that, 
‘That’s life,’ and justifying all that is 
wrong.

Sometimes, when We hear so 
much indifference to what human life 
is all about, the Goal for which it was 
created, We want so much for mankind 
to realize that human life is a Special 
Gift of Divine Light, Divine Love.  
There have been many times in past 
History that can be seen as totally 
diabolical, because of so much, so 
many actions, that in every aspect of 
them were impure to a degree where 
it only pleased the enemy of God and 
man.

We hear sometimes, someone 
make a remark regarding someone 
they know or they hear about, and the 
remark is that the individual they are 
referring to has a twisted mind.  When 
something is twisted, it very often 
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means it is not in a normal state.  It 
could even mean it is ugly.

This Miracle that has been given 
to the whole world, must be passed 
throughout the world as quickly as 
possible, because there is so much 
time being lost, so many Souls being, 
not just disgraced, but on the verge 
of being the victims of the sins of the 
individual in whom They were placed.

As I go down the line, and I 
give some words to you that mankind 
throughout the world should be 
thinking about, because if they are 
not shown the words, it will not give 
them the motivation to change to more 
pure thinking.  The first word is ‘false’ 
idolatry, idolizing humanism.  The next 
word is ‘abuse’ to the bodies, through 
sins of adultery, incest, humanism.  The 
next word, ‘idolizing’ false gods.  There 
is more of this than mankind realizes 
or understands.  The list I could give 
you would be pages and pages and 
pages, because mankind does not hold 
The Father’s Commandments in Their 
fullest measure, as the Guidelines for 
daily life.

We hear some say, ‘I know The 
Commandments,’ but We say, ‘You have 
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memorized Them in a conciseness 
that eliminates many wrongs you are 
participating in.’  The conciseness 
must be eliminated, and a fuller degree 
of each one’s meaning must be passed 
throughout the world, so that there 
are no excuses for impurities of any 
kind, any degree.

As I speak to you, there are 
Seven of Us present.  This Miracle of 
The Father’s Love is continuous all 
through the day and all through the 
night.  There is no time that One of Us 
is not available to speak, to dictate, 
because The Father Wills it to be 
done.

There are so many who are 
standing out of ‘this place’, who 
must find out What is occurring here.  
You have an obligation, a duty, a 
responsibility.  You have been chosen 
to accomplish similar tasks likened 
to what the first Apostles were given.  
Remember this.”
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NOVEMBER 1, 1995 AT 12:44 P.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“I am Saint Joseph.  We are with 
the child through whom We speak, all 
through the day, all through the night.  
This has been told to you by Another, 
and perhaps More.

It is important that This Miracle 
not be set aside, because mankind 
is in great need of All that has been 
delivered.  All the Direction, All the 
Encouragement, All the Instructions 
that have been so lovingly, formally 
delivered, are not just for those who 
are present at the time, but for the 
whole world.  Even though They 
will have to be translated into many 
languages, this must eventually occur.

We have chosen one funnel, one 
child, to be Our Communication, and 
if all who hear It, all who write It, all 
who read It, will see the Beauty, the 
Love in All that has been given, It 
could pass by word of mouth rapidly, 
because mankind is in many ways 
gifted to understand, to share, to speak 
in a positive manner, an instructive 
way, encouraging others through his 
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or her own love, understanding of a 
Situation such as This One is.

Be aware of every opportunity.  
Do not at any time question your 
own ability to hand to others what 
you believe in.  This is where much 
of the delay is occurring.  Speak out, 
speak up, instruct as you have been 
instructed.  Do it in a manner and a 
way that the Apostles did in Their 
day.  This Miracle must pass through 
the world more quickly, and never 
allow anyone who feel they stand in 
authority, to weaken your spirit of 
honesty, clarity, love for God.”
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NOVEMBER 1, 1995 AT 1:10 P.M.

SAINT ANNE

“I am Saint Anne.  As I speak 
through This Gift of The Father’s, I 
speak with a Mother’s Love, and a 
Grandmother’s understanding.  It 
is important for mankind to see the 
beauty of truth that is so important for 
the human life and for the Spiritual 
life.

The Father, in His Design of This 
Gift of His Love, did not leave one thing 
out.  He gave This Miracle through His 
Holy Spirit, because He knew that by 
presenting This Miracle to the world 
on the Winds of His Power and in the 
Power of His Winds, It would reach 
every place where man was living, 
whether it be a long distance away 
from this place, or right next door.

Few people fully, truly under-
stand the Importance of The Holy 
Spirit.  Somehow or other, they 
associate It with a spirit like they feel 
within themselves; that is, a mood, a 
desire to take action, but The Spirit 
of God is Far Greater than the spirit 
that man associates It to.  The Spirit 
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of God is in every child born to the 
world, in every Soul that He places 
within the conception, no matter what 
race a child is born into.  A child is 
born with a Soul, and this Soul is what 
guides the child in many ways, gives 
the child understanding of what is 
right, what is wrong, what is needed.  
The Spirit of the child sometimes is in 
a cry when help is needed.  The Soul 
is the watchful Guardian many times 
over the life of the little one, because 
the little one cannot speak for himself 
or herself.

The Holy Spirit of The Father 
was once upon the earth in a physical 
form, protecting Two Others that were 
closely associated with The Father:  
Our Heavenly Mother and The Son, 
that many things have been written 
about regarding the Birth.  The Holy 
Spirit of God is everywhere, and it is 
sad when It is not recognized for the 
Magnitude It is, the Greatness It is, 
and of course, the Importance of It 
being a Gift to every human life via 
the Soul.

Mankind says to another one, ‘I 
love you.’  This is an expression that 
dignifies the relationship and encloses 
the relationship with an importance, 
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with a feeling of caring, of love.  
Mankind robs himself or herself of so 
much happiness, when sin of any kind, 
any degree, dulls the Spirit within 
them or causes any unhappiness.

The enemy of God and man envies 
mankind in many ways, but especially 
because of the Soul that is given to 
each human life at the moment of 
conception.  Little children should be 
taught about this Precious Gift they 
carry within themselves.  They should 
be taught to protect It, because It is a 
Portion of God.

It is sad to see so many not 
instructed on the closeness they have 
with The Divine, with God Himself.  
Some who read this might say, ‘How 
can I explain this to my child, or 
anyone else’s child?’  Very easy, just 
say it!  It is amazing how quickly truth 
is accepted and valued, because truth 
has a definite encouragement in it.  
It gives stability, honor, dignity, to a 
place, a situation, a condition, or a 
personal feeling.

Be sure that you remember what 
I have spoken, because as I stood upon 
the earth, I remember many times 
when something that was so important 
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was spoken with such love, such truth, 
that the value of it remained, and 
nothing could wipe it out or destroy it.  
Remember what I have said, and when 
you practice what I have asked you to 
practice, you will find a return that 
nothing else can give; that is, nothing 
monetary has this power in it.  So be 
it.”
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NOVEMBER 1, 1995 AT 1:50 P.M.

SAINT AGNES

“I am Saint Agnes.  It is important 
for those in charge of the young to 
constantly remind them that The 
Commandments of The Father must be 
obeyed, because if They are not, it will 
displease Him, and He is concerned 
about their Soul, because that Soul is 
a Portion of Him.

Children are not being instructed 
properly.  Much instruction is being 
dismissed as being of the past theory, 
thus ignoring that mankind has a Soul, 
and that this Soul is the recipient of all 
actions, all thoughts, all words of the 
individual in whom The Father placed 
It.  The Soul is not even being spoken 
about, nor is there any instruction 
on It.  Everything points to the human 
side of mankind:  human talents, 
human values, human pleasures, 
human abilities, human friendships, 
relationships.

The humanism is destroying the 
soundness, and the reasonability that 
there is more to life than pleasures 
that pertain only to the body, and the 
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experiences that many times are so 
threatening to the purity of one’s Soul.  
It isn’t just a lack of respect, but a lack 
of understanding to the importance 
of moral values, moral standards, and 
that there is more to human life than 
physical experiences, that many times 
embrace much immorality.

We often see people of all ages 
searching endlessly for what they 
call ‘experiences’, ignoring of course 
what the experience entails, or ever 
questioning whether it is moral or 
immoral, and whether they would 
want God standing there while they 
were experiencing something that was 
utterly demonic.  So little is spoken, 
taught, instructed on weaknesses in 
human beings.  There are so many 
things that are available, are accepted, 
that are beneath human dignity, 
constantly violating the Soul.

As I speak, I am fully aware that 
there are places at this time where all 
ages are participating in total violation 
to what is morally acceptable.  I did not 
say they were enjoying it, because for 
the most part such violations cannot 
be termed ‘happy times’.  There are 
always clouds of unhappiness where 
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there are sins being committed against 
an individual’s Soul.

This Miracle of The Father’s 
Love is Greater than any man, woman 
or child can truly, fully understand, 
but It is, and has been given in such 
a general form, with so much Divine 
Love, that there can be little doubt, 
or no doubt, from Where All These 
Messages are delivered from.

When We hear some say, ‘This 
Miracle cannot be true; God would not 
take this much time to say so much, 
knowing that mankind is going to do 
what he wills to do,’ and then there 
are others who say, ‘If This is true, 
why do These Messages not come 
from those who have dedicated their 
lifestyle, their vocations to Spiritual 
instruction?’  The answer to this is:  
The Father has been known, many 
times, to choose one who He knows 
will do What He Wills to be done, in 
spite of all criticism and in spite of 
all the rejection, because you see, The 
Father’s Will is Far Stronger than 
any human will can be, but above 
and beyond this, as The Creator of 
All Things, there can be no question 
as to how He can always conquer any 
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problems that arise, because no one is 
equal to Him.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 1, 1995 AT 3:04 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

“I am Saint Catherine of Siena.  
It is important for mankind to fully 
understand the lack of sound reasoning 
where prayer is concerned.  There are 
so many who pray, not thinking of what 
they are saying, but they are speaking 
so quickly the words they have learned 
or they are reading, that they do not 
concentrate on the full meaning of 
what these words identify with, or 
what these words request of the One 
to Whom the prayer is addressed.

Children must be taught how to 
pray, and in this instruction, they must 
learn that their acts of kindness can 
be a prayer.  They can also learn that 
if they fulfill their obligations on their 
duties it is important for them, because 
in doing it, their responsibilities can 
be offered up for a specific reason, 
or a Soul that is in need of this act of 
love.

Mankind is not being instructed 
on Purgatory.  Mankind has become 
so sophisticated in so many ways, that 
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prayers for specific reasons, situations, 
has almost become a thing of the past.

We hear some say that there 
cannot be a Hell, it is too unreasonable 
to think there is a Hell, that most 
people pay their debts while they 
are alive.  When We hear this, We are 
concerned, because mankind has a 
way of justifying everything to suit his 
or her own ability to see the value of 
situations, actions, or what they have 
learned that will have to be faced 
in some way, at some time, to some 
degree, either for neglect, or for a 
wrong attitude or decision.

Every day, in an examination 
of conscience, which in most cases is 
a thing of the past, each individual 
should think of how they can improve 
their attitude, their manner of 
thinking, their practice in how they 
do things, also in how they treat other 
people.  Sometimes changes in these 
things can make daily living happier, 
more constructive, and in many ways 
more conducive to more understanding 
about the Goal of life, that for the most 
part rarely is ever thought about.

If you were to take a poll of 
everyone you know, and ask them 
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if they felt at that moment, if they 
were to leave the earth, where would 
they expect their Soul to go, Heaven, 
Purgatory, or Hell, some would laugh 
at you, because they would feel either 
embarrassed, or that this question was 
not suited to their way of thinking, or 
their Spiritual understanding, even 
those who were trained into the strict 
understanding regarding the Soul, and 
what would happen to the Soul when 
the physical life would end.

Right now, if you were to leave 
where you are and go to some places 
in the world, you would be sickened 
by what you would be seeing in some 
places.  Man has a word for it, ‘moral 
corruption’, and then ignores what 
it truly involves.  Moral corruption 
involves the mentality, the physical, 
and of course, the Spiritual aspects 
that are so important to daily living.

Some We hear, say:  ‘What 
difference will it make?  I won’t have 
any choice at that time anyhow.’  That 
is true, but many people of all ages like 
to prepare for a celebration that they 
are going to attend, or for something 
that they are going to be involved in 
that will be a new experience.  It is sad 
to hear, to see, that mankind respects 
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all that the human part of life is 
involved in, ignoring totally what life 
will be for the Soul for All Eternity.

Some We hear, say:  ‘If I had 
another chance at life, I would do 
things differently.  I would choose 
another vocation, one more pleasing 
to me.’  I ask again, ‘When the time 
comes, and the Soul must be placed 
wherever The Father decides is right, 
is best, then logic says, if it is not 
Heaven immediately, isn’t it wise for 
mankind to plan that the Soul that 
they are aware of, they have, that is 
a Part of them, is well taken care of, 
and will immediately be with God in 
Heaven?’

We hear very little instruction 
on this subject.  This Miracle has 
been given to mankind, instructing 
mankind on so many aspects of human 
life, and many times not just alluding 
to the Soul, but emphasizing the Soul 
as the Most Important Part of human 
life.”
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NOVEMBER 2, 1995 AT 12:33 P.M.

SAINT JOHN OF THE CROSS

“I am Saint John of The Cross.  It 
is sad to see so much controversy in 
Spiritual matters, to the degree where 
sound Spiritual practices are being 
not just forsaken, but in many ways 
aborted.

My next Words might be difficult 
for some to believe, to understand, 
to accept, but in many homes there 
are fewer displays of a Crucifix.  It 
is difficult to understand why, and it 
is sad, because even though the sight 
of a Crucifix does not always cause a 
prayer, a silent prayer from the one 
seeing it, the sight of it says many 
things.  It says that the people who 
reside in that place recognize that The 
Son of God made a Great Sacrifice for 
them and for all of mankind.

There is too little spoken about 
how many sacrifices were made by 
those who were devoted and devout 
to a prayer life that was not just 
for personal needs, but for others; 
sometimes for safety, financial 
help, education, for work, for more 
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happiness in the home, and many 
other areas of life that mankind deals 
with continuously.

We see so much occurring in the 
world today that appears as a state of 
confusion, more than a solemn event.  
There is very little peace in families, 
and many times the relationship 
is strained because of differences 
in how one feels about his or her 
Spiritual ideas, versus what others 
feel, thus causing a strain instead of a 
unification.

This Gift The Father has given is 
a Gift of Instruction, and a Gift that 
is alerting mankind to the Importance 
of The Divine, and the necessity for 
respect in their Faith regarding The 
Father, The Son; The Holy Spirit, Saint 
Joseph, and of course, The Mother of 
everyone.

It is time that mankind stop 
abusing those that they are close 
to, and use the relationship as a 
means of better understanding the 
importance of solemnity in their 
prayer life, dignity in their physical 
life, and always respect for Spiritual 
acts that honor what is right, plus the 
obvious outward belief, The Father’s 
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Commandments.  It is sad to see so 
many of These Commandments being 
diminished, because of the so-called 
‘modernization’ of Faith in God.

Mankind must begin to stop 
dissecting the beauty of Spiritual acts, 
and see them for the benefit they are, 
the beauty, the importance, and the 
in-depth love that is associated with 
them.”
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NOVEMBER 2, 1995 AT 1:07 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

“I am Saint Catherine of Siena.  
There are a few words that mankind is 
not just acquainted with, but obviously 
feels have great meaning to them.  One 
is the word ‘update’.  This word means 
to many, social issues, moral issues, 
and of course, mechanical.

There’s another word that 
mankind seems to use a lot, and that 
word is ‘modernization’.  For a while 
modernization emphasized physical 
things, structures, and things for the 
home, but now We see it as using the 
physical body to emphasize how an 
individual thinks; in other words, 
a more open-mindedness regarding 
social issues, updating practices that 
open doors to many areas of life that 
only depict immoral practices, saying 
that more things are acceptable openly 
than the past one hundred years 
accepted.

It is sad to hear young children 
feel that they must become a part, 
an active part, of so many immoral 
practices.  It is not just in imitation, 
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but it is so openly advertised as a 
logical manner of living.  I say:  Who 
talks about the impurities in so much 
of this advancement?  How many 
men and women openly reject, and 
obviously speak out, that the market 
for becoming so modern is not the way 
to Sanctity?  Mankind uses words for 
acceptance of what he or she wants to 
practice, wants to become a part of, 
and/or wants to use to modernize his 
or her manner of living.

We hear so many preachers 
shouting the word ‘alleluia’, and 
reading scripture as the basis, the 
foundation for the word ‘alleluia’.  
They are not all using what they are 
saying in the proper manner, because 
their liberalism is, in reality, based 
on what they can gather monetarily, 
by being so courageous in speaking 
out loud, words that many feel are 
connected to scripture.

There is much confusion in the 
world, because mankind does not 
always look at the value, the moral 
value, of what is suggested, what is 
directed, what is proposed, what is 
being given as important in the Eyes 
of God.  The Commandments of God 
are being diluted, minimized, and in 
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many areas erased, because mankind, 
in some ways says, ‘We live in a 
modern world, and the world is going 
so fast that if you do not cooperate, 
everything will pass you by.’

Let Me say this, and I pray that 
what I am about to say will reach 
millions of people:  Mankind has 
gone through stages of immoralities, 
and each one of these stages proves 
detrimental in many ways to the lives 
of all ages.  This Gift of The Father’s to 
the world, This Miracle of His Divine 
Love has continuously instructed 
mankind on the importance of sound 
morality.  If this does not come to pass, 
The Father will have to take a strong 
stand.

Man must understand that within 
each human life there is a Portion of 
The Father, and this Portion of Him, 
the Soul, must be protected, because 
of the necessity of Its Purity when It 
is returned to Him with the name of 
the individual to whom It was given at 
the moment of conception.

In many ways, what I have just 
spoken could be termed ‘a Warning’, 
‘an Alert’, that should be looked at, 
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and into, for the Greatness of Its 
Worth.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 2, 1995 AT 2:15 P.M.

SAINT ROBERT BELLARMINE

“When man receives a gift, this 
gift can be of the utmost importance, 
because the gift can be from a loved 
one, that in the very act of receiving 
it, there is a personal communication 
that makes this gift a treasure.  
This can be the same each time a 
prayer is answered, because in the 
communication there is an under-
standing, and a treasured belief of 
communication.

When mankind of any age uses 
prayer to God The Father, to Our 
Heavenly Mother, to The Beloved Holy 
Spirit of God, Saint Joseph, or to Our 
Lord, it is an innate understanding 
that They will hear the prayer, and 
They will answer the prayer; that is, 
in the best way for it to be answered.

When an individual has devotion 
to a Saint, there is a personal 
communication that has a love in it, 
a sincerity, and a Faith that the Saint 
will hear what the individual wants 
the Saint to hear.  This is so easy for 
man to understand, because there is 
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so much reality in the closeness of 
man to Heaven.  When an individual, 
or several, deny having Faith in God 
or in a Saint, it automatically radiates 
a deep sense of sadness, because the 
rejection of the individual to believe 
in All that God is About, and All that 
The Saints are About, radiates an 
emptiness, a hopelessness, a rejection, 
and a total dismissal of God, and All 
Those Who are with Him.

Children must be taught at a 
very early age that it is important to 
say prayers, not just at nighttime, but 
upon awaking in the morning, and 
then remember to say a few during the 
day, like they would talk to a friend.  
This type of understanding with The 
Divine has a particular strength in 
it that nothing else has.  The show of 
Faith, believing that the Existence is 
real, gives an individual help when it 
is needed, even though the individual 
cannot see or hear the Other speak, 
but what happens is that there is an 
automatic response that travels from 
Them to the individual.  The ability 
to transport this response is Divine 
Revelation, Divine Belief, and also 
Faith that goes beyond what faith in 
human life contains.
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A child goes to a parent for 
help, and the child expects help, 
and sometimes when there is a 
disappointment, the child feels 
rejected, but when an explanation 
is given, the child is relieved, and 
then the child feels strength once 
again.  Heaven has a way that, when 
an individual is praying for something 
that is not quite right for it to be 
given, or for something to happen 
that the individual is praying for, 
something else is always received.  It 
is called ‘strength to persevere and 
go on’, not feeling rejected, but many 
times feeling that the right decision 
was made by Them, because They know 
what is best.

Some who will read This or hear 
This might say, ‘Sounds like a story, 
an excuse,’ but if they will but see 
the Value, the Truth, the Honesty, the 
Reality of the Greatness of Those Who 
are in Heaven, they will feel strength 
from the very communication they 
trusted in so deeply, so sincerely, so 
directly, so patiently, so lovingly.  Many 
times negativism seems to be a factor 
to some people who will never see the 
Beauty in Faith in God and in All that 
Heaven is About.
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Mankind must understand that 
human life is a perfect example of 
what represents the Gifts that The 
Father has in such Greater Measure.  
A human being has intelligence, has 
likes and dislikes, has moral values, 
moral standards, knows right from 
wrong, knows good from evil, and is 
Blessed with Faith, courage, and the 
ability to conquer weaknesses.  These 
all come to mankind from The Father, 
because mankind is made to the Image 
and Likeness of God.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 3, 1995 AT 11:55 A.M.

SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI

“I am Saint Francis of Assisi.  
The Father has given to the world a 
Gift beyond what mankind could ever 
equal anything to It, because This 
Gift is a Gift of Personal Instruction, 
encouraging mankind to more fully 
understand the Value of human life, 
the Goal of human life that is beyond 
anything any man, woman or child 
could ever see in monetary measure.  
To become ‘a Saint’ is beyond human 
understanding, and yet within each 
human life mankind carries with 
himself or herself, a Soul, that in Its 
Full Measure, Meaning, is a Portion of 
The Father.

There have been many times 
since the beginning of human life 
that could be termed ‘troubled times’, 
this meaning that so many ignored 
the Value of God’s Commandments, 
and practiced selfishness, egotism, 
meanness, vulgarity, and all things 
that are offensive, each in their own 
way, to the dignity of human life.
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Idolatry is present throughout the 
world, idolatry in many forms.  Many 
idolize the power that certain things 
in life promote, many times financial 
gain, or a position that can be termed 
‘so important’ that the individual’s 
word is equal to The Commandments 
of God, not in structure, but in control, 
definition.

Throughout the world there is 
so much confusion of what is morally 
correct, what is immoral.  Many who 
stand in high offices in religious 
circles, ignore the importance of 
morality, and they structure everything 
according to humanistic values that 
promote only their positions, their 
names, and how people will see them 
as superior in many areas.  When 
the subject of egotism comes up, 
it is amazing how many different 
definitions are thought about, usually 
not in the degree of what the egotistic 
practices are undermining, or causing 
false statements, false goals, false 
promises.

Man talks about Sodom and 
Gomorrah in such a general term, 
because only what has been written 
about that time is what can be 
remembered.  Needless to say, what 
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was written was minute in the real 
practices of so much diabolical 
actions, practices, thoughts, degrading 
human life in more ways than man 
would recognize.  If you were able to 
see the in-depth, obvious comparative 
practices of now and then, you would 
be shocked.  If you were to speak to 
someone about Holiness, you could 
very well be laughed at, because they 
would term it ‘fanaticism’, ignoring 
the Greatness, the Beauty of Holiness.  
It is not just liberalism in man, it can 
be termed ‘paganism’ in many facets 
of its practices.

At this time in your life, even 
though many are shouting ‘Praise the 
Lord,’ it has become a practice of what 
will make people feel better about the 
situation, but if truth were to be faced, 
there is much bigotry being practiced, 
and in this bigotry, those who follow 
are following paths of fanaticism, 
ignoring the solemnity and the in-depth 
calmness, beauty, that automatically is 
attached to sound moral values, sound 
moral standards, and sincere Spiritual 
attitudes, practices.

Saint Clare, in Her openness, 
talking about the times that She was 
concerned over the modernization 
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that was occurring, said to Me:  ‘It is 
not modernization that is destroying 
the beauty.  It is what goes with this 
modernization, and that is ignoring 
what true love is based on:  sincerity, 
belief, goodness, and a desire to please 
The Father in everything one does, 
everything one thinks, because of the 
Goal of human life to become a Saint.’  
So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 3, 1995 AT 12:45 P.M.

SAINT PETER

“I am Saint Peter.  There are so 
many Stories written about the time 
that several of us walked with The Son 
of The Father.  At that time we knew 
He was Special, Different, Unusual, 
and we considered Him One Alone in 
His Ability to deliver Lessons of such 
Great Importance, directing our minds 
and our ways of life to a stronger 
manner of thinking, acting.

He taught us how to teach, He 
taught us how to preach, He taught 
us to obey what was right.  He taught 
us how to deliver to others, through 
our example, through our words, the 
Importance about life, what it was 
created for, the dignity that life was 
meant to have, and of course, that 
human life had a Goal beyond all 
other living things, as we walked with 
Him, as we all lived together, not as a 
family, but as a group of men who were 
on a mission, who were being given a 
mission to follow, and to extend to all 
others the Purpose of human life, and 
how to attain its Goal.
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On the sight of a big pool of 
water, a small stone, a rock can be 
picked up, and when it is tossed into 
the water, the water immediately 
moves in a way to show the extent 
that one little thing can cause when it 
is put in the right spot for the right 
purpose, because each ripple of that 
water, He taught us, was similar to a 
word we might speak that would, in 
its meaning, move throughout crowds 
of people.  And He taught us that the 
Gift of being able to speak had a great 
purpose to it, because this is how 
mankind would communicate and be 
able to instruct millions, through just 
passing a word, or a few words that 
would awaken the mind of the other, 
or the others.  The motion it could 
cause would be unbelievable.

So it is with This Miracle of 
Divine Love.  The Words are to awaken, 
to alert, to remind mankind of the 
Importance of what life is all about.  
Through This Miracle, mankind has 
been extensively instructed about one 
word, and that word is the ‘Soul’.  No 
place, at any time since the time We 
walked with The Son of The Father, has 
so much Instruction been deliberately 
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given regarding that Precious Gift of 
Divine Light, Divine Love, the Soul.

Each time One of Us speaks, 
those who take Our Words and put 
Them to use, or in print, They are like 
the ripples of the pond, or the water, 
reaching those near and far away 
with the Importance of what human 
life is all about, and of course, the 
Importance of the Gift of The Father’s 
Love in each human life, the Soul.

A Blessing goes with Every 
Message, a Blessing of Strength, a 
Blessing of Hope, a Blessing that 
draws attention to the Goal for which 
mankind was created.”
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NOVEMBER 3, 1995 AT 2:00 P.M.

SAINT PETER CANISIUS

“I am Saint Peter Canisius.  
Mankind is aware that each time 
a gift is presented, it is not always 
appreciated.  Of course, there are 
different reasons for this reaction.

Today in the world, The Father has 
given to mankind what can truthfully 
be termed, ‘Personal Communication’, 
The Miracle called ‘The Miracle Of 
Saint Joseph’, instructing mankind 
in so many ways, the Importance of 
human life, beyond the human part 
of life.  The Soul has never been truly 
felt or seen, or thought about in the 
Greatness It is, but through This Gift 
of The Father’s Love, through The Holy 
Spirit of The Father, mankind has been 
instructed in many ways, that each 
human life is presented at the moment 
of conception, the Soul, and this Soul 
is a Portion of The Father, a Portion of 
Divine Light.

No human being fully under-
stands the Magnitude of The Father.  
The word ‘Father’ does not give the full 
meaning, because the word ‘Father’ to 
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most, or to all even, says ‘the provider, 
the caretaker’, and the father of the 
family in human life is seen as the 
one who supports, who instructs, who 
protects.  Some might say, ‘This is 
not always true.’  Nonetheless, this 
is the sound, true definition of what 
the word ‘Father’ expresses, when it is 
spoken or written or addressed.

God is All Things, God controls 
All Things:  the earth, every facet of 
it, the whole universe.  God is More 
than mankind can mentally imagine 
God to be, but mankind instinctively 
knows that there had to be a Creator, 
a Superior Intelligence beyond any 
human understanding, to create the 
world, the universe, all human life, 
and have a Reason for it all, on top of 
all of this.

We hear some men, women and 
children praising God, and yet in one 
way, diminishing what He Truly is, 
by feeling that they have the power 
to do many things, above and beyond 
what other human beings can do.  
Mankind in all different areas of the 
world, differs in opinions, and also, 
in how they instruct others about life, 
because in each part of the world, men, 
women and children adapt to that area 
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wherein it is governed by nationality, 
professions, and different beliefs in 
political ideas; also, the culture of the 
people was begun a long time ago, and 
continued to build in that manner, 
according to the type, the form, the 
manner of communication called 
‘language’.

If one would look at the whole 
world, they would see a magnificent 
diversion of so much talent, so much 
beauty, in the different manner of 
life that people have been placed in, 
regarding and according to where they 
were born; it’s called ‘nationalities, 
cultures, languages’.  It is important 
for mankind to understand that people 
from all countries, of all countries, are 
born to become ‘Saints’, because there 
is no human being not instilled with a 
Soul at the moment of conception.

When mankind talks about the 
dangers that lurk from those who 
are of the mind to be wicked, to be 
thieves, to be corrupt, it is important 
for mankind to see the Value of The 
Father handing to the world Direct 
Communication that will awaken 
their thinking to the importance of 
what is right, what is wrong, in what 
they are doing, participating in, and 
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that human life was created for a Very 
Important Reason, for a Goal beyond 
any human goal.

So Many of Us Saints speak 
through This Miracle and We do not 
always announce Our Name, because 
there are times when We speak Our 
Names, it would be a distraction, and 
it is easier at these times to just be in 
conversation.  This little one through 
whom We All speak is told many times 
to begin a subject, and let the subject 
flow so that others will join in, and 
it will give them the time, the reason 
to communicate their feelings about 
what they feel is spiritually correct, 
morally correct, and sound.

Mankind does not fully under-
stand what a great Gift communication 
is from man to man.  That is why The 
Father sends to the world at different 
times a Gift of His Divine Love, 
communicating with mankind through 
‘a small one’, one like everyone else, 
so that the Communication is not 
just acceptable, but understood.  This 
type of Communication with The 
Father does not leave everything up 
to the imagination or the enthusiasm 
of a profound happening in the sky, 
or someplace on the earth that no 
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one can fully understand, but just 
use different forms of imagination, 
different degrees of ideas on what 
it means, what it could mean, why it 
happened.

This Miracle of The Father’s Love 
spells out in a distinct way, directly 
to all who hear It and to all who will 
read It, the Importance of human life, 
and the Importance of the Soul that is 
within it.”
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NOVEMBER 3, 1995 AT 3:23 P.M.

SAINT THOMAS AQUINAS

“I am Saint Thomas Aquinas.  The 
Father gives to the world Important 
Messages regarding how the physical 
life should be treated, and how 
Important the physical life is, because 
of the Reason for which it was 
created.

Human life is a Special Gift 
of The Father’s.  It is a sharing a 
Particular Love, and has a definite 
Reason.  It is the only living thing 
that The Father has placed within, 
a Portion of Himself.  All things are 
important because all things revolve 
around human life.  True, the earth 
was created, the planets were created 
long before human life was created, 
but human life, in its own way, has an 
Important Part amidst all this Great 
Creation of The Father’s.

There are many living parts of 
different things in the world.  There 
is animal life, vegetable life, there 
is food in the sea, and these things 
very often live off each other.  A 
plant in the ground is nourished by 
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other plants.  There is always some 
form of nourishment for everything 
that is created.  A tree has special 
nourishment.

Human life has a specific form 
of nourishment.  Mankind only refers 
to the food that mankind consumes, 
but there is a Greater Nourishment 
inside human life.  It is called ‘a Soul’.  
It nurtures the responsibilities, and 
as It nurtures the responsibility of 
human life.  It also gives human life 
a Distinct Purpose, Distinct Value, 
Distinct Goal.

Mankind does not realize what 
human life has above all other living 
things, above all other things that 
encircle the world.  Human life has a 
Goal that is difficult for some to accept 
or some to relate to, but mankind, 
through This Miracle, is learning 
about the importance of daily living, 
daily actions, thoughts, words, cares, 
needs, practices.  Daily living gives 
man responsibilities, because mankind 
must learn how to nourish the physical, 
and also the mental of man instructs 
man on what is right, what is wrong, 
sound, reasonable, pure, impure.
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Mankind has a mentality that is 
capable of extensive learning about 
many things.  Mankind has a Soul 
that innately tells mankind that there 
is Someone Greater, Someone not of 
the ordinary means or measures, but 
Someone Who had the ability to create 
all that there is.  Mankind looks for 
justice, innately knowing that there is 
a right, there is a truth, and there are 
benefits to these things.

Children, in learning to speak, 
learn words from hearing others speak, 
and through this learning they are to 
develop in many ways their talents, 
their abilities, their goals.  It is what 
man calls ‘hereditary advantage’.

It is important for mankind to 
understand that as the Soul is an 
unseen Matter, Light, that is evident 
because of the knowledge mankind 
has of justice, in justice, for justice, 
that The Father, in His Love for this 
Creation, created within it Something 
Greater than any other creation of His, 
Something closer to Him, Something 
that has to be directly connected to 
Him, not some inanimate object that 
stands all by itself.
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Daily living can be a happy 
experience, or an unhappy experience.  
Most would say, ‘It depends upon the 
nature, character, personality of the 
individual, the educational faculties 
of the individual.’  In many ways 
this statement has merit, but rarely 
is the Soul spoken about in how an 
individual feels, because a Soul is not 
thought of in such close union with 
all the individual consists of, such as 
the personality, the nature, the human 
abilities to perform certain things, 
the talents, the likes and the dislikes, 
but the Soul is closely connected to 
every part of human life.  Mankind 
must begin to understand this.  It is 
easier to ignore the Soul because It 
cannot be seen, because It cannot be 
physically felt, but I assure you It is 
present within each human life.

The more that is understood about 
the Soul, the happier a human being 
will be, because then disappointments, 
problems, troubles, dissatisfactions 
will not be as monumental, and the 
Soul will be felt and be seen as such 
an Important Part of human living, 
that this knowledge will supersede any 
other thought, disappointment that an 
individual will be subjected to.
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I smile as I speak These Words, 
because They are so full of Love, 
Direction, and Each Word is given 
to mankind to give more meaning to 
mankind regarding human life.”
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NOVEMBER 6, 1995 AT 11:23 A.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  This 
Gift that The Father has given to the 
whole world must spread throughout 
the world, because of all the Souls that 
must learn the Importance of What 
The Father Wills to be followed, to be 
understood.

There are so Many of Us Who 
speak through This Gift of The Father’s 
Love, because of the Importance of the 
Soul of every living human being.  We 
hear some say:  ‘What’s this about the 
Soul?  Has anyone ever seen It?’  So 
much has been written for mankind 
to read and learn from regarding 
the Importance of this Gift of Divine 
Love.

Mankind wants security in every 
part of life, mental, financial, social, 
and yes, even moral security, but so few 
truly understand the Magnitude of the 
Soul that depends on the individual’s 
moral values, moral standards, moral 
actions, moral views.  There are so 
many children of all ages who are 
not being taught the importance of 
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choosing what is right, what is good, 
what is sound, what is reasonable, 
what is important.  There is so much 
freedom in so many areas.

The Father has given to the 
world Direct Communication through 
one Soul, instructing mankind of all 
ages, the Importance of the Soul, the 
Goal of the Soul, the Reality of the 
Soul.  We hear some say, ‘Revelations 
are a thing of the past.’  That is not 
so.  The Father has never allowed 
mankind to be left without some show 
of His Caring, His Love, His Concern, 
His Presence.

When We hear children of all 
ages say prayers in Our Direction, We 
hear every word, and all prayers are 
answered.  There are many occasions 
in an individual’s life where a prayer 
gives more support than anything 
else, because the prayer is understood 
to be heard, and that there will be a 
response in some form, some degree.  
It is called ‘Faith in what is sound, 
what is reasonable, what has proved 
factual through time’.

Mankind’s idea of Heaven 
is in many ways not as elaborate 
as It truly is, because mankind 
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associates Heaven with what he or 
she can relate to:  worldly measures, 
worldly accommodations, worldly 
associations.

As We speak through this little 
one, We are fully aware of every 
individual’s thoughts, reactions, 
intentions, beliefs, disbeliefs.  It is The 
Father’s Will that all who read What 
is passed through This Miracle, will 
grow in such Spiritual strength that it 
will be obvious to their every day of 
living that their Goal is to become ‘a 
Saint’.”
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NOVEMBER 6, 1995 AT 12:40 P.M.

SAINT JOHN OF THE CROSS

“I am Saint John of The Cross.  
Everyone born to the world eventually 
becomes aware of the act of prayer, 
whether it be silent, or in an open 
manner of speech.  In so many places 
prayer is being spoken by many who 
do not realize the power in prayer, yet 
when mankind talks to an individual, 
or several people, they feel the power 
of their own words in getting a point 
across in discussing a subject, an idea, 
a goal; yet We see and We hear many 
who do not feel the same about prayer, 
because they do not physically feel the 
Presence of the One to Whom they are 
speaking, yet We also hear mankind 
talk about how they can communicate 
with other people through what they 
call ‘mental telepathy’.

When an individual first hears 
a particular prayer and they can 
associate this prayer with their own 
needs, they will memorize the prayer.  
Most people have favorite prayers that 
they say mentally or with their voice, 
that appeals to them, that makes them 
feel the communication is clear.
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There is much humanism 
throughout the world at this point 
in time, and there are many who are 
deliberately shouting whatever comes 
to their mind, doing it to impress 
others in what they call ‘Spiritual 
aggression, Spiritual updating, 
Spiritual communication’.  A silent 
prayer is many times said in much 
earnestness, deep thought.  When 
people join in saying prayers out loud, 
it sometimes helps them, because they 
feel a unification with others, and that 
in the sound of all the voices, God will 
surely hear these prayers.

In reality, prayer can be a 
private communication or a group 
communication, but no matter how 
it is done, it has an importance in it, 
because it is calling upon Someone 
to hear what they are in need of, or 
sometimes the prayer is for someone 
else’s benefit.

Prayer is a special communication.  
There is another thought in prayer, and 
that is in an individual’s sensitivity, 
awareness of the Existence of God 
The Father, Our Blessed Mother, Our 
Lord, Saint Joseph, or any One of The 
Saints that have been recommended to 
be prayed to.  There are Many Saints 
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in Heaven, definitely not All written 
about, because Every Soul that is in 
Heaven is a Saint, and there is always 
a real communication heard by Many, 
when those who are upon the earth say 
it silently, or with sound.

Children should be taught to 
remember, to think of the Closeness 
God is to them, whether they are all 
by themselves or with others.  Words 
do not have to be spoken, because 
all thoughts are recorded, all actions 
recorded, all requests recorded, all 
thanksgivings recorded.  I must say 
though, that thanksgivings are few 
and far between, because thanksgiving 
is somehow taken for granted.

As We All are constantly aware 
of what is occurring in all places 
throughout the world, We constantly 
try to use some measure of means 
to attract an individual to what is 
important, what is best, when there is 
any question of a decision to be made 
that the results could be beneficial to 
the Soul, plus advantageous to what 
the individual desires, or feels or 
wants.

Mankind is never alone, first of 
all because of the Soul, and then of 
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course, because of all that, through 
the Soul, mankind is constantly seen 
by, in a way and in a manner different 
for mankind to fully understand.

When a child is born, everyone 
close to the child has a responsibility 
of caring for the physical needs, plus 
instructing the child through the 
caring, talking to the child, and doing 
everything for the child to give the 
child a foundation, a basis for being 
able to one day be independent.

Many times when an individual 
prays, We do all We can to help the 
individual make the right decision, if 
that is what is needed, or to help in 
some form, some manner, some degree, 
for the prayer to be answered.

This Miracle of The Father’s 
Love is a Gift beyond what mankind 
can fully understand, but We have 
seen many grow stronger in love with 
God, for God, and Many of The Saints, 
because of the open, verbal association 
that in many ways strengthened the 
Spiritual growth of the individual or 
the individuals, beyond what anything 
else could be credited with.

It is sad when We see so much 
humanism dedicated to many areas 
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that are detrimental to the dignity of 
human life, but it is The Father’s Will 
that This Miracle will help much of 
this be erased, because humanism has 
many facets wherein it is destructive, 
not constructive, and this is a sadness, 
because it causes the understanding of 
the Importance of Spiritual Strength, 
Purity, Goal, to be secondary, thus the 
Souls of the individual or individuals 
are the victims eventually.

We could All speak rapidly and 
every moment of every day, but the 
physical and the mental of human 
beings could not handle this, because 
it is important that mankind live each 
day caring for the responsibilities of 
daily living, and accomplishing what 
is necessary in what the human being 
must take care of in so many ways.

Each time We speak, We speak 
with a Love, an Understanding, a 
Hope, and yes, a Manner of prayer that 
mankind will grow so in love with The 
Father’s Will, that he or she will strive 
in every way to become ‘a Saint’, when 
the time comes, ‘Immediately.’”
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NOVEMBER 6, 1995 AT 2:02 P.M.

SAINT MARGARET MARY ALACOQUE

“I am Saint Margaret Mary 
Alacoque.  This Miracle had many 
reasons for It to be given to mankind.  
The reasons have not all been listed 
thus far, but they are so obvious when 
anyone reads one or two Revelations.  
It is a Miracle of Instruction to the 
minutest detail, on subject matter that 
is important for mankind to be aware 
of, and to use in daily living.

There are so many false prophets 
throughout the world.  By this, I mean 
there are many showing up, dedicated 
to speak on Spiritual matters, to 
read quotations from past Spiritual 
records, but not all of them fully 
understand that in many areas, they 
are misleading thousands of people.

True, so much has instructed 
formally on the Creation of mankind, 
and on Many Who took part in great 
Historical Events that definitely 
pointed to, They were chosen by God 
Himself to walk Paths wherein millions 
of people would learn of Them down 
through time, and learn much from 
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What They were given by The Father 
to teach.  Mankind has heard about 
Some of These Individuals in great 
length, but there are Many Who lived 
a normal life and became famous for 
Their works, Their love for God, after 
They left the earth.

Each time, mankind is in either 
moral decay or strictly a humanistic 
manner of living, sinning openly, 
accepting all forms of diabolical ideas, 
practicing immorality to the point 
where it would only please the enemy 
of God and man, because there is no 
purity involved.

You live in a time when The 
Father has given to the world so 
much Instruction, because the world 
of mankind was and is on the brink 
of total disaster.  It is not just a 
wickedness, but total moral depravity 
throughout the world.  All ages are 
involved in what can be called ‘hell on 
earth’.

This Miracle hands to the world 
Instruction that in no way can be denied 
that It is not directing all things, all 
people, to achieve Sainthood for the 
Soul.  It is necessary for mankind to see 
the Value of This constant, consistent 
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Instruction, as never deviating from 
what is best for mankind physically, 
mentally, morally.

There are some men who look 
at This Gift in great jealousy, and are 
obviously disrespectful regarding It.  
There are some who know the Value 
of It, but do not dare to speak up in 
the midst of others because of their 
positions, also because of those who 
are in charge of them.

Ask yourself:  If there were ten 
children sitting, let us say, from the 
ages of six to ten, and you were going 
to instruct them on the importance 
of everyday living, where would you 
begin?  In reality it would be easy, if you 
yourself believed in the importance of 
purity of mind, body and Soul.  There 
would be no question as to where you 
would start, how you would portray 
a subject so that the children would 
understand.

Well, This Miracle has been given 
to the world for all ages of mankind, 
all degrees of intellect, all degrees of 
spirituality, and there have been and 
still are, Instructions being given that 
are totally understandable regarding 
the Importance of human life, the 
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Reason for which it was created, and 
the availability of Heaven for the Soul 
of every living human being.

When mankind chooses something 
of importance, something valuable, 
he or she wants to be sure that the 
payment for whatever it is, is just, 
fair, acceptable.  The Father has 
handed to mankind the Greatest Gift 
in the world, and We All see so many 
use this Gift with a price tag on it.  
Sometimes this price tag means many 
things.  It can mean pleasing someone 
who, in reality, is deplorable in their 
acts of immorality.  Others balance 
everything out as to what is available 
to them immediately:  pleasure of the 
flesh, pleasure of notoriety, pleasure 
of becoming a part of a situation, a 
condition, or another’s life, that will 
only be detrimental to the Soul.

What mankind should think 
about is that human life was created 
through God’s Love, because of His 
Generosity, and the freedom of one’s 
will is a Gift; no price tag was put on 
it.  This Gift has so many reasons to 
it.  One can learn as many things as 
they want to learn.  They can do many 
things that give pleasure, beauty, to 
their way of life.  There is no limit 
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to what mankind can use, become a 
part of, that has all beauty in it, and 
of course, purity that is so closely 
associated with his or her Soul.

It is true, All of Us Here in the 
Heavens could speak continuously, 
but We know mankind’s limitations in 
recording what We say.  Mankind many 
times ignores What The Father has 
given and is ready to give, but a wise 
man, a wise woman, uses all things for 
the good of the Soul that was given 
to them to be returned to The Father 
Forever.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 6, 1995 AT 3:50 P.M.

SAINT PIUS X

“I am Saint Pius X.  It is necessary 
for so many men who have accepted 
the office of the Priesthood, to 
think more clearly on what they are 
instructing others about, or what they 
are tolerating, that in many ways is 
corrupting the sound moral code of 
ethics that in many ways is a strong, 
indelible responsibility of their chosen 
profession.

The Father’s Commandments 
are being ignored because of so much 
humanism that has escalated in the 
past years, to a point where logical 
insistence on morality has been cast 
aside and immorality is rampant 
throughout the world.  So many men 
have forgotten that The Father’s 
Commandments insisted upon, and in 
many ways regulated man’s actions in 
a manner that the individual thought 
first of what complications could 
occur if they did not obey the sound 
structured meaning of obedience to 
The Father’s Commandments, and the 
Purpose for which He gave Them to 
the world.
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Confusion has a destructive 
force, materialism has a destructive 
force.  Both of these things are in many 
ways not just toys, but implements of 
the enemy of God and man.  So much 
Instruction has been delivered through 
This Gift of The Father’s at a time 
when It was much needed, because of 
the humanism that was so obviously 
being favored over sound Spiritual 
practices.

So many throughout the 
world in high places, have accepted 
homosexuality and lesbianism as 
practical, as normal, as needed.  This 
is definitely not in accord with several 
of The Commandments.  The Father, 
in His Design of Creation, gave to 
mankind a will, and in this Design The 
Father also instructed mankind on the 
importance of purity, and that within 
purity there was dignity, and in the 
dignity there was a natural instinct 
that purity would radiate through, 
with, in, and from.

We hear mankind shout justice, 
and how little he feels justice is shown 
in the world, throughout the world 
today, but what does justice truly mean 
to mankind?  Wouldn’t the first sign 
of justice be seen in man’s obligation 
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to hold human life in great respect, in 
thanksgiving, seeing the majesty The 
Father used in creating man?

Man has intelligence, abilities.  
Man has the senses to use, to become 
a great part of all things:  a sense 
of speech, a sense of sight, a sense 
of touch, a sense of taste, a sense of 
smell.  These are important things 
to mankind.  And The Father, then 
handing to mankind more abilities, 
gave mankind a superior place in the 
world:  intelligence, physical strength, 
the mind to use in many avenues, 
for many reasons, on many subjects, 
talents unlimited.  I could go on and on 
with how The Father favored human 
life.

It is important for children of 
all ages, the little ones on up, to be 
thankful to The Father for having 
their will to accept challenges, and to 
use these challenges for the Greater 
Honor and Glory of God.”
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NOVEMBER 8, 1995 AT 11:05 A.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
Many times We speak through this little 
instrument of The Father’s in general 
terms, so that it appears as logical 
communication between two people or 
more.  In this Type of Communication 
there is a feeling of understanding, 
and in this understanding, one or 
many are more capable, more able of 
handling any Direction that is meant 
to be a strength to a situation, for the 
good of the other one’s way of life.

We have used this little one many 
times in the stretch of time amounting 
to twenty to twenty-four hours, all in 
a consistent manner of what appeared 
as ‘normal conversation’, but in fact, 
was Our Direction.  The reason it is 
done this way sometimes, is so that the 
ones who are listening will find in the 
conversation logical Direction that 
is acceptable, because it is treated as 
one human being to another.

These are never called ‘Formal 
Revelations’, but are definitely 
considered by Us as revealing to 
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mankind the strength to take action 
that is necessary, that will give more 
strength for the positive values to be 
exercised according to man’s thinking.  
There is a difference in some people’s 
reactions when they hear This is a 
Formal Revelation, even though the 
Formal could be telling them the same 
thing as what appears to be a one-to-
one basis of communication through 
this little one.

We talk to strangers; that is, 
people who are totally unaware of This 
Miracle of The Father’s Love that uses 
a small voice for so much Direction.  
The receiver does not always react 
immediately, but the thought, or 
thoughts of What was spoken are 
instilled to be thought about later, 
perhaps at a more acceptable time to 
the individual or individuals.

So much has been given to 
mankind because the world is in great 
turmoil.  There is much confusion, 
and there are so many who are being 
directed by those who are themselves 
not sure of the soundness that they are 
instructing others in, or on, or with.  
The human mind is a tremendous 
Gift from The Father, because the 
human mind has the capabilities of 
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discernment, of retention, of decisions, 
of understanding, that in so many 
ways enables the individual to make 
judgments that are beneficial to the 
mind, the body, and the Soul.

Millions of Words have been 
spoken through This Miracle of The 
Father’s Love.  It is called ‘a Miracle’ 
because of His Direct Attention and 
Intention to give so much to mankind 
in such an open manner, always 
instructing the Value of human life, 
the Greatness of the Soul that is 
within each human life, and of course, 
the Goal for this Soul that will return 
to The Father at a given time.”
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NOVEMBER 8, 1995 AT 1:55 P.M.

SAINT TERESA OF AVILA

“I am Saint Teresa of Avila.  It 
is sad for Us to see so few Orders of 
women and of men being formed to 
serve The Father in the many areas 
that give strength, instruction, support 
to millions of people.  Orders such as I 
was a part of had a purpose, a meaning, 
a goal, and in each one of these things 
there was great support for mankind 
in different fields that were needed.  
Schools, for instance, were based on 
a definite form of instruction that 
basically gave to each one there, sound 
moral values, sound moral standards, 
and a fuller understanding of the 
importance, of not just prayer, but 
obedience to God’s Commandments.

At this time there are so many 
false prophets, so much confusion, 
so much dissension, little stability in 
moral values, moral standards, and 
sound practices in prayer.  Throughout 
the world there are hundreds of 
individuals who feel they have a 
calling, but in reality what they feel 
is they want to instruct others, but 
humanism seems to rise from all 
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their intentions, their attitudes, thus 
complicating what they start out to 
do, based on their own abilities, and 
of course, their own lack of abilities.

It is important that mankind 
realize that to have an Order of men, 
an Order of women, each dedicated to 
specific duties, have strength in them, 
because they are in many ways not 
just devoted to a particular format 
of doing things, but use every avenue 
to instruct and be example of the 
instruction, so that others will see the 
value of spirituality over humanism.

Throughout the world there are 
so many men and women who say they 
feel the Power of God within them, 
to be able to teach others how to 
praise God.  I am going to make a rash 
Statement here.  Very often, praising 
God has a belittling effect, because the 
individual is more apt to be showing 
his or her own pride in what they are 
doing, thus drawing attention away 
from what they feel that they have 
started out to do.

I will talk much more on this at a 
later time, because it is important for 
mankind to evaluate more clearly what 
they are involved in, and not forget 
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there was much importance, much 
dignity, much sacrifice, much love in 
the dedication, not just to charity, but 
to different areas of people’s lives, 
such as instructing children, also 
adults, working with the sick, helping 
the poor, and giving strength where 
it was needed; also, representing 
physically, love for God.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 8, 1995 AT 2:40 P.M.

SAINT BONAVENTURE

“I am Saint Bonaventure.  It 
is impossible, it is difficult, it is 
impractical, it is inconceivable for 
some who hear of This Great Miracle, 
first to believe in It, and then to 
conceive that The Father would give so 
much through one small instrument, so 
much Instruction, so much Direction, 
so much Love.

When We hear such reaction to 
This Gift of The Father’s, We do not 
always smile at it, because in some ways 
there is a sadness, knowing that when a 
Gift of This Magnitude is present, and 
is given with such Perfect Love, for so 
many to reject It distracts from the 
Beauty, the Direction, and of course, 
the Divine Love that is obviously in It.  
It is very easy for mankind to use the 
word ‘love’, because it is an expression 
that gives more depth in meaning, but 
Pure Love is The Father’s Love, and 
This Love has, in Its Very Essence, 
ingredients that are far above what 
man can determine love to be.
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Many times, when We hear people 
pray, We see the routine in it, We see 
it as an automatic thought, action, 
that eliminates in so many ways, a 
personal association to Whomever they 
are praying.  Little ones are taught 
to pray to their Guardian Angel, and 
when they learn the prayer, they are 
many times taught about a prayer to 
God.  It is important for the little ones 
to say things that they can relate to, 
that they can feel is coming from them 
in a personal way, not always a formal 
prayer that has been designed, created 
for older ones to say.

At a very early age children 
should be taught that prayer is a 
beautiful communication that would 
give them strength when it is needed, 
and will always be returned with an 
Act of Love because of the Soul they 
have within them that is a Portion 
of God, and that Soul is in constant 
communication with God regarding 
everything the little one does, says, or 
intends to do.

Children respond quickly to 
communication from baby on.  If you 
smile they respond to you.  If you 
talk they hear what you say, and the 
tone of your voice many times says 
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more to them, because they do not 
understand the words at a very early 
age.  The Soul of an individual is very 
often the mediator, and helps instill, 
or creates a closeness between a child 
and others.  Of course, this is never, 
or rarely taught, but the Soul is a Very 
Important Part of every age of life.  
It is the Connector, the Connection 
between the human and The Divine.  
A child is told, ‘God sees you all the 
time,’ but they are not told about the 
Soul, that Gift of Divine Light that was 
given to them immediately, so when 
they were born, the Soul had been in 
there a long time.

Many adults cannot fathom a Soul 
being so much a Part of themselves, 
because they never think of It this way.  
Some may think more of what they 
have heard about the Guardian Angel.  
That is why it is so important for This 
Miracle to be transmitted throughout 
the world, because all of mankind 
must understand that their personal 
communication with God is closer 
than they think; It is within them.  It 
is not through others that they must 
pass their ideas or their prayers, their 
requests, but the Soul is the Link 
between them and God, because It is a 
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Portion of Him, and that is the Part of 
them that will become ‘a Saint’.”
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NOVEMBER 9, 1995 AT 2:32 P.M.

SAINT CALLISTUS

“I am Saint Callistus.  We have 
used this little one in many ways today, 
more than would be obvious to those 
with her.  It is important for the whole 
world to know about This Miracle 
that has been given to all of mankind, 
instructing mankind on the Beauty of 
the Gift of human life and the Goal 
of this Gift:  to return to The Father 
Forever.

There are so many who need 
to better understand the fullness in 
which human life was gifted.  Mankind 
is aware of only the physical, and the 
importance of the physical because 
of the mentality that each has been 
given.

When mankind talks about color, 
there is an understanding of what a 
definite color is versus a color that 
is combined with two or more, thus 
giving the color a definite tone, a 
definite degree of color, and of course, 
usually a different name.  This can 
be compared in many ways to daily 
living.  Upon awakening there is a 
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definite routine; one most times, a 
definite place to go, or definite chores 
that should be accomplished because 
of the necessity in certain areas that 
must be taken care of.

The Soul of every individual 
has a Great Purpose, and every day 
the actions, the habits, the thoughts, 
the words, the conversations, have an 
effect on the Soul of the individual 
in many ways.  For the Soul’s sake, 
hopefully all things are said, done, or 
accomplished according to how The 
Father Wills it to be:  in a pure way, 
in obedience to His Commandments, 
never deviating because of the 
circumstances, companions, or 
workplaces that the individual is 
subjected to.

It is important for mankind to 
understand, though human life is said 
in a terminology as though it were 
putting all of human life in the same 
category, this in reality is not true, 
because each life, under the same 
circumstances, can differ immensely 
in attitude, in acceptance, in a pure 
way or an impure way, a serene way, 
or even to the degree of a diabolical 
way.  Human life differs in many ways 
from one individual to the next, even 
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though each one involved can be 
totally understanding of The Father’s 
Commandments, fully aware of moral 
values, or immorality.

It is important for mankind to 
fully understand what a full Gift human 
life is, the importance of the decisions 
in human life, and that human life has 
a Goal beyond any other living creature 
or thing.  It is sad when We hear so many 
block out what is right, what is sound 
morally, and accept everything that is 
actively or inactively connected to 
permissiveness, promiscuity, immorality, 
in any form, to any degree, even the 
slightest degree or intention.

The world has been Blessed by 
This Miracle of The Father’s Love, 
because It is a Miracle of constant 
Instruction, constant Protection.  The 
Soul is the continuous Connection 
to The Father from the moment of 
conception, so no human life is ever 
alone, ever without that Association 
with The Father that nothing can 
change, nothing can destroy, nothing 
can disconnect It.

It is important that mankind 
fully understand that human life is a 
Gift beyond any gift that mankind can 
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give to another human being, because 
human life is a Creation of The Father, 
and it is His Design, and also, He is a 
Part of every human life through that 
Portion of Himself.  For some it may 
be difficult to fully understand, but it 
is important that mankind see what 
a Treasure human life is; first, for all 
its abilities, the nature, the mentality, 
and the Spiritual understanding that 
is innate.  It is not something that an 
individual buys to make life complete.  
There is no way to purchase a Soul.

The importance in This Message 
is for all who read It to be fully aware 
of what life contains, and because of 
all it contains, is proof to mankind 
that human life has a Special Goal.  
There can be no other word for this 
Goal, other than the Word The Father 
has given to It, and that is ‘Sainthood’ 
for the Soul.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 10, 1995 AT 2:58 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“This Miracle that The Father has 
given to mankind at this time when 
there is so much disturbance, chaos, 
immorality throughout the world, it is 
Our Intention when We speak, to give 
mankind of all present generations, an 
understanding of the necessity to see 
morality as the key to everything one 
does, everything one says, and in all 
associations, personal or otherwise.

It is true, there have been many 
Stories about the Goal of life, the 
Beauty of Heaven, and the Purpose for 
the Soul of each living human being.  
Each area of life has an importance to 
it, and it is important for mankind to 
see what a tremendous Gift of life, as 
man, truly is.

You live in a time when mankind 
is created just as mankind was since 
the beginning of time, but through the 
changes in how man lives, how man 
thinks, how man learns, and also all the 
different upgrading of everything that 
makes life easier, more practical at this 
time, over and above all other times.  
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Each day, as an individual looks at the 
day ahead, there are certain practical 
things that must be accomplished, and 
of course, man must eat to stay alive, 
man must have water to nourish the 
body, must also have action because of 
the nature of the body.

The mentality of human life 
differs in each human being.  The 
logic also differs according to the 
individual’s mental abilities, living 
conditions, work habits, and perhaps 
the educational fields that have been 
much a part of life.  Then there are the 
experiences with other people who are 
associated in educational fields, social 
areas, even in the family atmosphere 
where there are two or more involved.  
Spirituality plays an important part 
in the motivations, the practices, the 
beliefs.  Spirituality many times is the 
greatest strength an individual has 
over and above the physical.

It is important for mankind to 
see all the different areas of human 
life that evolve around each other, 
and evolve within each other.  We 
hear so much controversy regarding 
what is spiritually correct, spiritually 
incorrect.  There are so many 
opinions that it is difficult for some 
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to fully understand the practicality 
in adjusting to what is morally sound, 
morally comfortable, morally based on 
The Father’s Commandments.

At this time there is very 
little accent, emphasis, on The 
Commandments of God, because of 
the updating of so much humanistic 
values, involvements, practices, goals, 
acceptances, that it is more acceptable 
for many to ignore The Commandments 
and practice what they term ‘more 
realistic values’.  I ask you, what can 
be more realistic than seeing human 
life in what it truly is?  First of all, 
the senses are important to mankind, 
the sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch.  
All these things are associated with 
everything mankind comes in contact 
with.  Then the ability to walk has a 
tremendous effect on many things 
that one becomes involved in, because 
walking is a communication system to 
reaching others, going places, doing 
things, partaking in activities.

There is so much modernization 
that so many place so much emphasis 
on, but what is modernization?  To 
some it is being able to make excuses 
for accepting more vulnerability to 
what is wrong, what is sinful, what is 
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impure.  Purity is an important part 
of human life.  If one were to drink 
impure water, they could die from this, 
yet water is very much a part of daily 
life.  In itself it is needed and practical, 
and yet it is also used to dilute, or to 
be used as an additive to other things 
to make them more palatable, more 
acceptable.  In some ways water is a 
cleanser.

Man could not live without water, 
just as man could not live without 
acknowledging the importance of 
morality that is definitely an active 
part in actions, activities, thoughts, 
words, motion, a lack of motion, 
interests and disinterest in many 
areas that call for participation, 
accommodation, involvement of some 
kind, some measure, some degree, for 
some reason.

This Gift The Father has given 
to the world, is a Gift beyond what 
mankind could ever give to another 
human being, because This Gift is 
associated with every sense of human 
life, for every degree of intellect 
of human life, every moral issue in 
human life, and of course, a constant 
reminder of the Soul that is in each 
human life.
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This Lesson must be taught, and 
much instruction must be given on 
What I have just spoken, because there 
is very little emphasis in daily living 
on the Importance of what a human 
being is all about.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 13, 1995 AT 1:30 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

“I am Saint Catherine of Siena.  
There is no place in the world that 
there is a Miracle of This Dimension 
occurring at this time.  The little one 
through whom We All speak was chosen 
at the moment of conception; also, in 
many ways, trained to put before all 
things, what she instinctively knew 
would be The Father’s Acceptance, 
irregardless of what others would 
criticize, chastise or condemn.  These 
Words are not easy for her to repeat, 
but it is important that They be written 
for others to read, because at this time, 
in This Gift of The Father’s Love, this 
little one faces much confrontation, 
many decisions that are beyond what 
she would choose to be a part of.

The humanism that is prevalent 
and evident throughout the world in 
so many lives, is a sadness to All of 
Us, because the humanism in many 
ways is defiance against The Father’s 
Commandments.

So many shout, ‘Praise the Lord!’  
In what context do they mean this?  
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Many times it is said as a matter of 
speech, an emotional action, and they 
truly do not know the full concept 
of what this statement should mean, 
because in the manner in which it is 
being done, there is more humanism 
being expressed than a sound, 
respectful attitude, manner, love 
for The Divine.  Children are not 
being taught the importance of their 
decisions, because there is so much 
humanism that takes precedence over 
the moral issue that is being expressed 
or is being put into action.

There are so many throughout 
the world, men, women and even 
children who are emotionally caught 
up into a format, even a formula of 
what they call, ‘Praising God’.  In 
reality, it is more of an exhibition 
than a sincere practice, because of the 
emotionalism and the lack of an in-
depth understanding of what they are 
truly saying.

This little one The Father uses is 
a target of many unkind, irresponsible, 
jealous remarks.  We always smile at 
her reaction to this, because others’ 
opinions of What is occurring through 
her does not affect her obedience to 
Us, or her personal feelings regarding 
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the value and the standards which she 
knows must be first, through her, from 
her, in her.

Mankind in many ways is 
suffering a great loss in practicing so 
much humanism, because humanism is 
in many ways a weakening force.  It is 
sad to say that this practice touches 
all ages, all races, all cultures.  There 
is much weakness throughout the 
world based on egoism.  The little one 
through whom We All speak stands 
strong against opposition.  She uses 
Our Strength, and it is sad to see 
so many who talk against her, even 
despise her for What she stands for.

The whole world is in a great 
turmoil morally, physically, mentally, 
socially, spiritually.  The Father has 
sent to the world a Gift of His Divine 
Love, using one small voice, using 
the written Word, so that mankind 
in all areas of the world can read for 
themselves What We have All spoken, 
What The Father has instructed to be 
spoken, so that all of mankind will 
more fully understand the Importance 
of human life, the Value He has placed 
on it, and the Goal for which He created 
it:  to return the Soul to Him.”
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NOVEMBER 13, 1995 AT 2:33 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
There are many occupations that 
mankind uses for attention, for 
monetary measure or political reasons, 
and for purposes that feed their egos, 
as well as their monetary means.

The Father has given to the world 
a Blessing, through This Miracle that 
is beyond any human ability to be able 
to express to millions of people, the 
Love The Father has for mankind, and 
the Goal He has for mankind.

When a child is born, there are 
many things that surround each child.  
Some can be termed ‘love’, some can 
be termed ‘responsibility’, and then 
there are others that can be termed 
‘guilt, hope, love, sadness’.  No matter 
what the feelings are, there is a great 
responsibility because each child is 
born with a Soul.  This is rarely if ever 
thought about, and it is never thought 
about at the moment of conception.

This Miracle that has been given 
to the world, instructing all ages on 
the Importance of human life, the 
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Purpose for which The Father created 
it, and What each human life contains 
that gives to human life an Importance 
above all other living things. It is 
called ‘a Soul’.

We see so many look at a newborn 
child and see only the physical, the 
immediate care that is needed, that is 
necessary.  We see happiness, concern, 
a certain amount of excitement, 
enthusiasm, but if ever We see a 
serious understanding that therein 
that child’s body, there is a Portion of 
God.  The world, in all its progress, still 
does not look at mankind’s birth in 
the Greatness it is, in the Importance 
it is, in the Goal it has.

You live in a time where the 
enemy of God and man is active in 
every part of human life because of 
the jealousy; basically, based on his 
inability to create like The Father 
creates, and of course, there is an 
unlimited amount of other areas of 
human life that he is jealous of.

The world of mankind is a world 
unto itself.  In many ways the earth, 
the atmosphere, the sun and the 
moon, the stars, the clouds, are all so 
secondary to what mankind truly is, 
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because mankind has within his or 
her own being a Portion of God.  It is 
sad when We hear so little importance 
placed on what man truly consists of.  
We hear flesh, blood, but We rarely 
hear that man has a Soul.

The Soul unseen is of the 
Greatest Importance, because This is 
the Portion of that individual that will 
return to God.  So many preachers who 
decided that they will instruct others, 
find themselves talking in many 
ways in a confused form of structure, 
because they have not been instructed 
fully on what human life truly consists 
of.  We hear them announcing and 
prophesying what they call ‘The Lord, 
The Creator’, but in the same text they 
apply their humanistic evaluations, 
thus ignoring the Soul as It truly is.

One of the main stories passed 
down through time:  that refers to Sodom 
and Gomorrah, thus accentuating the 
horrors of immoralities that occurred 
in these places, the desecration of 
human life.  Today, though there are 
many shouting religious remarks, they 
are not instructing on the seriousness 
of the basics that mankind should 
be constantly aware of, and that of 
course is sound morality, obedience, in 
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the form of purity of mind, body and 
Soul.

So many have been Blessed 
through This Gift of The Father’s 
Love, and so many have not truly 
seen the Value of This Gift because of 
so much distraction and humanistic 
preferences, so-called ‘practical 
thinking’.  This Gift of The Father’s 
has been a Gift of Enlightenment that 
must never be ignored, a Gift wherein 
the Instruction has been direct from 
Heaven.  This Gift has been given at a 
time when It is much needed by all of 
mankind.

Though mankind has reached 
much modernization technically, 
physically, mankind has become less 
understanding of the importance of 
sound moral values and sound moral 
standards.  In fact, there is so much 
immorality throughout the world in so 
many areas, that I dare to say, ‘Those 
who lived in Sodom and Gomorrah 
would be shocked to see what is 
occurring in this day, in your time, 
man’s way.’

Children are not being taught 
how to be moral.  There is such a 
struggle from those in charge of 
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children, forcing the children to think 
strictly educationally, materially, 
physically, that they are ignoring the 
need for morality.

Each of Us Who speak through 
this little one, speak for a given period 
of time, otherwise We would speak 
endlessly, because there is so much 
yet to be given to mankind, to alert 
all ages, all cultures to the necessity 
of putting God above all things, and 
using prayer in many areas, at many 
times, to gain strength to act purely.  
So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 14, 1995 AT 2:53 P.M.

SAINT JOHN THE BAPTIST

“I am Saint John The Baptist.  
This Gift of The Father’s Love that 
has explained so much regarding the 
Importance of human life, the Goal of 
human life, must be read by mankind 
throughout the world.

Many who will read the Words will 
more easily understand the fullness 
in Them, than if They were spoken to 
them directly.  This Statement may be 
difficult for some to understand, but 
just think about this:  Everything you 
hear that has meaning, do you always 
remember it word for word?  Do you 
remember it when you want to connect 
it to something that is happening at a 
particular time?

Logic says the memory will 
remember some, but not always the 
fullness of what was meant.  That is 
why it is so important for many of Our 
Messages through this little one to be 
written, so that thousands, hopefully 
millions will one day read Them, and 
They will trigger into the mind or minds, 
the importance of Faith in God, prayer, 
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obedience to God’s Commandments, 
the importance of taking the time for 
charitable acts, charitable words, that 
otherwise would never have been even 
thought of.  The written Word has a 
positiveness in It, and a lasting of Its 
Content, that the spoken Word does 
not have the ability to be remembered 
in Its fullest degree.

A short prayer is many times 
a prayer that is said in a quick 
communication, and this prayer is 
heard.  Many times, along with this 
prayer, a child or an adult will have 
a specific reason for the prayer.  It 
could be a request.  It could just be a 
means to speak to Someone that the 
individual knows will hear.  Mankind, 
in many places, depends totally on 
ritual, and oftentimes ignores the 
personal communication that each one 
has daily, hourly, even by the minute, 
with The Father, with Our Heavenly 
Mother, with Any Saint.  The power 
of prayer is important to understand, 
because it says no one is ever alone, 
under any circumstances, in any place, 
at any age.

We hear some people of all ages 
say, ‘Say a prayer for me, I need it.’  
What comes to Our thinking is, ‘Have 
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you said one yourself, or are you just 
depending on someone else’s Faith in 
this communication?’  Prayer should 
be an important part of daily living.  
It should be practiced automatically 
as a personal communication of love, 
of belief, sometimes for guidance, 
sometimes just to feel better, knowing 
that Someone is listening.

Children should be taught to 
say a prayer at any time, in any place, 
quietly, not letting anyone know 
that they feel this communication is 
important and gives them a strength.  
All of The Saints Here in Heaven enjoy 
this type of communication, because in 
it We feel that a habit like this gives an 
individual of any age, moral strength, 
moral courage, moral satisfaction, and 
also, in some way radiates to others, 
without a word being spoken, that the 
individual has something special about 
them, something that radiates from 
within them because, do not forget, 
when a prayer is spoken, to Whomever 
it is spoken, They become present in 
a way that would be impossible to 
explain, but it can be depended upon 
to occur in a silent way, without any 
distraction.
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The written word gives many 
definite words to say.  These words are 
helpful in so many ways, because there 
are many of all ages who find it difficult 
to remember a prayer suitable to the 
occasion, the place, the condition, the 
situation.  So do not forget, a personal 
communication is always heard, never 
dismissed.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 14, 1995 AT 3:30 P.M.

SAINT THOMAS AQUINAS

“I am Saint Thomas Aquinas.  
So much has been written about the 
importance of theology by theologians.  
It is important for mankind to not be 
overly concerned over the definitions 
of theology, but to practice in daily 
life the importance of sound moral 
values, sound moral standards, and 
never forget that these are based on 
God’s Commandments.

It is amazing how many adults do 
not realize that God’s Commandments 
have a deep meaning in each one 
of Them.  As They are shown now in 
such a concise manner, makes Them 
less important, so it is important that 
mankind of all ages reflect on a more 
in-depth knowledge of what each 
Commandment contains.  Granted, 
every individual’s life will be more 
prone to disobedience to particular 
different Commandments.  Some 
will be more prone to disobeying the 
Sixth Commandment in all forms of 
sinfulness against this Commandment, 
but this Commandment can also 
be closely connected to the Ninth 
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Commandment, according to the 
manner of living that an individual 
practices.

There are those who sin 
continuously against the Third 
Commandment, and each time they do, 
they rationalize the reason that this 
Commandment is difficult for them 
to practice, because of circumstances 
that they are not able to equate their 
manner of life to.

Then there are those who sin 
continuously against the Fourth 
Commandment.  This Commandment 
does not always register in the 
individual’s thinking, because they see 
it in a totally humanistic evaluation.

The Fifth Commandment is 
rarely thought of as part of the 
average person’s ability to even 
conceive, because they say, ‘I have not 
killed anybody; I have no desire to kill 
anybody, so that Commandment does 
not affect me in any way.’

And then the Seventh 
Commandment is not always considered 
a personal part of an individual’s life, 
because they feel that their conscience 
alone says that they steal from no 
one, never have, never will, but they 
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automatically ignore what these Words 
mean in Their fullest measure.

This Gift of The Father’s has 
deliberately instructed mankind on 
the importance of His Commandments.  
First of all, if someone practices 
freedom of action, there are many 
ways they can kill another individual 
besides taking one’s life.  This same 
person can commit many sins against 
the Seventh Commandment, because 
they innately feel that what belongs to 
someone else, whether it be material, 
mental, are abusing this Commandment 
to a degree beyond what they can 
personally conceive being done.

There are no real instructions 
on the dimensions of each of These 
Commandments at this time in which 
you live, because mankind takes 
everything so practical, literal, 
excusing himself or herself from 
the in-depth knowledge that is 
meant by The Commandments, the 
in-depth meaningfulness of each 
Commandment.

Children should begin to learn at 
a very early age that everything they 
do is important, and that their actions 
should be monitored by themselves, 
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always keeping in mind that God is 
always present, and God is as close to 
them as the Soul within them.  Some 
might say, ‘No child can understand 
this.’  I say:  ‘If it is done in the right 
manner, done with the intention that 
the child has the ability to comprehend, 
to understand to a degree of his or her 
own capabilities, the child will begin 
to understand morality, something that 
is not talked about, not spoken about, 
except in something either being 
right or wrong, usually determined 
by personal actions or words the 
individual might be expressive with.’

This Gift of The Father’s is not 
One to be overlooked, because in 
every degree of Its Instruction there 
is something in It for every age, every 
mentality, and everyone’s personal 
beliefs, actions, environment.  So 
many times We hear adults minimize 
a child’s understanding, and yet the 
very same child could be complimented 
continuously on something that is 
important for the adult to feel that 
the child excels in.  This could be 
any number of things:  bouncing a 
ball, running, learning new words; of 
course, this list could go on and on.
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There is so much humanism, 
basing everything on what is pleasant 
to the human side of life.  It is 
important for mankind of all cultures 
to see what is important for the Souls 
that must be returned to The Father.  
Some would say, ‘What is a Soul?’  You 
might be shocked at how many would 
make this statement.  That is why This 
Miracle has been given to the world, 
to instruct mankind on this Great 
Gift of The Father’s Love that is ‘the 
victim’ or ‘the victor’ of everything an 
individual practices, participates in, 
or says.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 15, 1995 AT 11:19 A.M.

SAINT JOHN THE BAPTIST

“I am Saint John The Baptist.  
Wherever this little one is, Many of 
Us are ready to speak.  This Miracle 
that The Father has given to the world 
in the Name of His Spirit, His Holy 
Spirit, Saint Joseph, is One Alone in 
Its Purpose, Its Love, Its Design, Its 
Reason, Its Goal.

Mankind must hear about This 
Miracle, and be given many of the 
Revelations that have passed through 
It for the benefit of their Souls.  So 
little is taught from men and women 
who have felt they walked in Spiritual 
roles, and who feel that they have 
great insight into the importance 
of spirituality that is necessary for 
each man, woman and child to know 
more about, and to understand the 
importance of it for the benefit of 
their Souls.

When We see one or several 
attracted to This Gift of The Father’s 
and then walk away, We know what a 
loss it will be to each of them, because 
it is important for every human 
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being to have a continuous access, 
understanding, to be able to practice 
sound Spiritual values.  By access, I 
mean to hearing what is important, 
reading what is important, in regard 
to the Soul that is within human life 
at the moment of conception.

We hear so many false prophets 
evangelizing on humanism, not truly 
understanding what they are ‘not 
saying’ to those who are listening.  
So much is based on human under-
standing, human application.

It is important for mankind to 
understand This Time to be a time 
like other Great Times, because The 
Father has given to the world openly, 
continuously, through The Saints, 
and even He Himself has spoken, 
instructing mankind to a fuller 
understanding, a greater measure of 
being capable to one day be able to 
stand before The Father with a Soul 
that is ready to enter the Kingdom of 
Heaven.

These are not just words.  What 
I have just spoken has great meaning 
in It, much Instruction, and yes, is 
given with a Love beyond human love, 
because no human being could care as 
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much as We All Care, for mankind to 
more fully understand the Greatness 
of the Soul that is within each man.  
So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 15, 1995 AT 12:50 P.M.

SAINT BONIFACE

“I am Saint Boniface.  There are 
so Many of Us Here in the Heavens Who 
find that to instruct mankind through 
This Miracle of The Father’s Love, is 
in so many ways a Gift of His Love to 
Us, because Each of Us wholeheartedly 
want mankind to know what a Treasure 
the Soul is, the Purpose for which the 
Soul was created as a Part of mankind 
at the moment of conception, and 
that That Soul has a Purpose:  to be 
returned to The Father Forever.

Mankind knows that whatever 
he or she has materially will not last 
forever, and yet We are fully aware that 
mankind many times seeks information 
on the longevity of what they are 
purchasing, because it is innate in 
mankind to want to have something 
that is worthwhile, practical, useful, 
and that in man’s terminology ‘will 
last forever’.

This Miracle has instructed 
mankind to great lengths regarding 
the Soul, that in Its Very Essence says 
It will never be worthless or have no 
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value.  It is important for mankind 
to value the Soul, because the Soul is 
a Portion of The Father and is to be 
returned to Him in a Pure State.

All of Us feel privileged to be 
able to instruct mankind through This 
Miracle of Divine Love, because We 
have experienced so much since the 
time We left the earth in the human 
flesh, and We want mankind of all 
races to not just believe in It, but to 
practice everything that is morally 
sound, so that at the moment life ends, 
Life will begin through their Soul that 
The Father instilled at the moment of 
conception.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 15, 1995 AT 2:15 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

“I am Saint Catherine of Siena.  
Children are not being instructed in 
the fullest manner that they should be.  
They are learning certain portions of 
what spirituality should be, but there 
is a definite laxness in how they are 
being told about their personal prayers, 
personal behavior, and little is spoken 
about how important their conscience 
is, because their conscience tells them 
in a direct way, what is right, what is 
wrong, in how they are acting, how 
they think, how they pray.

It is important for children to 
better understand that through their 
Soul, God is Ever Present within 
them.  Some children are taught to 
concentrate on all kinds of activities 
to help them be more compatible 
with others of their age, or also with 
different ages close to them.  Prayer 
should be an important daily practice, 
and children should be taught that 
because of their Soul, this prayer or 
prayers with God, with Our Heavenly 
Mother, helps them mentally, physically 
and morally.
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For the most part, children 
understand the importance of what 
is good over what is wrong.  Children 
innately respond to kindness, and must 
be instructed on the importance of it 
in every facet of life.  When a child 
becomes ill, it is an automatic reflex 
to become frightened, anxious, so if 
a child at this time is told that there 
is consolation when a prayer is said, 
because in the prayer they are asking 
God to help them.  Those who are 
considered of an older age, advanced 
adulthood, very often need almost the 
same advice, but approached in a little 
different way.

Prayer has a power within it that 
nothing else has, and many times it 
is overlooked because of the physical 
occurrences that are taking place, that 
seem to precede the act of prayer.  The 
world is in chaos morally, physically and 
spiritually, and though there is much 
spoken about so much evangelization 
taking place, there seems to be less 
personal, quiet communication with 
The Father, because people have 
become accustomed to groups, people 
leaning on each other.

It is important that all ages be 
reminded that the individual’s Soul, 
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as a Portion of The Father, has an 
ideal Personal Communication as an 
individual, so each human being, no 
matter what age, must understand 
that they have a Personal Closeness 
with The Father, and they should use 
this as their means to pray.

The Father has delivered so much 
Care, Instruction, and Divine Love 
through This Miracle, by allowing 
so Many of Us to speak, to instruct, 
and to clarify many areas that help 
individuals more fully understand 
what a privilege it is to be born as man, 
and that this privilege was based on 
Divine Love.  This Miracle The Father 
has given to the world with so much 
Personal Instruction is duplicated no 
other place as It is where you are.  So 
be it.”
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NOVEMBER 16, 1995 AT 12:05 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
This Miracle that The Father has given 
to mankind is Special in many ways, 
and has a Divine Purpose in It.

The world at this time, like many 
other times, is in great moral turmoil, 
distress, confusion.  Humanism has 
taken over, accepting all types of 
immoralities, defining them as ‘human 
nature’.  Logic says that mankind 
is not looking at the soundness that 
sound moral values and sound moral 
standards have in concept, in benefits, 
in value, regarding the Soul of an 
individual or groups of individuals.

There are so many men, women 
and children basing human life on 
all that is indecent, impure, totally 
ignoring the Goal of human life 
that lately has not been a subject of 
morality where men are supposed to be 
instructing others on the importance 
of the Sanctity of the individual’s 
Soul.  Some are saying, ‘The Soul is 
there but we cannot see It,’ and then 
in the next breath they say, ‘It is all 
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right to do what you are doing; that’s 
human nature.’

We have been speaking through 
this little one for the last eleven hours 
regarding the Importance of This 
Miracle that she must defend against 
all odds, all personalities, all of the 
organized training that some have 
gone through to preach about God, 
and how mankind should live.  Most of 
the instruction now eliminates Rules 
that should never be ignored.  This 
Miracle has given to the world through 
a small voice, an intensive, extensive 
Instruction on the Importance of 
human life, on the Soul of each human 
life, and on the Goal for the Soul of 
each human life, barring none.

When man talks of a battle, the 
word automatically brings to mind a 
field wherein there is open battle face 
to face.  This little one at this time is 
on a battlefield, and many think she 
stands totally alone, but I say at this 
time, ‘There are Thousands of Us with 
her to defend what is right.’

We hear some men say:  ‘God 
would not choose a woman for this Task.  
It is too Magnanimous in structure.’  
Mankind must remember this, that 
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The Queen of Heaven stood alone at 
the Crucifixion, watching the bigotry, 
the hate, the envy, the jealousy, the 
humanism that was taking place.  We 
show the child the scene.  It is difficult 
for her, because as she speaks Our 
Words to you, she speaks her words to 
Us.  The scene would be impossible for 
a mother to behold.  The horror was 
too great.

When The Father sends to the 
world a Gift to an individual that 
supersedes all other manner of life, 
through obedience Great Strength 
comes, and of course, in This Strength 
there is always Great Purpose, because 
This Strength is not ordinary; It is 
based on the Purpose for which It 
is given, and that is to stand up to, 
stand up for, stand up against all the 
negativism that mankind, in weakness, 
presents.  When We say ‘stand up for’, 
We mean for the Value of the Soul of 
each individual that This Gift will 
touch, whether it be immediate in 
a personal way, or later in a written 
way.

No man’s love for another man 
can compare to the Love The Father 
has for all of mankind.  Truth, in its 
clarity, has strength in it.  This Miracle 
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that has been so deliberately given to 
all of mankind, of all races, all colors, 
all creeds, will one day be seen for 
Its Value, because the Value of It will 
erase the jealousy that attacks It.

Children must be taught the 
importance of what is right, what is 
wrong, based on The Commandments 
of The Father.  Children understand 
more than they are given credit for.

When it has been spoken that 
you live in a time worse than Sodom 
and Gomorrah, We see in your minds 
that This Statement is true, it is fact, 
but We also see in your minds the 
inability to recognize how ugly, how 
immoral, how degrading everything 
was at Sodom and Gomorrah.

Today, as I speak through this 
little one and My Words are being 
written, I want These Words to travel 
great distances, as I want All of the 
Other Words passed through This 
Miracle to be delivered throughout the 
world, in spite of anyone’s rejection.  
This is the Greatest Teaching Miracle 
that mankind has.

Souls are being lost because 
of the degrading, degenerating 
actions that mankind is passing off 
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as excuses, saying it is the time in 
which they live, it is the way things 
are.  Homosexuality, lesbianism, major 
problems at this time; physical, moral, 
mental desecrations to children are 
abominations, because of what these 
things do to the Souls of all of these 
who are involved.

Through This Miracle, the Soul 
has been talked about in so many 
ways, and for some it is difficult to 
comprehend that they could have a 
Portion of God within them.  We find 
this only an excuse that mankind uses 
to accept his or her own weaknesses 
of immoral actions, thoughts, words, 
participations.  I could speak for 
hours, in depth, on all that the world is 
practicing at this time, that mankind 
is accepting without question, that is 
so detrimental to the Purity of their 
Souls.

As I close at this time, I will hand 
you My Blessing.  My prayer for you, 
and all who will read These Words, is 
to treasure your mind and use it for 
pure thoughts, pure direction, pure 
intentions.  I take My hand to your 
chest and I say, ‘For every beat of your 
heart, remember that your Soul is 
an Important Part of all you are, all 
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you do, all you think, all you say; that 
all things reflect into the Soul that 
walks with you each day.’  As I cross 
your shoulders from one side to the 
next, this is to remind you to protect 
all you are, all you have, all you are 
responsible for.  Amen.”
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NOVEMBER 16, 1995 AT 1:31 P.M.

SAINT TERESA OF AVILA

“I am Saint Teresa of Avila.  
Mankind speaks much on advanced 
education; in fact, in many ways it is 
primary in many conversations for 
all ages.  In many ways this is good, 
has purpose, and will and could be 
fulfilling to the individual.  We hear 
little about the morality of individuals, 
the necessity for pure morals, sound 
standards of living, honesty.  So much 
emphasis is placed on humanism, 
eliminating what life was truly created 
for.  Rarely does anyone use the word 
‘Sainthood’.

The Gift of The Father’s, This 
Miracle of The Beloved Spirit of God, 
called ‘The Miracle Of Saint Joseph’, 
should be passed throughout the world 
as quickly as possible, mainly to avoid 
so much desecration to the bodies, 
to the minds, to the Souls of the very 
young, and older ones.

We hear many brag about 
permissiveness, promiscuity, adventures 
in impure social methods, means.  
We hear casualness regarding 
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homosexuality, lesbianism, and all 
other distorted avenues, where all 
ages seem to find what they call 
‘experiences’.  What they eliminate 
from this word is the moral and physical 
damages that occur during these 
episodes of expression, of interaction, 
of the acceptance of updating social 
practices.

The world is in total chaos in 
many ways.  The weak want to be 
dominated or dominating at times.  
The strong want to be dominating or 
dominated at times.  What happened to 
moral values, moral standards, moral 
practices?  What happened to decency, 
purity of mind and body?  What 
happened to logic in relationships, 
respect, consideration?

Throughout the world so many 
things are being justified by a weak 
statement saying, ‘It’s a sign of the 
times.’  There are very few men and 
women who, through reading any 
historical event, did not see that 
barbarism, immorality was destructive.  
It showed its destructiveness, yet We 
hear so many say:  ‘We live in modern 
times. We have progressed so greatly 
in so many ways.’
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If every human being would look 
at the Importance of what life was 
created for and the happiness that is 
found in decency, morality, how could 
anyone justify immorality, indecency, 
impurity, and all the things that 
are being practiced that cannot be 
termed ‘enjoyable’, but can be termed 
‘diabolical’?

Children are not being instructed 
clearly on what is important for 
their well-being, the basics that are 
necessary to keep them healthy.  You 
live in a time where logically it says 
drugs are wrong, harmful to the mind 
and the body, and yet We see a constant 
parade of all ages practicing all that 
is wrong, all that is unsafe, all that is 
immoral.

All that We have given through 
This Gift of The Father’s Love must 
be spread quickly, because there are 
many who must read It.  One Line, 
One Thought is able to encourage an 
individual to think more logically, and 
hopefully, to respond more logically, 
more safely and quickly.

Man has a word he uses every 
once in a while when he or she refers 
to a situation that can be harmful:  
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‘volatile’; and when they speak of it, 
they oftentimes forget it shortly after.  
As We look over the earth and We see so 
much desecration morally, physically, 
psychologically, when We know that 
these individuals know right from 
wrong, they know that what they are 
about to do can be harmful, what they 
are practicing is destroying them, We 
find that the Soul is the victim many 
more times than the physical.

Mankind does not see the 
balance that is necessary to stabilize 
the mental and the moral, as well as 
the physical practices in human life, 
because mankind has ignored, and is 
ignoring The Commandments and the 
Logic in each Commandment that is 
based on Sound Reasoning, Sound 
Values.  The Commandments must be 
spread throughout the world as They 
have been passed through This Gift of 
The Father’s Love, in detail, so that 
many who read Them, will see the 
Value in Them and conscientiously try 
to practice Them.

It is sad for Us to see that so much 
has been given to mankind through 
This Gift of The Father’s Love, and 
see so many who not just ignore It, but 
encourage others to ignore It.  There 
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have been very few times in the History 
of mankind that The Father has given 
so much, so quickly, and all of mankind 
should recognize this and see It for Its 
Great Worth, because ignoring It will 
not erase It.  It is in print, and must 
be duplicated again and again, for the 
sake of mankind’s physical and moral 
code of ethics.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 16, 1995 AT 3:15 P.M.

SAINT JUDE THADDEUS

“I am Saint Jude Thaddeus.  At 
this time with you, I plead with you 
to not think, to not feel that things 
cannot change for the better.  It is 
true, the world is saturated with so 
many impurities, so much diabolical 
intercession accepted in many lives 
that were basically instructed to think 
more purely, more strongly against all 
that is vile to the Soul.

Some men, women, and even 
children act outrageously when they 
are confronted with disagreement of 
any kind.  There is little self-control, 
little understanding.  The world is 
saturated with violence of all kinds.  
Most of the violence is due to a lack of 
self-control, self-discipline, and a lack 
of dignity in human life.

I am many times called ‘The 
Saint of The Impossible’.  To Me this is 
a Distinguishing Title, because I have 
always instinctively wanted those who 
need help to see the positive side of 
what to expect, to feel the reality in 
hope, and to strive for sound results.  
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Many times failure in different things 
in life is caused by one’s own inability 
to see the strength in fighting for 
what one knows is right, is positive, is 
sound, is good.

This Miracle that The Father 
has given to the world is directed to 
a strong Faith in values, in standards, 
based on purity of the mind, the body 
and the Soul, strength that has a 
positive approach, not negative.

So many children are allowed to 
feel little self-esteem because of the 
dominance of others.  This must cease.  
Children must be taught to feel good 
about themselves, to recognize their 
own values, their own abilities, their 
own strengths, and be able to be firm 
on how they handle all these things, 
be firm in dignity, in morality, and 
in sound practices.  We see so much 
in a lack of integrity.  Children are 
not being taught the importance of 
integrity.

When I hear prayers addressed 
to Me, and I know that whatever the 
request is, it is beneficial, I do all I can 
to help it be accomplished in a way and 
in a manner, and to a degree that will 
be totally constructive, eliminating 
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any chance for a destructive input of 
any kind.

This Miracle The Father has 
given to the whole world is a Treasure 
beyond what man can conceive a 
treasure to be.  Every Saint in Heaven 
is involved in This Miracle, because 
of the need throughout the world for 
all of mankind to be instructed in a 
strength of action, of prayer, of hope, 
of living each day rejecting all that 
is wrong, all that is harmful, all that 
could in any way cause the Soul to be 
delayed in returning to God for All 
Eternity.

The Father’s Commandments 
must not be ignored in the fullness 
that They are needed, for all of 
mankind to understand more fully 
what each Commandment means.  The 
conciseness in which They have been 
brought to be learned at this point, 
leaves much to be desired, because if 
you think about a parent saying to a 
child, when correcting the child, just 
using the word ‘No’ or ‘Don’t’ leaves 
an open space that does not make 
the individual child understand the 
full reason why they should not do it.  
There must be, there should be, there 
has to be an added explanation.
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So it is with The Commandments 
of The Father.  ‘Thou Shalt Not Steal.’  
This eliminates many areas wherein 
this Commandment is, in reality, very 
meaningful to the particular situation, 
because the word ‘steal’ can mean 
many things and should be explained 
more fully.  This is just one example. 

Many times when I hear a prayer 
that a child wants to be answered, 
there are many ways to answer the 
prayer, many degrees in which it would 
be helpful, but then if it is answered 
to a degree that is more than the 
individual can handle, this could be 
harmful.

All of Us Saints truly enjoy it 
when prayers come Our Way, because 
it says more than recognition.  It says 
that the child or children of any age 
base their needs on Faith in God’s Will, 
and are using Us, because their Faith 
tells them as We once walked upon the 
earth, We are in understanding, and 
their words to Us will be answered 
because of what We are known for, and 
that The Father has entrusted Us with 
serving Him through those who believe 
that We will respond to them.
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I add to this:  ‘Remember that 
every human life has a Soul, and that 
Sainthood is available to all.’  So be 
it.”
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NOVEMBER 17, 1995 AT 11:15 A.M.

SAINT ANNE

“I am Saint Anne.  A mother’s place 
in a family has an importance that 
in many ways is difficult to describe 
all that it entails.  It is a teacher, 
a consoler.  It is a pacifier, and it is 
strength, a strength in so many ways 
morally, physically, spiritually.

When mankind reads books about 
the beginning of The Holy Family, it 
is sad that all the details were not 
written at the time, addressing all that 
was occurring, describing all of the 
moments of Intercession by The Father.  
By the time the writings came down, 
they were not complete, of course, not 
in the exact detail in the way things 
took place, but the important thing 
for mankind to understand is that 
That Time in the History of mankind 
has Great Significance to the acts of 
obedience that took place, and the 
many acts of secrecy that were kept 
quiet, because there could have been 
so much misinterpretation by those 
who had great imaginations.
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This Gift The Father has given to 
the world is enlightening mankind to 
the Importance of human life, plus the 
Goal for which human life was created 
a long time ago.  When We hear so little 
spoken by so many, regarding the Soul 
that is within each human life, it is a 
sadness, because even though much 
had been given in another language a 
long time ago, it was not translated in 
its full depth.

This time in which you live, 
This Gift of The Father’s to mankind 
has stressed the importance of The 
Father’s Commandments, and what 
effect These Commandments have 
on the Soul of every living human 
being.  If mankind would but obey 
God’s Commandments in Their fullest 
measure, it would be obvious that 
Saints would be multiplied by the 
millions.

We hear some say, ‘Why so much 
talk about a Soul that we cannot see, 
cannot feel, cannot hear?’  I, Saint 
Anne, say that humanism in all its 
actions caters much to the enemy of 
God and man.  So many things are 
occurring that are deplorable in moral 
values, moral standards, because so 
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much importance is placed on the 
humanism in all walks of life.

Children of all ages should 
understand that human life has a Goal, 
and this should not be difficult for 
mankind to understand, because man is 
used to reaching for goals, materially, 
educationally, so this should be evident 
that one’s Spiritual life has a Higher 
Goal.  Human conscience is important, 
because in human conscience there 
is the ability to discern what is right, 
what is wrong, what is truth, what is 
untruth, what is strong, what is weak, 
what is sensible, what is nonsense.

We talk very plainly through This 
Gift.  All things are spoken clearly in 
an understandable way so there is no 
need for questioning the meaning.  
Mankind has been Blessed by This Gift 
that has been strengthening to every 
fiber of life, to every action, thought, 
word and deed.  So Many Saints enjoy 
talking through This Miracle, because 
Their Desire, Their Hope, Their Love, 
is for the Souls of every living human 
being to become ‘a Saint’.

I beseech you to see that This 
Message is passed to others, because 
it is important that all ages, all 
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cultures of mankind, understand the 
Magnificence of the Gift of human life 
because of the Soul, a Portion of The 
Father, that is placed within it at the 
moment of conception.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 17, 1995 AT 1:00 P.M.

SAINT CHRISTOPHER

“I am Saint Christopher.  It is 
important that mankind of all races 
understand that they have a Soul 
within their being that is a Special 
Gift of The Father’s, and He expects 
this Soul to be returned to Him when 
the human part of life no longer 
exists.  The Soul will live on.  The 
Soul is the recipient of all things 
that the individual does, thinks, acts, 
practices, partakes in while life is in 
the individual, but there is Another 
Life that mankind must think about 
and never ignore, because the Life 
through the Soul will be a constant 
Existence, Communication with The 
Father, because as It is a Portion of 
Him, He takes It back with the name of 
the individual within whom He placed 
It at one time.

Granted, all of mankind is 
not aware of the Magnitude of this 
Blessing, but This Miracle of The 
Beloved Holy Spirit of God, Saint 
Joseph, is instructing mankind 
deliberately, describing how, in the act 
of creation of a life, a Portion of The 
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Father is placed immediately.  This 
gives a Special honor, dignity, place 
for mankind’s life amongst all other 
creations, amongst all other living 
things upon the earth.

It is sad for Any of Us Here to 
hear doubt, rejection, denial of such a 
Great Occurrence, Happening, where 
there is no sensation, no sensitivity, 
no obvious feeling of Its Existence in 
the human being, but what mankind 
does not think about is that at the 
moment of conception, there is a 
Unity that gives life to the individual 
that is beyond human intelligence to 
understand.  It takes Faith in God’s 
Love to believe it, and to see it for Its 
Great Worth.

We hear some say:  ‘What is a 
Soul?  What does It look like?’  One 
way of describing a Soul is that within 
a human being, from a very small stage 
of life, there is an innate expression of 
happiness or unhappiness, inner action 
with those around, or sometimes more 
attracted to distraction, showing that 
within this living human being there 
is definitely Something Special.

The Father has given to man 
so many talents, abilities, concerns.  
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Along with these things, He has given 
man energy, desires, hopes, qualities 
that no other living thing has.  This 
alone should tell mankind that human 
life is Blessed beyond what can be seen 
or heard.

We want all of mankind to be 
aware of what I have just spoken, 
because in the Words many will be 
helped to see the Greatness of God, 
the Generosity of God, the Love God 
has that is beyond any human love, 
because The Father gives to mankind 
a Gift that will remain long after the 
human life ends.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 17, 1995 AT 3:14 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

“I am Saint Catherine of Siena.  We 
find so many men, women and children 
in a state of confusion regarding 
sound practices in their Faith, in how 
they should respond to so much that is 
occurring regarding a definite form of 
religious beliefs.

Turmoil, when it distracts from 
what is sound, can in many ways 
destroy one’s ability to pray in a 
manner and a way that is comfortable 
to their way of life.  As We know, there 
is so much sadness upon the earth 
regarding the practice of a formal 
manner of Spiritual love.  We also 
know that mankind has the strength to 
overcome all the difficulties that have 
arisen, disturbing their sensitivity to 
a constructive loving format of using 
particular times, places, for Devotions 
that were so acceptable.

The whole world is in turmoil 
in many areas of human life, because 
the enemy of God and man has and 
is using the human weaknesses of 
mankind to allow a state of decency 
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to be acted out indecently.  There are 
many, many sinful acts that have been 
programmed to appear as practical 
usage of honoring The Father.  There 
has been much disrespect injected, and 
it is called ‘modernization’, ‘updating’, 
because of the time in which mankind 
lives now.

Sodom and Gomorrah were 
also victimized by similar aggressive 
interpretations of moral values 
and moral standards.  We see so 
much diabolical intervention being 
accepted, many times through 
innocence, contrariness, doubts, and/
or the inability to stand up to the so-
called ‘authoritative structures’ that 
are leading many to perdition.

Mankind is naturally, socially 
oriented, but is being tricked into 
accepting what should be solemnity in 
Spiritual practices, by the introduction 
of familiarity, and acceptance of a 
lack of formality in what man terms 
‘religious beliefs, practices, under-
standing, goals’.

I speak strongly through this 
little one, because of the danger We 
see in so much introduction of liberal 
ideas, eliminating the importance of 
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solemnity in mind, body, and union 
with others, because of the seriousness 
of these times, for the benefit of the 
Souls of all involved.

This little one through whom We 
All speak finds it difficult to cater to 
the looseness, the laxness that is being 
forced on her and millions of others, 
where she knows it is dangerous 
to the Soul of everyone involved.  
Her patience is Our Patience; her 
understanding, How We See it; her 
love for mankind, beyond what man 
knows it to be; her strength against 
all that is wrong, greater than anyone 
can truly perceive.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 20, 1995 AT 12:35 P.M.

SAINT IGNATIUS LOYOLA

“I am Saint Ignatius Loyola.  This 
Gift The Father has given, instructing 
mankind of all ages on the Importance 
of the Gift of human life, the Reason 
for it, plus the Soul that is within each 
life that will be the Portion of mankind 
to return to God, a Saint.

We hear so much confusion from 
so many learned men and women when 
they discuss what is right, what is 
wrong.  In doing this, they are ignoring 
what the Gift of life is all about, the 
Purpose for it, the intellect that man 
has been given to be able to make 
decisions, especially those decisions 
that are based on The Father’s 
Commandments.  If every human being 
would see God’s Commandments in 
Their fullest degree logically, it would 
be difficult for anyone to commit one 
sin, one impurity.  Man has a way of 
casting aside certain facts, especially 
when they interfere with their manner 
of life, practicing humanism to the 
degree where, in reality, it goes beyond 
what humanism is, and can be termed 
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‘animalistic’ in nature, character, 
expression, action.

Logic should tell mankind that 
human life is a Precious Gift because 
of its understanding of what is right, 
what is wrong, what is good, what is 
evil, what is sound.  In reality, there 
have been many times that mankind 
has fallen into a despicable area of 
living, that purity is never really a 
question, because the individual, 
individuals are so wrapped up in 
doing what is impure, that there is no 
question that a decision must be made 
that is good, that is pure, that agrees 
with God’s Commandments.

We see mankind throughout the 
world practicing diabolical usage of 
the body, the mind, with no thought 
that one day there will have to be an 
accounting to God Himself.  It is true, 
there are many who do not believe 
in God.  It is true, there are many 
who never feel when they have done 
something impure, because they feel 
they have the right to act in any way 
they want to act.

Children are not being instructed 
in examining their conscience as to 
whether they have done something 
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pleasing to God or displeasing to 
God.  Many children rarely hear the 
word ‘God’, because many adults, in 
practicing so much humanism, ignore 
totally that they are responsible to 
God for everything they do, everything 
they say, and everything they are 
example of every day.

We see so much diabolical 
literature being consumed by so many, 
totally ignoring what this is doing to 
their mind, to their actions, to their 
Soul.  We see some who are so absorbed 
in everything that is obscene, immoral 
to the point where it is a wonder they do 
not vomit because of its horrible sight, 
but they have become so accustomed 
to ignoring God’s Commandments that 
they automatically accept every so-
called ‘adventure’ of human life in its 
foulest, most obscene indulgence.

So much has been handed 
to mankind, warning mankind, 
instructing mankind on the 
Importance of human life, and the 
Goal The Father has for it, plus the 
Reason for which it was created in the 
first place.  Many times when We are 
present and someone is reading What 
has preceded, What is being spoken 
now, What is being written now, We 
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find all different kinds and depths of 
interpretation.  This Miracle of The 
Father’s Love has been delivered in a 
Pure State, because Those of Us Who 
have delivered Everything through 
this little one, do it from a Place We 
want everyone to return to.

We hear some say:  ‘I am too 
practical to think in such an ultimate 
way.  I will live life as I see it, as I feel 
it, what I am accustomed to.  If I am 
to become “a Saint” it will happen.’  
Mankind has not understood then, the 
importance of God’s Commandments 
and that They must be followed, 
because They are the Guidelines for a 
pure state of mind, of living.

It is so sad when We see one 
or more knowingly make a decision 
that is not just obscene, but beyond 
what obscenity is, totally diabolical.  
Mankind is given a certain amount 
of years to live the human life.  We 
hear many say, ‘Make the most of it; 
live and let live.’  Sometimes this is a 
sad situation, because the actions at 
that moment are far from any pure 
intention or result.

So much has been given to 
mankind, alerting mankind, instructing 
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them, encouraging and sharing with 
them the Importance of human life.  
This alone should be seen that The 
Father truly cares, else why would He 
send so Many, why would He Himself 
speak many times through This Miracle 
of His Love, His Design, if What is 
being spoken, instructed, is not for a 
Great Purpose, with a Great Reason 
for mankind?  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 20, 1995 AT 1:35 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  We 
speak through a small voice, and those 
who are close to her immediately 
recognize that Our Presence is 
evident.

It is important for mankind to 
understand that The Father will use 
some means to reach mankind when He 
sees so much humanistic, diabolical, 
in practicing ordinary actions that are 
identifiable to daily living.  The little 
one through whom We All speak is ever 
ready to speak What she is commanded 
to speak, because The Father has 
designed ‘this time’ to reach mankind 
in a Personal Way, due to the incessant 
practices of so many impurities against 
the body and the mind.

Why is it so difficult for 
mankind to understand the necessity 
of following what is logically sound, 
pure, rather than to please the enemy 
of God and man, by doing everything 
that is vile in its very act, violent in 
its manner, despicable in its practice, 
and so against what would be pleasing 
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to The Father, because of what the 
Gift of human life truly is?  Human 
life has an intellect, a nature, a sense 
of judgment, the ability to know 
honesty over dishonesty.  Human life 
has more than any animal created, 
allowing mankind to make judgments, 
important statements, see the Value 
of what human life is all about, and 
treat human life with dignity, respect, 
honor, loyalty.

Mankind ignores the Gift of 
life.  There are so many babies being 
aborted.  They are helpless against 
what others do to them.  Their 
screams are not heard, their fears 
not seen, and suddenly they are no 
longer a human being.  There are so 
many wrong opinions regarding what 
life was created for.  There are so 
many diabolical practices ignoring 
the importance of all the senses that 
God gave to every human being.  The 
senses are used to be the instruments 
in so many disgraceful places, times.  
All things were created to stay within 
their own creation.

We see so many practicing 
with human bodies, human minds, 
losing sight of what human creation 
was designed for.  We see so much 
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devastation to the young, using them 
in ways deplorable, so that their whole 
being is fractured by the abusiveness 
that they were used to receiving so 
many times in such violent ways.  We 
see men and women distorting in 
words, in pictures, in instructions, 
the Purpose for which human life was 
created.

You live in a time of great 
sadness, difficult for many to read 
These Words or to hear These Words 
spoken, but that does not make 
These Words untrue.  Mankind has 
a stubbornness, an arrogance, and 
oftentimes pleases the enemy, daring 
to do it, never apologizing for it, 
getting so accustomed to it that 
nothing else matters.

At different times through 
time, The Father has allowed ‘certain 
individuals’ to leave a Deep Mark 
amidst mankind.  The Mark was 
always One of Great Instruction, 
deliberately instructing mankind on 
the Importance of human life, how it 
should be cared for, and the Goal for 
which it was intended.  Human life is 
above all other living things, not just 
in design, but in Goal, in Reason, in 
Purpose.
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Human life was not created 
to end.  It was created to walk in a 
different way, spend Eternity in a 
different way, Far Greater than human 
life could ever attain.  The Father 
placed within each human life the 
Portion that was to return to Him in 
a special way.  Animals do not have 
Souls. Each that has been created 
was created for a particular reason, 
purpose, most for a need that mankind 
would have at one time or another.

The enemy of God and man is 
ever present because of the jealousy 
that surrounds him and is within him.

So many times We hear mankind 
talk about heroes, and the heroes they 
refer to are human in stature, nature.  
Very often heroism means that the 
individual accomplishes something 
at a given time, and it was above and 
beyond what was normal.

How many throughout the world 
could stand before The Father at this 
time and say, ‘I have accomplished so 
much in Your Name, My God,’ and The 
Father would say to them individually, 
‘You are now a Saint’?  This Honor is 
above and beyond any human honor, 
but there have been different times 
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since the Creation of man, that the 
only honor man would seek was to be 
known amongst others, was to have 
accomplished a great feat.

There is no competition in 
becoming ‘a Great Saint’.  Everyone 
born to the world has this opportunity.  
It is not given to one more than 
another.  It is important for mankind 
to understand this, because in 
understanding it, it will help more 
people become ‘Saints’.

We hear some say that another 
person is so good.  Make it that another 
person can say about you that your 
goodness shines forth, and in its very 
existence expresses only good example 
and hope for all others who come in 
contact with you.

We hear men and women, even 
some children say, ‘I want to be rich, I 
want to have this, I want to have that.’  
In the innocence of this statement 
there is nothing wrong, but it is more 
important for an individual to say, 
‘Help me, God, I want to be a Saint.’  
So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 20, 1995 AT 2:55 P.M.

SAINT JOSAPHAT

“I am Saint Josaphat.  We see 
so many reading a Bible, hoping to 
learn more about God, about what is 
expected of them, but most, as they 
read this Book, do not fully understand 
the great value in what the Spiritual 
life is truly all about.

The words in the Bible are 
many times not as clearly stated as 
mankind would understand other 
words to be, more descriptive, more 
understandable.  The conciseness in a 
Bible is sometimes difficult to discern 
the full meaning.  I do not mean 
These Words to discredit a Bible, but 
mankind many times must be shown 
in a clearer state of descriptive words, 
the in-depth meaning that is to be 
received from what is written.

The Father has given the world 
This Miracle of His Divine Love, that 
in Its Manner of Description regarding 
what is expected of mankind, there is 
little or no area that leaves mankind 
guessing.  That is one of the reasons 
This Miracle is such a Precious Gift 
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of Divine Love to the whole world of 
mankind.

Many times when We see people 
of different ages reading the Words, 
people of different backgrounds, people 
of different degrees of understanding 
of Spiritual goals, We try to help them 
see the Greatness in the Love that 
has put forth These Words, explaining 
so simply, so purely, in a language 
understandable, all about the dignity 
of life, and the Precious Gift the Soul 
is, and that The Father wants the Soul 
returned to Him at a given time for All 
Eternity.

No matter what criticism This 
Miracle of The Holy Spirit of God is 
faced with, mankind is being taught, 
instructed in a personal way, the 
Importance of human life, and the 
Precious Gift within it, a Portion of 
God, called ‘the Soul’.  The beautiful 
thing that mankind should see about 
This Miracle, in This Miracle, is that 
all mankind is created equal.  These 
Words have been spoken before by 
mankind for different reasons, but 
when We say it, it is in a different 
Context, because it means that all are 
born with a Soul, all are given the will 
to make decisions regarding the Soul, 
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that will return the Soul to God for All 
Eternity.

When We listen to ten, twenty, 
thirty, forty, fifty and more men, and 
some women who have studied theology 
and feel they have an expertise on the 
subject, it is amazing sometimes on the 
differences of opinions that arise from 
their conversations.  Granted, some 
agree, but the slightest interpretation 
could differ in the minutest detail, and 
change the whole concept.

We All speak through the 
innocence of one little one.  Her 
obedience is constant and consistent, 
because of the Importance of What 
We speak.  You live in a time as, of 
course, there were many times such 
as this, perhaps some worse, that it 
could be said that this time is critical 
in Spiritual understanding, beliefs.  
It is obvious in many ways that the 
enemy of God and man uses many ways 
to distract, distort, confuse what is 
spoken in such Valuable Truth, because 
he does not want mankind to follow 
such an obvious path that can lead 
the Souls of so many to The Father, 
when the time comes for the Soul to 
be assigned Where The Father Wills It 
to be returned to Him in a Pure State.
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If mankind will but not ignore all 
that is occurring throughout the world 
that radiates jealousy, hate, egotism, 
self-righteousness, plus many other 
forms of humanism, and value What 
is being learned through This Gift of 
The Father’s because of the Soundness 
in It, the Logic, the Truth, the Hope, 
because The Father wants the Souls 
returned to Him.  No Soul should ever 
be lost or in any way be tampered with 
immorally.

I hold the little one deeply, 
because This Gift of The Father’s is Far 
Greater than human nature, human 
understanding can fathom to the 
fullest.  It is a Gift of Hope, based on 
Fact, Sound Values, Sound Standards, 
and a Treasury of Divine Love that is 
beyond any human comprehension.

Each time One of Us speaks 
through this little one, a Blessing 
passes through the Words to give 
Strength, Hope, Understanding, Faith, 
to every individual who takes the time, 
who accepts The Father’s Love, and 
who will make a decision to grow to 
a greater degree spiritually, choosing 
‘Sainthood as the Goal’.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 29, 1995 AT 11:18 A.M.

SAINT JOHN THE BAPTIST

“I am Saint John The Baptist.  It 
is sad for Me to say that there is so 
much confusion these times in which 
you live, regarding the importance of 
how the Sacraments are being used.

Children are not learning the 
importance of each Sacrament, because 
many in charge are ignoring the Value 
of each Sacrament and the importance 
each one is to the moral strength of 
all ages of men, women and children.  
In some cases the Sacraments are 
being diluted to a minimum amount of 
instruction and purpose.  On the other 
hand, in some cases they are being 
restricted, according to the individual 
authority that is involved in particular 
areas.

What I have spoken may 
be disagreed with by some, but 
nonetheless, it is important for 
mankind to think more about what 
a Sacrament consists of, and Its full 
purpose in giving strength to an 
individual for a particular area of 
human life.
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The Sacrament of Baptism is, 
in many ways, up to the individual 
who is involved.  In some ways and 
places, many changes have been made 
regarding the act of this Precious 
Means for the betterment of the 
individual’s Soul.

Then there is the Sacrament 
of Penance being diminished, and in 
many times and places ignored for the 
importance of It.  In some cases, certain 
individuals call for little concern for 
the offenses for which the penance was 
to be carried out, and then, there are 
in some areas fanatical appraisements 
by those who feel a need for control, 
and overemphasize the penance to a 
point where it is harmful mentally and 
physically.

The Sacrament of Extreme 
Unction is losing a solemnity because 
it is in some areas being ignored, and 
also being shortened, due to the Faith 
of the individual who has been given 
the vocation to be the dispenser of the 
Sacraments.

Each important facet of moral 
obligation must be treated with a 
constant understanding, remembrance, 
that a Sacrament means strength to 
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the individual, and has a purpose for 
a particular area of human life; plus, 
in its very practice, leaves a Mark 
on the Soul, as well as the mind of 
the one who receives the Sacrament, 
for whatever It is designated to be 
important, to enable the individual to 
better understand, and to more fully 
apply what the Sacrament was meant 
to be for that individual life.  I will 
speak more on this at another time.  
So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 29, 1995 AT 1:12 P.M.

SAINT JOHN OF THE CROSS

“I am Saint John of The Cross.  The 
little one through whom We All speak 
is alerted to Our Entrance, different 
than mankind could possibly imitate 
or conceive.  As We speak through her 
Soul to her intellect, many learned 
men would be unable to conceive the 
in-depth meaning of This Statement.

The world is in much more chaos 
than any individual could possibly 
understand, because there are so 
many different forms, concepts, areas 
of corruption that attacks the mental, 
the physical, the moral, the Spiritual, 
that mankind would not be, or could 
not be identified with.

As I speak rapidly through her, 
My Words are as clear to her as your 
words would be if you were speaking 
verbally, audibly to her.  This Gift of 
Divine Love The Father has designed 
for the whole world, instructing all 
ages, all backgrounds, to help them 
understand that life as man has a 
High Goal, a Special Purpose, and 
though mankind does not see the Light 
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through which Our Words reach them, 
they have the privilege of hearing 
Them firsthand, writing Them down 
in script, and then reading Them.

There is no Miracle throughout 
the world as This One is.  It is a Miracle 
of Divine Love, Direction, Instruction, 
constantly encouraging, educating 
mankind on the Importance of human 
life, on the Greatness of its design, 
and of course, the Goal for which it 
was created.

Many Blessings pass through this 
little one to those who surround her, 
who listen to Our Words, and yes, even 
those who will eventually read Them, 
because it is her obedience to Us that 
enables Our Words, Our Love, Our 
Instructions, to reach far and wide.

These Words must be translated 
into many languages, because there is 
no living human being that is not the 
custodian of a Soul, and this Soul must 
return to The Father at the time He 
Decrees it to be.  Each Soul in every 
human life enters that life in a Pure 
State of Divine Love, and there is more 
to the Soul’s Presence than mankind 
truly understands.  The Soul is the 
Connecting Link to The Divine, direct 
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to The Father, and all things that the 
individual practices, partakes in, acts 
out, acts in, registers within the Soul 
immediately.

Man says, ‘I have a Guardian 
Angel.’  That is true, but you rarely 
hear a man say, ‘I have a Soul, and 
I am responsible for It.’  From the 
moment of conception, human life is 
handed a responsibility, one rarely 
or never mentioned, rarely or never 
talked about by those who are close to 
the child.  Everything that is accented 
is physical, sometimes emotional, but 
mankind must understand that the 
Soul should be recognized, because It 
is the Center of life.  It is in every way 
a Portion of everything an individual 
does, just as the beat of the heart says 
‘life’.

Mankind has been instructed 
in so many ways, to so many degrees, 
regarding the Soul.  All This Instruction 
has passed through what is called 
‘The Miracle Of Saint Joseph’.  It is so 
logical for This Miracle to be named in 
this way, because Saint Joseph, as The 
Protector of The Holy Family, is now 
becoming known through This Miracle 
as The Holy Spirit of God.
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It is sad when We hear doubt, 
rejection, because of mankind’s 
inability to understand that the Great 
Gift of human life is more than flesh 
and blood.  All that has been passed 
through This Miracle must find Its way 
throughout the world, in spite of any 
or all opposition, because Everything 
that is passed through this little one to 
mankind has Sound Value in it, Sound 
Direction, Logic.  It is a Miracle of 
Information, a Miracle of Divine Love.  
So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 30, 1995 AT 10:24 A.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  I 
am constantly Present in and through 
This Gift of The Father’s that is so 
Important, because It is instructing 
all of mankind on not just the dignity 
of human life, but the importance of 
all that an individual does, partakes 
in, because the Soul of the individual, 
in Its Very Presence, receives all the 
results of what the individual takes 
part in morally, physically, spiritually.

The Father has given to the world 
a Gift beyond what mankind can fully 
understand, because mankind sets 
limits for what he or she will accept, 
according to their station in life, 
their practice in life, their beliefs in 
what is right, what is wrong, and also, 
the manner in which they visualize, 
through their own limitations, the 
importance of how they respond to 
The Commandments of God, and the 
realization that life has a Goal.

It is sad to hear some say that life, 
as they know it to be, should be used 
ultimately for all that they desire to 
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do, right or wrong, all that they desire 
to experience, right or wrong.  You 
live in a time where so many refuse to 
examine their conscience, their way of 
life, their manner of living, regarding 
their moral issues that they face in such 
a way, ignoring their responsibilities 
that they are accountable for, that in 
true essence amounts to every day.

This Miracle has been given to the 
world, not just to alert mankind to the 
privilege of human life, but to instruct 
mankind on the accountability that 
will take place when life as man knows 
it to be, ends in a finality.  The Father 
has given to mankind a Great Gift, and 
this Gift is so rarely recognized, rarely 
accepted, because It cannot be seen 
nor can It be felt.  The Soul is very 
much a Part of every human being.  It 
is That Connection to The Father that 
nothing else in existence has.

As time, through Stories, 
has delivered Messages of Great 
Importance regarding the Distinctness 
in human life over and above all other 
things, there has been much spoken 
regarding that when the human life 
ends there is a Reward, or there is a 
time of reparation.  These Words should 
alert mankind to the Importance of 
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what human life has that nothing 
else has, but We see so many who are 
ignoring openly, the fact that they 
believe there is more to life than what 
they experience daily.

We see so much desecration to 
the bodies and the minds of all ages, 
totally disregarding, ignoring that 
human life was meant to have Dignity, 
Purpose, and that human life was 
endowed with an intelligence, and the 
ability to choose right over wrong.  
Some who see a disgraceful situation 
that in many ways has nothing to 
do with themselves, or shows as a 
monetary means of a material loss to 
others, there is much response, care, 
because it is either a material situation 
or a physical loss of some sort.

As I speak slowly through this 
little one, It is important for My Words 
to be seen by millions; also, the Words 
of All Others Who have delivered 
Instruction, Love, Concern, because of 
the Souls that must be taken seriously, 
cared for morally, and acknowledged 
as being Important, because They are 
a Portion of The Father, and must be 
returned to Him when He Deems it the 
time.
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The little instrument We All use 
is beyond human exhaustion, and it 
must be realized that when a child 
is chosen for such an Ultimate Plan, 
every fiber of the human body is used 
to accomplish more and greater things, 
because All that is passed through is 
for the benefit of the Souls of millions 
throughout the world.  All the Writings 
must not be kept in dark places, but 
delivered to every corner of the world, 
even to those who claim they practice 
a form of life that does not include 
their acceptance of spirituality.

Mankind must remember that 
when We walked the earth, some of 
the greatest sinners who denied the 
importance of What was being taught 
at that time, were brought to their 
knees, openly and in private quarters, 
because of the importance of what they 
felt had to come from a Higher Source 
than they could possibly perceive.

With All We speak, in All that 
is spoken through This Gift of The 
Father’s Love, it is done for not just 
one Soul, but the Souls of millions who 
live at this time, and for millions and 
millions and millions to come.  Our 
Words must never be cast aside in any 
generation, at any time.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 30, 1995 AT 12:10 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
I have come to speak, because it 
is necessary for mankind to fully 
understand the importance of morality 
in every sense of the word that it 
defines, it means, and it ensures.

It is difficult for some to fully 
understand This Great Gift The Father 
has given, requesting, permitting, 
directing so Many of Us to speak 
through a small individual in the 
world, chosen to repeat Our Words 
in the exact Manner in which We 
introduced Them.  We speak Them, 
because They are Words that are to 
direct, strengthen, encourage, and 
in many ways enforce sound, logical 
reasoning, actions, behavior, and 
understanding of the importance 
of sound moral values, sound moral 
standards in everyday life.

Throughout the world men, 
women and children of all ages are 
making excuses for their lack of sound 
reasoning, purity of mind and body.  
There is so much rejection of what 
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is morally sound.  There is so much 
acception of immorality in every stage 
of its existence, every degree of its 
action, and also, it is sad to see so many 
accept only impurity when they have a 
choice of choosing what is pure.

There have been many times 
since the beginning of mankind that 
mankind resisted, rejected sound moral 
attitudes, actions, involvements.  These 
times are not all written for others to 
read about, but This Miracle has given 
to the world much Instruction, leaving 
nothing for interpretation because of 
the Importance of the Soul of every 
living human being.  It is sad to see 
so many active in diabolical actions, 
seeking pleasures from this diabolical 
behavior, that in every act it is more 
impure, and it is in many ways not 
comparable to the actions of other 
creations, such as animals, sea life.

You live in a time wherein 
The Father gave to the whole world 
a Miracle of Instruction, speaking 
plainly against all that is immoral, all 
that is impure, and yet We find those 
who read the Words from One of Us 
Here, find excuses to deny Them, and 
yet internally, mentally, they know 
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that there is Value in the Words, but 
they find excuses to not accept.

As We surround this little one 
through whom We speak, We constantly 
make her aware of all things occurring, 
no matter where she is, no matter 
what company she keeps, and We see 
strangers look at her and within them 
registers what you would call ‘an 
attraction’.  They cannot decide what 
it is.

The world has been Blessed with 
This Miracle, and the world must read 
These Words, because throughout 
the world there is much dissension 
in places that should be standing for 
morality over and above any form of 
impurity.

As you stand where you are, you 
are only aware of what surrounds 
you, but We see the whole world in 
turmoil, and We see millions accepting 
impurities that are destroying the 
Beauty of their Soul, because they 
are ignoring this Gift of Divine 
Love.  Even those who preach about 
It automatically reject Its Existence, 
because they do not have the Faith nor 
the purity of their being, their mind, 
to stand in strength, ignore weakness.  
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Mankind has been given a sense of 
values, a sense of morality, dignity, in 
every facet of life.

This Miracle that The Father 
has given to the world is truly a 
Miracle, because no human being 
could speak for Us, nor would it ever 
be allowed unless it was The Father’s 
Will, Directed by Him, because of the 
Importance of the Soul of all living 
human beings.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 30, 1995 AT 12:56 P.M.

SAINT IGNATIUS LOYOLA

“I am Saint Ignatius Loyola.  It 
is difficult for many to understand 
or to believe that as We Announce 
Ourselves through This Miracle, it is 
truly We Who are speaking to mankind 
at this time, in your time, in such an 
open, constructive, instructive, under-
standing form of communication.

There are some very learned men 
and women who feel very self-righteous 
in their knowledge of what occurs 
in The Divine, and how The Divine 
works, but they do not understand 
All the Facets of The Divine, because 
they have learned from books, and 
many have learned from their own 
interpretations of what they have read 
or heard.

This Gift of The Father’s is a 
Gift beyond any human imagination, 
human ability, because as We speak, 
We speak from a Place beyond what 
mankind has any real understanding 
of.  The Beauty of This Gift of The 
Father’s Love, in instructing mankind 
of the Importance of his or her Soul, 
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and how and when It was placed 
within the body, is beyond any human 
imagination.

The Father’s Love through This 
Miracle is a Gift of Instruction that 
goes beyond any gift mankind can ever 
receive, because in the Instruction 
there is Divine Love, Divine Purpose, 
and there is no place throughout 
the world that a Miracle of This 
Magnitude is being delivered.  True, 
there are many occurrences that are 
helping mankind in different parts of 
the world, that are helping man better 
understand the Importance of human 
life and that it has a Goal.

Everything that passes through 
This Gift of The Father’s Love where 
you are, must be translated so that 
others will understand, and it must 
never be stopped in its spreading All 
the Information that The Father has 
directed Us to deliver.  The Father 
Himself has spoken many times.  This, 
too, is hard for some to believe, to 
accept, to acknowledge, but that does 
not make it untrue, because man has 
a limited capability of understanding 
certain Phenomena, and in this lack 
of understanding, man very often is 
incapable of passing to others what 
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he or she should.  Sometimes a lack 
of understanding is stubbornness, a 
lack of Faith, jealousy, and many other 
human frailties.

This Gift has been given at a 
place, at a time, through a little one 
that The Father was sure would not 
deviate, and would follow through 
because of the Importance of such a 
time as This is, so that all of mankind, 
all nationalities, all colors, all creeds, 
would maybe find One Lesson that 
they would cling to, that would give 
them the strength, the courage, the 
ambition, to become ‘a Great Saint’.

I could speak hours through this 
little one, but We limit Our time so that 
it is never overpowering in length, so 
that the individual reading the Words 
will be able to understand the subject, 
and the important point of Direction 
that was given to strengthen the 
Importance of human life, the Goal of 
human life, the Love The Father has 
for human life, that is beyond any 
other gift that mankind could possibly 
endeavor to reach.  So be it.”
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NOVEMBER 30, 1995 AT 2:08 P.M.

SAINT CHARLES BORROMEO

“I am Saint Charles Borromeo.  It 
is important for the communication 
directed to the very young to be 
established in a manner, to a degree, 
that more instruction be given on 
morality, not just the soundness of 
it, but the importance of it for their 
daily living, for their whole manner of 
living, because a great negligence has 
developed in so many areas regarding 
the importance of how the young 
should begin to structure a more solid 
factor in their behavior, in their goals, 
in their attitudes, that will enable 
them to be able to have the strength 
to conquer many odds they will be 
confronted with, and also give them an 
advantage in the abilities to become 
more able to stand for what they feel, 
what they know as being beneficial to 
every facet of their daily living.

There is so much acceptance, so 
much leniency, and so much reluctance 
in correcting what is occurring 
amongst the younger generations at 
this time.  There is a tremendous surge 
of leniency because of indifference, and 
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in some cases, a laziness, wherein there 
is little strength shown by many who 
have the abilities, the capabilities in 
their dealings with the young, because 
it takes an inner strength, an outward 
effort, to say what must be spoken, to 
stand strong in direction, and not to 
forfeit in any way sound values, sound 
standards, sound truths.

Children of all ages are being 
subjected to vile entertainment, and 
violence in many areas.  To listen to 
some, We hear, ‘It’s self-preservation.’  
In many ways it would sound as though 
man was returning to barbarism 
instead of going forward intelligently, 
logically, setting goals structured for 
decency, sound progress.

The world is like a cauldron 
where so many of the young are 
using confusion to what they feel 
is advantageous, but in reality, it is 
nothing but destruction in every form, 
every avenue in which they apply 
themselves, or they take part in.  We 
see so much devastation, so much 
loss of intellect, so many beautiful 
challenges left vacant of any interest, 
because there is a tremendous lack of 
stable caring, stable direction.
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I could talk endlessly on this 
subject.  I have only opened the door 
to it at this time.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 1, 1995 AT 10:43 A.M.

SAINT JOAN OF ARC

“I am Saint Joan of Arc.  Every 
once in a while I hear My Name 
mentioned regarding several of the 
things that occurred when I was so 
unjustly put on a false trial for My 
life.

This Miracle that The Father 
has designed, allowing so Many of Us 
to speak, instructing those who will 
read the Words, about the Importance 
of the Soul that is placed within each 
conception.

We hear so many shout verbally, 
justifying abortion because of some 
personal opinion.  They ignore totally 
that the Gift of human life was 
designed by God, and it should be 
respected in every way possible; first, 
because no one has the right to take 
another one’s life, and then, of course, 
the fact that human life is a Design 
of Greatness because of the Soul that 
is placed within it at the moment of 
conception.

Many who hear This Statement 
instinctively see the Value of It, the 
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Truth in It, but can immediately erase 
all this and act in a way they feel is 
logical, because of the circumstances 
that surround so much care, so much 
responsibility that they refuse to 
accept.  The very same person, or 
persons will find horror in a murder, 
or be extremely despondent over the 
death of a loved one, also when they 
hear of a tragedy.  An accident that 
takes the lives of many, or a few, or 
even one that they knew, it causes a 
reaction, a shock.  Why then does not 
abortion shock everyone, because it 
is a killing of a helpless individual or 
individuals?

The Father has sent to the world a 
Great Miracle of Instruction, giving to 
all of mankind reasonable Facts on so 
many issues, and of course, important 
Facts regarding the Soul that is within 
each human life.

In so many areas of daily living, 
We see so much importance placed on 
the value of something material, not 
wanting anything to happen to it, not 
the slightest scar to be allowed.  Why 
then, cannot mankind see the value 
of the Importance of conception of a 
human life, that is far greater than 
any material matter?
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When I was in prison, I was 
extremely frightened by those who 
were selected to guard me in this 
restricted area, wherein I was not 
able to have any privacy.  I begged 
God to help me.  They would laugh at 
my prayers.  I stood alone, and I knew 
that the men in charge of the trial 
were ready to trick me in so many 
ways, lie to me, to get me to say things 
that would justify their getting rid of 
me.  I was a great threat to them, and 
I could not fully understand why truth 
was scattered to the winds by their 
deliberate accusations.  The foul play 
was obvious, and I knew all I had was 
God, because there was so much fear 
for those who knew in their hearts that 
I was not guilty of any wrongdoing.  
Fear can be a strength, it can be a 
weakness, because fear, when it is a 
strength, says that one fears what is 
wrong, what is an abomination against 
the mind, body and Soul.

Children are not being instructed 
in the importance of moral values, 
because there is so much leniency 
in what they are exposed to, that in 
its very existence is diabolical, and 
encourages them to accept immorality 
in every form, in every degree, in 
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every way, in all stations of life.  The 
young are not being protected; they 
are being violated by so many things 
they are surrounded by, and so many 
people they are associated with.  I say 
these things because I was a victim of 
many violations, that because I was 
a girl, a woman, I did not have the 
physical strength to fight a system 
that was so magnanimous in structure, 
and in the number who were acting 
out against me.  No picture that has 
ever been made of this time in History, 
truly depicted the horror, the agony, 
the fear that occurred at this time.

This little one through whom We 
All speak, gentle in manner, strong 
in belief, is not an enemy to anyone, 
but can truly be termed ‘a deliverer of 
Truth’ for all of mankind throughout 
the world.  Each time One from Here 
speaks, it is to give strength to all 
who will hear the Words, and all who 
will write the Words, and all who will 
read the Words, because there is no 
place in the world that so much Moral 
Instruction is being delivered for 
the sake of Souls that, without This 
Instruction, without applying This 
Instruction to daily living, the Souls 
will be victimized by the enemy of God 
and man, in ways inconceivable.
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We All speak through This 
Great Gift of The Father’s.  It is a 
Gift of Divine Love, not easy for some 
to understand, but It is Truth, It is 
Fact, and in these ways It must be 
remembered.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 1, 1995 AT 12:39 P.M.

SAINT PAUL

“I am Saint Paul.  I oftentimes 
speak through this little one but I 
do not announce My Name.  This 
Gift of The Father’s is a Gift beyond 
mankind’s total ability to appreciate.  
In comparison to any gift man can 
receive, It is a Gift of Divine Love, 
and all other gifts cater to the 
human nature alone, to the personal 
pleasure of the individual, monetarily 
or physically.  The Father has sent a 
Divine Gift, One that is beyond human 
comprehension, only if one does not 
have the understanding or the belief 
that within each creation of human 
life there is a Soul, a Portion of The 
Father.

The Commandments of God were 
given so that mankind would have the 
Guidelines to live by, because of the 
Importance of that unseen Gift, the 
Soul.  If it were not for the Soul, man 
would be like all other things.  There 
would be no distinction to human 
life.  There would be no need for 
moral values, moral soundness to be 
exercised at all costs.
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So Many of Us have spoken, so 
much Direction has been given, so much 
delivered on The Commandments of 
God in detail, distinguishing in many 
ways, human life from all other things.  
It is sad when We hear anyone speak 
against This Gift of The Father’s, This 
Miracle of His Love.  All that is being 
instructed has a definite Purpose, 
and that is to protect the Souls of all 
human beings.

Ask yourself:  ‘What example am 
I to all I meet, to all whom I say, “I 
love you,” to all people that I casually 
pass by on the street?  What does my 
appearance say?  Do I express decency, 
dignity, respect for myself and for 
others?’

All of Us Saints find it a privilege 
to speak through This Miracle, for 
Each of Us has a personal feeling for 
It, and We fully understand what a Gift 
It is, of Divine Love to man.

The Father’s Commandments 
must be stressed in the manner They 
were given through This Gift of His, 
because mankind is morally and 
physically accountable for the full 
definition of each Commandment every 
day, in every way, personally and with 
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all others with whom they speak, live 
with, associate with, or meet casually.

When We hear criticism of This 
Gift, This Miracle Of The Beloved Saint 
Joseph, it is disturbing, even sad, 
because at no other time has mankind 
been so deliberately given so much 
Personal Instruction, and also the 
Positive Revelation that The Beloved 
Saint Joseph is truly The Holy Spirit 
of God.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 1, 1995 AT 2:33 P.M.

SAINT CLARE

“I am Saint Clare.  I have been 
requested today to speak on the 
importance of prayer, and to reveal to 
mankind that prayer is not being made 
a very essential part of daily living, 
because of so much distraction, and 
so much emphasis placed on personal 
feelings, needs.  Prayer, in its full 
meaning, is communication with The 
Father, with Our Heavenly Mother, 
with The Sacred Heart of Jesus, and 
Any of The Saints Who are always 
available to listen to any human being 
who takes the time, requests Acts of 
Love, or just Someone to talk to.

This may be difficult for some 
to understand or believe, but it is a 
Fact.  We are always available, and 
communication with Us is heard 
immediately, and We do respond in 
any way We can, to any degree that is 
important for the individual situation 
or request.

Children are not being taught to 
pray.  The little that is being spoken 
about in this manner of communication 
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is not enough, because prayer has 
diminished in so many ways; first, in 
its degree of how much, how many 
times it is done.  It does not have to 
be a formal prayer.  Talk to Us as you 
talk to each other.  We hear all prayers.  
Many times We have the privilege to 
intercede when there is a need; The 
Father allows this.  Be aware of the 
need for prayer, of this communication 
that hopefully one day will be coming 
your way when you are Here.  So be 
it.”
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DECEMBER 1, 1995 AT 4:24 P.M.

SAINT ATHANASIUS

“I am Saint Athanasius.  This Gift 
of The Father’s is far more Precious 
than any man, woman or child can 
truly understand.  The difficult part 
for mankind to understand is that 
a Phenomenon such as This is not 
common, not ordinary in the time man 
lives.

We smile when We see different 
individuals searching for mysteries, 
to read novels that are different, 
especially in scientific measures and 
means.  All We speak through this 
little one has more Information, more 
Direction than any novel mankind can 
find in any library throughout the 
world.

The Personal Contact of The 
Father is not realistic to some.  They 
say, ‘It cannot be,’ but All of Us Here 
know that The Father has given This 
to mankind for Important Reasons, 
and The Father Himself has delivered 
many Words of Directions, of Love, 
instructing mankind on the Importance 
of human life.
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Even though there may be, in 
some place, in some language, a little 
touch of the Mystery of Heaven, the 
Beauty of Sainthood, what passes 
through This Miracle is Personal, 
direct, and has a clarity in Everything 
that is spoken, is written, is delivered.  
It is handing to mankind firsthand, 
the Importance of human life and the 
Closeness that human life has with 
The Divine — the Connecting Link, 
the Soul.

When We hear different prayers 
directed to different Ones of Us Here, 
Many of Us hear the prayer at the same 
time.  A prayer is always answered, 
whether it is answered in the form of 
exactness to the request, or in a way and 
a manner that, in reality, serves more 
purpose, or gives a specific strength 
that is needed at that time.  There are 
many men and women throughout the 
world who follow different forms of 
Faith.  All are listened to, because God 
is The Father of all mankind, and God 
allows no one to not be heard.

This Blessing that has been 
handed to the whole world has 
been given at a time of great need, 
because the enemy of God and man 
has introduced into many areas, so 
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much humanism, so much acceptance 
of humanistic values, practices, that 
in many ways do not agree with The 
Father’s Will for mankind to practice 
purity.  There are many things that 
have been introduced also, that 
cause a blindness to the mental and 
the physical, that allows mankind, 
encourages man to act wrongly.

There are millions of people 
throughout the world who must begin 
to know about This Gift of The Father, 
that is instructing constantly on the 
Importance of the Soul.  Even the 
greatest doubters in the world can be 
reached, because of so Many of Us Who 
have delivered Messages, touching 
on many parts of human life, many 
avenues of understanding.

This Miracle was given through a 
particular child, in a particular place, 
at a particular time, and though It 
has grown immensely and has become 
known to thousands, It must become 
known to many millions, because there 
are millions of people throughout the 
world who will gain moral strength, 
physical strength, Spiritual strength, 
just knowing that This Miracle exists, 
that We have spoken, that We are this 
close to their way of life, that We are 
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as close to their thoughts, because of 
the Soul that is within them.

Mankind places so much 
emphasis on the mind.  This is not 
wrong, but mankind must understand 
that the mind is connected to the Soul, 
and what passes through the mind 
passes through the Soul, and what 
passes through the physical actions 
of every human being, registers in the 
Soul.

Man was given a very special 
Gift, ‘a will’.  The will has the ability 
to give the strength to perform 
physically, emotionally, mentally, 
spiritually, in a degree that will cause 
the Soul Greater Glory when the time 
comes for the physical to pass.

All of Us, when We enter to 
speak, do it according to The Father’s 
Love and Will, because you see, it 
is important for mankind to see the 
importance of purity in all acts of life, 
to see honesty, truthfulness, because 
in these things there is Divine Light.

Whether you are the ones 
writing This, What I have just spoken, 
or the ones who will one day read It, 
I send you a Blessing that will help 
you to look at All the Revelations that 
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have passed through this little one, 
because in Each One of Them there is 
an important issue regarding the Soul 
that no one is born without, and that 
mankind must understand It is the 
Portion of mankind that is meant to 
be a Saint.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 4, 1995 AT 11:00 A.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  So 
much has been delivered, not just 
instructing mankind on the values of 
human life, and what a Beautiful Gift 
that The Father gave, ‘the Soul’, but 
there have been many Instructions 
encouraging mankind to see the 
Importance, the Value, the Reason 
that The Father intended mankind to 
be Special in every way, intellectually 
and independently knowledgeable for 
the benefits needed to practice many 
different types of professions, using 
the mind, the intellect, to a degree 
that would be beneficial in thousands 
of ways, for thousands of reasons.

You may say, why do I say 
‘thousands’?  I say it because mankind 
has been designed to have a multiple 
degree, a multiple amount of talents, 
abilities, and the mind of mankind, 
in many ways is unlimited in its 
possibilities that are able to open 
avenues that are far beyond what their 
basic talents are; but in this intellect 
there is a knowledge, a belief, an 
understanding, that in all human life 
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there is great evidence that human 
life has a Goal and a Purpose beyond 
what is able to take place through the 
human abilities.

It is important for mankind to 
fully understand that the enemy of 
God and man actually suffers so much 
jealousy, because of the differences in 
what he practices, that are so different 
than What The Father is All About.

Mankind treats immoral 
temptation as a natural way of life, 
and it is sad when We see so much 
acceptance, rejecting the reality that 
such temptation is vile in its meaning, 
and uses every means to destroy the 
purity of the individual, or individuals 
who possibly can be weakened by 
them.

This little one through whom 
We All speak is in a very serious 
‘Preparation’ and is fully aware that 
it is of great importance that this 
‘Preparation’ be completed in the 
specified time that The Father has 
decided to be.

You must understand that so 
many men, women and children do 
not care to make a solid commitment 
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to follow all that is sound, logical, 
beneficial to their Soul.  They would 
rather take chances as they come up 
to be addressed, because they do not 
want to miss out on anything that 
could be enjoyable, or make them more 
popular, more advanced in some way 
that they would consider successful in 
the eyes of others.

It is important that This Miracle 
spread far and wide, and that those 
who are close to the little one not put 
monetary value as a stumbling block 
to reach the whole world with What 
passes through her from Us, because 
when the time comes for Judgment, 
there will be no monetary means that 
will be beneficial to the Judgment of 
the Soul of anyone.

I hold her in a form of ecstasy 
that would be easier on her if I did not 
force her to speak My Words, because 
the energy it takes for this to happen 
is beyond any human comprehension.

She has been instructed in so 
many areas, to such extensive degrees, 
that it must be understood that This 
Gift of The Father’s is Greater than 
any human being can discern.  There 
has never been a Miracle of This Exact 
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Type in the History of mankind.  So be 
it.”
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DECEMBER 6, 1995

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“There are so many facets to This 
Miracle Of The Beloved Saint Joseph 
because It is such an Important 
Miracle for the whole world.  It is 
a Miracle of Strength, a Miracle 
of Direction, a Miracle of Hope, a 
Miracle of Instruction, a Miracle that 
is Personal to everyone who listens to 
It personally, or who reads the Words 
that pass through It.  It is a Miracle 
beyond what mankind could make on 
his own.

I speak so many times through 
this little one, and the strength of hers 
that We use is her love for The Father, 
her desire to please Him, and her 
desire for others to know Him in the 
Greatness He Is, and to be aware of 
the Love that He has for each human 
life.  It is a great sadness to her to see 
so many outside of this place, not just 
disbelieve, but discredit the Beauty of 
This Gift to all of mankind.

We hear some say, ‘There should 
be some way to stop her from speaking 
These Words.’  This is not a sadness 
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to Us, but in these words We find the 
enemy of God and man encouraging 
an individual or individuals, to try 
desperately to stop What We deliver, 
but it cannot be, it will not be, for 
through This Miracle We have passed 
to the world so much Direction, so 
much Truth, guiding mankind of all 
ages, all races, all colors, all creeds, 
all degrees of financial success, men 
in places of poverty.

There are so many things yet to 
be spoken about, and We intend for 
it to be accomplished.  If This Gift of 
The Father’s was not so Important for 
the whole world, the Words would not 
have been written, but These Words 
are to last for hundreds and hundreds 
of years to come, because the coming 
generations will need These Words, 
will need These Instructions, will need 
the Personal Contact that These Words 
are to mankind.

Everything that has been spoken, 
has been delivered with a Love beyond 
what mankind knows love to be, 
and there is a Strength in the Words 
that is above and beyond any human 
strength, because you see, It is the 
Power of the Heavens, It’s God’s Love 
in Everything that passes through her, 
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because mankind now is standing on 
a precipice of destruction, and We see 
man teetering back and forth, back 
and forth, trying to decide what is 
best, what is right, what is good, what 
is fine, what is most advantageous.

The little one through whom I 
speak is strong in many ways, and 
as little as she is, she can lead great 
men to victory; not her words, Mine, 
for she has been trained constantly, 
consistently, to give at a moment’s 
notice, her attention, her life, to serve 
in any way The Father Decrees.

Many on the outside who meet 
with her, wonder what she is all about.  
We always smile at this, because her 
friendliness and her love for other 
human beings is open to everyone she 
meets.  They feel something, but they 
do not understand what they feel, how 
they feel it, why they feel it.  Most 
discern it as friendship, as friendly, 
as someone who cares about other 
human beings.  We always smile at this 
because, in essence, this is Fact, this 
is Truth.

I am Saint Joseph.  I speak 
through her constantly, and sometimes 
those who feel that it is a form of jest, 
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I smile at this, because without her 
sense of humor it would be difficult 
for her, because innately she in many 
ways likes to tease.  She says, ‘Teasing 
sometimes draws something out of 
someone, Saint Joseph, that nothing 
else can.’  We smile at this, because it 
is a love for mankind that is indelibly 
marked within her, and that is what We 
use to give to mankind What We want 
mankind to read, to hear, to believe, 
to follow, and to understand.

The world has been Blessed by 
a Great Miracle.  The world has been 
given Something beyond anything 
that man can buy.  The world has been 
given The Father’s Love so Direct, 
so Personal, and yes, in a way that 
mankind can communicate with.  It 
is not something that is out of man’s 
existence, out of man’s sight.  The 
Words give you so much Important 
Information, and a Direct Way, 
Manner of Love, from Everyone Here 
in the Heavens, because you see, This 
Miracle is a Miracle of Instruction, a 
Miracle to give to mankind All there is 
for mankind to understand, to one day 
become ‘a Great Saint’.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 7, 1995 AT 1:06 P.M.

SAINT ATHANASIUS

“I am Saint Athanasius.  The child 
is more with Us than she is with you.  
This Statement may be difficult for 
some to understand, because they do 
not fully comprehend what it means 
to walk a path of what is called ‘True 
Mysticism’.

There are many obstacles yet 
to be met, and We are assured of her 
accepting each one of them.  Because 
of the divided understanding in some 
minds of so many, This Great Gift 
of The Father’s in some ways has 
been held back, not in Its Content or 
through this child, but by those who 
refuse to pass on to others the Lessons, 
the Words, the Instructions, and the 
Hope that is in Each One.

Mankind many times, when 
hearing such Valuable Truths, 
automatically tries to analyze 
Everything that is given, and in 
reality is incapable of analyzing 
how The Father Works, and who The 
Father chooses to act openly for such 
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Important Words to be handed to the 
whole world.

Humanism has its place amongst 
mankind, but when We speak of 
humanism, its definition is pointed to 
the fact that humanism is not being 
practiced in a pure, logical, intelligent 
format.  It is being used as a distraction 
to all that is right, all that is good, all 
that is pure.  There have been other 
times in past History where humanism 
became such an important factor 
that mankind ignored purity in all 
measures, because mankind was so 
involved with humanistic attitudes 
and inner actions with others, that 
purity of the mind and the body was 
totally ignored, obsolete, and not in 
any way thought to be important.

Today in the time you live, there 
is so much pornography, and in this 
pornography there is much desecration 
to the body, to the mind, and of course, 
to the Soul of every individual who is 
attracted to it, even to the slightest 
degree.  We hear so much justification 
of pornography.  We hear so much 
acception of what man calls ‘lust’, ‘just 
anger’, and all impurities that involve 
the mind and the body of human lives.
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This Gift The Father has given 
is to correct all that is wrong, and 
there is so much in the world at this 
time that is morally wrong.  There is 
so much deception, self-deception, 
because so many men, women, and 
even children are attracted to what 
they find interesting and being part of 
the time in which they live.

I ask this next question:  Who do 
you know is instructing mankind on the 
importance of God’s Commandments?  
It is important for mankind to be 
instructed properly on Them, and all 
that each Commandment contains, 
because The Commandments of The 
Father have never been erased from 
sound morality.

We hear men and women 
shouting words from the Bible, but 
their interpretations are self-made.  
We also hear so much articulation on 
things that interest the individual, 
and an overboard reaction on how they 
themselves feel inwardly about what 
they are speaking about.  The world is 
saturated with false prophets that take 
these tasks on for self-importance, 
self-attention.
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The Father has given to the 
world a Miracle that is constantly 
instructing all of mankind on the 
Importance of human life, and the 
Gift He has instilled in each life at 
the moment of conception.  Why are 
These Important Words not passed 
throughout the world, awakening 
mankind to the realization that human 
life is an Important Creation of The 
Father, and it alone has a Goal above 
and beyond any other living thing?

As Each of Us speak through this 
little one, We do not speak in anger but 
in a deep Love and Concern, because 
Truth must be heard, must be read, 
must be followed, must be taught, 
must be recognized as the Salvation of 
many Souls.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 7, 1995 AT 2:49 P.M.

SAINT ANASTASIA

“I am Saint Anastasia.  Many 
times there are so many things We 
would like to talk about, and to give 
Hope where it is needed, Love where 
it is needed, Strength where it is 
needed, because mankind, through 
troubled times, prays for strength to 
endure, strength to conquer, strength 
to be able to correct something that is 
troubling, either physically, mentally 
or morally.

We want mankind to know 
every prayer is heard every time We 
are spoken to in a natural manner of 
speech.  Just as man talks to man on 
subjects, We hear all things.  The Father 
has allowed this communication to be, 
because it is important for mankind to 
know that Someone is always listening.  
No one is ever alone.  First of all, The 
Father has placed within each one a 
Portion of Himself, a Soul, and then 
an individual’s thoughts are heard 
by Many of Us, and sometimes when a 
decision has to be made, We oftentimes 
use this time to help in some ways.  
Man is never alone.
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It is important for mankind to 
understand that as human life is a 
Special Design of The Father’s, in it 
is the Ever Presence of a Soul which 
is a Portion of The Father, so this 
constant Contact that is available 
opens many avenues for prayers to 
be heard, Love to be shown, Help to 
be given when one feels totally alone.  
As you communicate with each other 
on many subjects, in many ways, for 
many reasons, you are never without 
a Presence beyond your sight, beyond 
your sense of touch.  Remember this.

There are many vocations in life, 
and there are many places wherein 
mankind finds himself or herself 
yearning to find help, seek hope 
and understanding.  I know it would 
be difficult at times like these for 
individuals to feel they are not alone, 
because they are unaware of what 
truly takes place.

That is why it is important for 
everyone to understand that there 
is someone close by who cares.  It 
is a task for those who are able to 
visit others, who need to know that 
someone is available to listen to them, 
to speak to them, to care.  Human 
loneliness is a sadness that unless an 
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individual has experienced it, they 
cannot fully understand what it does 
to the mind and the body, and when 
fear is attached to this loneliness, it is 
a dreadful experience.

Sometimes when We hear a 
prayer that is being thought or spoken 
out loud by someone who is totally 
lost, full of fear, and bears a loneliness 
beyond what the meaning of loneliness 
means, it is important that a kind 
word, a kind act be given.  Try not to 
hide from those who need these small 
acts of love, acts of hope, acts that are 
needed, sometimes desperately.

Some people never have anyone 
to talk to.  There is more of this 
throughout the world than you can 
possibly conceive.  Much of this occurs 
because of separate means and ways 
of living, but it is important to be 
aware that perhaps some even close to 
you could be the loneliest person that 
you could ever conceive loneliness to 
be.  At times when you become aware 
that an individual needs a kind word, 
a smile, an act of love, of care, don’t 
walk away, but take the time to share a 
moment that will give hope, strength, 
purpose, and love, because in many 
ways, at this moment there are millions 
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of people who fit the description I 
have just given to you.

Remember what I have spoken, 
and be sure to thank God it is not you.  
So be it.”
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DECEMBER 7, 1995 AT 3:30 P.M.

PADRE PIO

“I am Padre Pio.  It is a privilege to 
be able to speak through this little one 
who in presence, manner and being, is 
delicate, yet firm, concerned, and yet 
has a genteelness that mankind feels 
immediately.

When I walked the earth, I was 
none of these things, but then even 
though our work was similar, I was a 
man, and she is a woman.  What I am 
saying will be difficult for some to 
understand why I would speak this 
way at this time.

The world you live in is now as 
it was when I was living:  people of 
all kinds, with all different vocations 
of life, all different personalities, 
different strengths, different 
weaknesses, different goals, different 
practices of what they had to give to 
daily life that touched so many lives 
they came in contact with.

There should be no question as to 
why I would speak, because logically 
speaking, everyone who takes These 
Words down, and everyone who will 
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read Them, is different in personality 
and in the manner in which they live, 
plus their likes and dislikes differ 
immensely from those close to them; 
so as one looks at what I spoke before 
this, there should be no question why 
I would speak at this time regarding 
this little one who has been handed a 
tremendous Responsibility.

There is a saying that, ‘If you 
have not walked in the sandals, do not 
be critical.’  Perhaps the saying is not 
as you know it to be, but I assure you 
This Statement fits this situation.  The 
Father hands a Gift to the world, a Gift 
Blessed, based on so much Instruction 
for the benefit of not one Soul, not two 
Souls, but millions of Souls, knowing 
that all people are different in their 
thinking, their practices, their beliefs, 
their wishes, their dreams, their 
hopes, their desires, their likes, their 
dislikes, their intentions, their goals.  
As so much is spoken through such a 
little one, the Content is Monumental 
in Direction, and should never be 
dismissed as something less than It is.

The Father uses different types to 
be able to show mankind that not just 
one vocation is more special to Him, 
but that all vocations, all personalities, 
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all degrees of intelligence, of Faith in 
Him, are equal in His Eyes, and that 
mankind should understand that each 
human life is Important, and represents 
a Miracle that demonstrates in many 
ways the beautiful freedom of choice, 
through personality, through nature, 
that The Father designed; plus, then 
He chooses ‘an individual’, to use all 
that the individual is, to be able to 
relate to What He Wills to accomplish 
through the one He chooses to walk a 
specific Path that could be considered 
timely, tiring, deliberate, and yes, 
important in every facet of its every 
daily life.

The world has been Blessed by 
This Miracle, because in This Gift 
of The Father’s, every human life is 
included in what can be attained, 
obtained by living at this time and time 
to come, using What has been written, 
for the Goal The Father intended for 
human life, to become ‘a Saint’.

Ask yourself, ‘Wouldn’t it be sad 
if there were no Goal to reach for after 
the active part of human life could no 
longer be active?’  What a Blessing 
The Father has Blessed mankind with:  
‘Living Forever’ through the Soul that 
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He gave at the moment of conception.  
So be it.”
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DECEMBER 8, 1995 AT 12:07 P.M.

SAINT MARK

“I am Saint Mark.  Many of Us 
are present at all times wherever This 
Miracle of The Father’s is present.  
The world must read All that has been 
delivered by Many Saints in Heaven.  
The Father’s Words should be the first 
Ones they read, Our Heavenly Mother 
must be next, because Everything They 
have spoken through This Miracle is a 
Gift to mankind, Greater than any gift 
mankind can receive.

Mankind accepts instruction 
from so many different sources, so 
many individuals who proclaim to 
instruct others on different subjects, 
but This Miracle of Divine Love has 
more than instructed mankind, because 
through the Very Presence of the One 
Who was speaking, gives to the Words 
spoken, Divine Love that nothing else 
in the world can be placed in the same 
category with.

The world is in turmoil morally, 
physically, in many forms, in many 
areas.  There is destruction morally, 
physically.  There are so many 
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differences of opinions on what is right, 
on what is wrong, and much of this is 
based on individuals who are not fully 
capable of such responsibility, because 
of the magnitude of the responsibility 
that affects so many lives, so many 
situations, so many conditions.

We hear some supposedly 
knowledgeable people make rash 
statements regarding the lives of others.  
We hear what man calls ‘harmful 
jargon’, referring to language that, 
in essence, is the subject matter of 
groups that have particular ideas that 
they want to use as control measures 
over the lives of millions of others.

Let Me take you back to the 
Values of human life, the Importance 
of human life, the Goal of human 
life.  The best way is for every 
individual to sincerely evaluate their 
life according to their obedience 
to God’s Commandments, not just a 
short version of each Commandment, 
but according to the full version, 
definition, meaning, concept, for 
which each Commandment was so 
properly delivered.  Man has a way of 
shortening everything:  names, places, 
and all areas wherein major subjects 
of great importance are involved.
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There is a saying:  ‘Don’t make 
the speech, or what you want to say, 
so lengthy.  Cut it short.’  This may 
be good in some cases, but most times 
on important subjects, it causes the 
subject to eliminate the sound, true 
values that are necessary for the 
subject to be spoken, heard, written, 
remembered to its fullest measure 
and degree of importance.  You live in 
a time that so much is done quickly, 
without thinking.  Time seems to be the 
important thing, and the actions and 
the words not as important as the time.  
This is ridiculous in concept, because 
to eliminate important information 
can be disastrous.

God’s Commandments are 
evidence of what I have just spoken, 
and there are millions of people 
who recognize some Words being a 
Commandment, but they have no 
concept of the full meaning of what 
was meant for that Commandment, 
to be able to instruct millions on the 
importance of what God expected man 
to accept, to eliminate, to practice, 
and/or to be able to be example of.

The world is in chaos, because 
too many are ignoring the importance 
of honor, dignity, and the need to 
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persevere in morality in every facet of 
life.  Human life has a Purpose, human 
life has a Goal, human life was created 
to do many things, not just to stand 
still in what could be termed ‘a silent 
mode of living’, but man has been 
given intellect and the ability to use 
it, logic and reasons to practice it.

It is time that mankind stop 
following what others are doing, what 
others are enforcing because they 
want to get their way, to have it done 
according to their thinking.  Mankind 
should now look at the value in all 
that is presented, and make decisions 
that will be beneficial to their own 
manner of life, intellectually sound, 
reasonable, practical, logical, and 
definitely in accord with God’s 
Commandments.

Let no one interfere with your 
integrity, your moral abilities, your 
freedom of will.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 8, 1995 AT 2:14 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE LABOURE

“I am Saint Catherine Laboure.  
What I am about to say is of great 
importance.  Though many speak out 
loud, shouting words to The Father, 
to The Son, and to The Holy Spirit, 
their words are more for attention to 
themselves, and the manner in which 
they speak these words lacks devotion, 
sincerity.  There is so much confusion 
in Spiritual matters at this time, 
because so many are demonstrating 
physically, wanting attention for what 
they say, what they do, what they want 
others to see them for.

The Father has given to the 
world, in a quiet way, a quiet manner, 
yet deliberate in Its Content, the 
importance of spirituality to every 
living human being.  Sound spirituality 
has an in-depth meaning to it, and in 
it.  It encourages mankind of all races, 
all colors, all creeds, all mentalities, 
to fully understand that human life 
has been handed a Gift Greater than 
any other living thing.  It is innate in 
mankind to feel there is more than the 
human side.
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Ask yourself, ‘What could this 
mean?’  Would it not mean that there 
was a Superior Being that was The 
Creator of All Things, and that This 
Superior Being was aware of all things 
that occur every day, every night, at 
all times?

Human life has so many Gifts; 
first of all, the Gift of sight, the Gift 
of speech, the Gift of hearing, the 
Gift of taste, the Gift of smelling 
something that could alert them to 
their surroundings.  Mankind very 
often ignores the Gifts because of so 
many distractions.

Let us take one thing that 
mankind has, and that is the ‘will’, 
unseen but evident:  the will to make 
decisions, choices; the will to be a part 
of many things; the will to understand 
what is right, what is wrong; the will 
to say ‘Yes,’ ‘No,’ ‘Maybe.’

Human life is a Treasure 
unto itself, because it has a Goal 
that nothing else has.  The Goal is 
Sainthood, but at this time in which 
you live there is so little spoken about 
the Goal of human life that The Father 
created human life for.  Sometimes 
We hear man say, ‘When I die there’s 
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nothing left.’  These words can only 
be spoken because of a lack of Faith 
in the Importance that God placed in 
human life, on human life, for human 
life, to attain Life Everlasting.

So much has been spoken 
deliberately, in terms that mankind can 
understand, and anyone who reading 
These Words, dares to deny Them, 
walks hand in hand with the enemy of 
God and man.  The Father has handed 
to the world through a small child, so 
much Information, so much Direction, 
to support all that has previously been 
given, so that mankind will resist all 
that is wrong, condemn all that is 
wrong, and use every moment of life 
to attain the Goal planned by The 
Father Himself for man, through the 
Soul that was placed at the moment of 
conception.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 8, 1995 AT 3:54 P.M.

SAINT JOHN OF THE CROSS

“I am Saint John of The Cross.  It 
is difficult for so many of the clergy 
to fully understand, even partially 
understand the Magnitude of This 
Miracle of The Beloved Holy Spirit of 
God, Saint Joseph.

Sometimes when mankind finds 
something difficult to understand, 
and they resist all avenues to It, it 
is because of jealousy, or they do not 
want to be told that at ‘this time’, in 
the year they live, that The Father 
would permit so much to be released, 
so much Direction be given on the 
practices that in many ways are not 
saving Souls, but almost deliberately 
directing mankind to perdition.

For some of the clergy it began 
in an innocent way, but then in their 
instruction of others, it interfered 
with their personal Faith in how 
The Father would work in the time 
in which they lived, through such a 
small instrument, releasing so much 
Spiritual Guidance from so Many 
Saints, and from The Father Himself.
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It is sad when We hear rejection, 
because if they would but see the 
Value, the Protection, the Necessity, 
the Greatness of All that is given, that 
has been delivered because of the Souls, 
that at this time of so much confusion, 
so much humanism, so many false 
prophets accenting their importance, 
their values, their blessings, their 
knowledge,  thus in many ways causing 
unlimited confusion.

This little one that is used listens 
daily.  There is no time that We speak 
she is not available to Our Presence.  
It is difficult for mankind to under-
stand such obedience, because mankind 
is not resilient when it comes to 
obedience at uncomfortable times.  
Often man thinks of self-preservation, 
before man thinks of preservation 
of the Soul, because as the Soul is 
unseen, to many It is only Something 
that they heard about, Something that 
liturgically was suggested in some 
ways, but the human mind very often 
believes only what it sees, when the 
subject matter has a total submission 
of one’s will to The Will of The Father.

Many have been Blessed through 
This Miracle and there are many more 
to be Blessed, because millions must 
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hear All that has been given because 
of the Souls that are involved, that 
without more understanding of What 
the Soul is, Who It is a Part of, what 
Real Connection It has to God The 
Father, mankind will be cheated of the 
Greatest Revelation that man could 
ever receive.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 8, 1995 AT 4:11 P.M.

SAINT BONAVENTURE

“I am Saint Bonaventure.  When 
man walks out into zero weather it can 
be a shock to the physical, even when 
the man is warmly clothed to be able to 
endure such a cold.  At this time many 
find it difficult to stay out in the cold 
because of the discomfort of things 
called ‘frostbite and numbness’, plus 
the temperature of the body having to 
succumb to the change.  Imagine what 
a terrible shock it is to a Soul when 
the Soul is a victim of horrible sins, 
and the Soul is defenseless against 
what is occurring.

Mankind never thinks about 
this shock that the Soul must endure 
at moments when it is struck by foul 
impurities.  There should be more 
instruction by those who practice 
Spiritual vows, to be able to relate to 
what the physical endures at certain 
times, and what the Spiritual endures 
at certain times.  Both of these 
examples can possibly suffer extreme 
degrees of harm.  Much depends 
upon many things where the body is 
concerned, physical and even mental, 
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but then so does the Soul suffer a 
tremendous amount, because of the 
peace, the beauty of what purity is 
versus what pain must occur when the 
Soul is victimized by foul impurities.

So little is taught about the 
sensitivity of the Soul to immorality, 
because mankind does not understand 
that the Soul, as a Portion of The 
Father, has a form of reaction, not just 
disgrace, when it comes to impurities 
performed by the one in whom the 
Soul was placed.  When an individual 
breaks an arm or a leg, or sometimes 
the neck, the pain is excruciating, and 
it takes time to mend; also, in most 
cases it takes help from those who are 
trained to take care of such things.

What about the restitution the 
Soul must hope for?  The Soul, during 
times of great impurities cannot heal 
Itself, because It is the victim of the 
individual in whom It is, so the Soul 
is dependent upon the individual to 
restore It back to a Pure State.  Not 
enough is spoken about, preached 
about, regarding the Soul of every 
living human being, but science is 
constantly looking into all ways to 
help the physical.  There is nothing 
wrong with this.
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Mankind is being instructed 
through This Miracle Of The Beloved 
Saint Joseph, The Holy Spirit of God, 
to protect the Soul in every way, and 
children must be instructed on the 
Importance of the Soul, as well as 
protecting the physical, because We 
see so much moral desecration, moral 
abandonment to the protection of the 
Soul that is Important because It is a 
Portion of God, and This never should 
be ignored or passed over as not 
something to worry about just because 
you cannot see It.

You cannot see the inside of 
your body, all the functions that make 
life occur in the right order every day, 
yet you desire all things to be correct.  
Mankind must begin to better under-
stand that the Importance of human 
life is no more important than the 
Spiritual of life that is evident in 
every man, woman and child, from the 
moment of conception to death.  So be 
it.”
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DECEMBER 14, 1995 AT 11:12 A.M.

SAINT PETER

“I am Saint Peter.  Many of Us 
speak through This Miracle that has 
been given to the world so that mankind 
will have the Direction needed for the 
Salvation of his or her Soul.

It is important that the whole 
world hear of This Miracle, that the 
whole world understand the Value 
of It, the Importance of It, and the 
Direction that is passed through 
It, so that all who hear, all who will 
read the Words, will have a stronger 
understanding of the importance of 
The Father’s Commandments, what 
each Commandment includes and 
what each Commandment directs.  The 
Commandments in a concise form leave 
too much for one’s own interpretation.  
All ages should begin to learn the full 
extent of each Commandment, the full 
degree of how it was intended to cover 
every facet of human life.

We hear men and women say, 
‘Well, when The Commandments were 
given in such lengthy detail, it was for 
the people of that time.’  I say, ‘Look 
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around you, and look at everything that 
is occurring, and then make your own 
judgment as to how important it is to 
apply The Commandments regarding 
everything you partake in, you are 
exposed to, and the manner in which 
you live; also, all those with whom 
you associate.’  Man is good at making 
everything concise; he practices it 
daily.  It shortens everything, makes it 
more understanding, supposedly.

It is important for mankind to 
be instructed on what morality truly 
is, the importance of it, and also 
what immorality covers in actions, 
speech, personality, companionships, 
work areas, even in Spiritual circles, 
practices.  It is important for every 
human being to examine their way of 
life, their habits, how they treat other 
people, what they accept from others 
morally, physically.

Children are being told in such 
a concise way, ‘You can’t do this,’ but 
there is very little explanation as to 
what the subject entails.  Some might 
say, ‘I cannot constantly speak about 
The Commandments; they will think 
I’m a fanatic.’  You don’t ever have 
to use the word ‘Commandment’.  It 
can all be done as one human being 
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to the next:  what is moral, what is 
immoral, what is sacrilegious, or what 
is Sacred.

As We watch mankind in so 
many places throughout the world, 
We see so little attention, so little 
importance on what mankind judges 
in actions, in thoughts, in speech, 
in communication, that can fully be 
identified with sound moral values 
and sound moral standards, based on 
The Commandments of God.

This Miracle The Father has 
given to the world has been One of 
continuous, extensive Instruction, 
because of the necessity for men, 
women and children to see that 
human life was created to be handled 
in dignity, and that human life has a 
Goal for it, in it, to it, and that is to 
return the Soul when the human life 
no longer exists.  Children should be 
taught that the Gift of human life is 
Special.  It was created out of The 
Father’s Love and with The Father’s 
Love, to continue on in a Greater 
Glory.

Ask yourself, when was the last 
time you thought about this, or you 
were instructed on it by those who 
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profess that they have the ability, the 
knowledge, and the profession to guide 
you to become ‘a Saint’?  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 14, 1995 AT 12:02 P.M.

SAINT STANISLAUS

“I am Saint Stanislaus.

The Father hands to mankind 
all the things that are necessary for 
mankind to exist.  He hands mankind 
the sun, the moon, the stars.  He hands 
mankind water, He hands mankind 
the way to grow food, to nourish the 
body.  All these things are taken for 
granted, because mankind does not 
look beyond where all these things 
come from; they are natural to life, 
they are necessities.

This Gift of The Father’s Love, 
This Miracle that has instructed on so 
much, in so many ways, for that Other 
Part of man, the Soul that is a Portion of 
The Father, must be seen as It truly is.  
The Soul is a Gift beyond what human 
life can measure, because the Soul, as 
a Portion of The Father, automatically 
says to mankind, ‘Nourish the Soul 
and live with Me Forever.’

Children are not being taught 
the Importance of What they have 
within their body.  Children are not 
being instructed on the importance of 
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truth, on the importance of purity of 
mind and body.  Children are not being 
instructed on communication with The 
Father.  Children are not being taught 
the Importance of human life and for 
the Reason it was created.

It is sad when someone sees 
someone who is blind in the eyes, 
because blindness is a tremendous loss 
in many ways, for many reasons.  It is 
a darkness beyond what man knows 
darkness to be.  What mankind does not 
realize is that sound Spiritual values 
and sound Spiritual standards, and 
purity of mind, body and Soul, have 
been in many ways set aside, ignored, 
as necessities in everyday life.  I ask 
you, ‘Why?’  Surely there has to be 
some answer to My question.

The world, in many ways, 
practices so much diabolical actions, 
always thinking of the humanistic side 
that they feel is beneficial to their 
feelings, or their monetary measures.  
Humanism, in many ways, has cast 
aside the Importance of what human 
life was created for.  Some reading 
This Statement will not truly agree 
with It, because to them the human 
part of them is what they cater to and 
they please more.
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It is important that mankind, 
all races, all colors, all creeds, all 
cultures, all degrees of intelligence, 
read All that We have passed through 
This Miracle, instructing mankind 
in a Personal Way on the Importance 
of human life, the Generous Gift The 
Father gave to man in giving human 
life a Soul.

It is difficult for Us to understand 
why there is not more taught about 
the Soul, why there is not more 
Importance put on the Soul, when We 
hear mankind, many ages involved 
here, say that:  ‘The Commandments 
are Things of the past.  They were 
given thousands of years ago. We live 
in a modern age.’  Human life has 
not changed.  Human life is as it was 
created, and still has the Goal of the 
Soul within it.  Human life, without 
a Soul, would be like all other animal 
life.

Logic should tell mankind that 
as man seeks safety in all facets of 
life, he should seek safety in the Life 
that waits, because as the Soul is the 
recipient of all that the individual 
does, says, takes part in, mankind 
should be constantly aware of the 
responsibility that each one has for 
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the safety of That Portion within him 
or her, that logically relates to What 
The Father Is.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 14, 1995 AT 1:07 P.M.

SAINT ANNE

“I am Saint Anne.  This little one 
We All speak through to reach millions 
of people throughout the world, listens 
for Our Entrance.  Today, as I speak to 
you, it is with a Love Greater than any 
human love mankind can personally 
be associated with.

There are so many men, women 
and children who walk each day, not 
in full knowledge of the Beauty, the 
Magnitude, the Love that is within 
each one of them, and for each one 
of them.  Sometimes when We see an 
individual of any age, We fully under-
stand what they are mentally and/or 
physically going through, and We want 
to say out loud to them, ‘Reach out to 
Us for help, for strength, for hope, and 
for the energy to do what is best for 
you, for the ability to do what is right 
for you.’

I want you to think of one 
thousand people in one place all at one 
time.  When you look at these people 
you see only the physical structure, 
and you see a difference in physical 
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appearance, but you cannot read what 
is in their mind.  You cannot become 
fully aware of their physical strengths, 
ailments; you only see human beings.  
When We look at mankind We see 
more.  We are aware of their Soul, 
their mentality, their abilities, their 
morality, their immorality.  We are 
aware of their likes and dislikes, their 
hurts, their fears, their desires, their 
goals, if they have one or many.  The 
Father allows this, because of the 
Importance of human life, and the 
Importance of the Soul that every 
human life has within it.

We see in the world at this 
time many moral weaknesses, much 
misdirection in Spiritual matters, and 
We know that We cannot change the 
will of any one of these individuals, 
because the ‘freedom of the will’ is 
a Gift of The Father’s, just as the 
Soul is a Gift of The Father’s.  We see 
small children being misdirected in 
such unsound, unreasonable ways, 
permitting them to act in weaknesses 
and abusive ways to themselves and to 
others.

As I show Myself to this little one 
through whom I speak, it is important 
for you to know that she is allowed to 
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see My lips move, and My garments 
sway in the breeze.  Not often does this 
happen, but The Father has allowed it 
for reasons of His Own.

There are millions of children 
throughout the world who are never 
instructed properly on the Importance 
of their Soul.  By children, I mean 
all ages, because mankind to Us are 
children of God, bound to Him through 
their Soul.

Today is an important day, 
but then all days that We hand to 
mankind, through this little one, 
Words of Direction, Words of Love, 
Words of Hope, are important days.  As 
This Miracle is delivered through her 
voice, and then many times written 
for others to read, it is a Gift beyond 
anything mankind can compare It to, 
because It is a Gift of Divine Love.

Mankind finds many reasons 
to celebrate, and these times are 
important because it has many aspects 
to it that give times to remember, that 
help mankind better understand what 
a Treasure human life is, and how 
Important it is to be man.

The little one stares at My Face.  
Even though I am smiling, she is 
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serious because she realizes that My 
Presence to her, My Words through 
her are important to the whole world 
of mankind, and that children of all 
ages must hear about This Gift of The 
Father’s that does not take eyes for 
mankind to see, but it takes love based 
on Faith in Him for all things.

As I close this time with you, I 
want you to remember My Words:  

A Mother’s Love is forever,

A Mother’s Love is beyond 
any human measure,

A Mother’s Hope is that 
all the children will go to 
Heaven.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 14, 1995 AT 1:58 P.M.

SAINT CLARE

“I am Saint Clare.  There is no 
Miracle of Divine Love exactly like 
This Gift of The Father’s that hands to 
the world so much Direction, so much 
Personal Information, so much Love.

All that has been delivered 
through this little instrument of The 
Father’s must be passed throughout 
the world.  If These Messages are not 
passed to millions of people, millions 
of Souls could be lost, because the 
enemy of God and man works every 
moment of every day, doing everything 
to encourage mankind to do what 
the individual wants to do, in spite 
of whether it is wrong to oneself or 
wrong to anyone else, or even wrong to 
a number of people at any given time.

In comparison to other times 
when morality was in such a decline, 
All of Us Here want you to know that 
immorality is justified by millions of 
people, using excuses, plus justification 
of all the impurities they are active 
in, or that are taking place amongst 
others, by others, with others.
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The Father has given to the world 
This Gift of His Divine Love in such a 
Personal, Direct Way, through a small 
voice, and through one who walks in the 
world like all others.  It is important 
for mankind to see the value in the 
way This Gift of The Father’s Love has 
been Designed, and the Beauty in how 
He uses Words understandable, and 
never anything too deep for mankind to 
understand the value of the meaning, 
the importance of the meaning, the 
reality of the meaning.

When These Words are 
transcribed into other languages, 
We fully understand that some of 
the descriptive Words might take on 
a little different meaning, but the 
culture of the people, the mentality of 
those who will read Them, will find in 
Them a degree of strength that will be 
sufficient for each of them to better 
understand the importance of the 
Gift of choice to mankind, choosing 
morality over immorality.

The Father has given to every 
human life a Treasure, a Gift, the Soul.  
No human life is born without It, and 
every human being has a responsibility 
for It, but what most do not under-
stand, that the Soul many times, is 
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what mankind calls ‘conscience’.  
When there is a decision to be made, 
the Soul acts as the conscience, so 
that right will be the decision, not an 
impurity.

Mankind talks about the 
strength in one’s mind, the ability 
to make decisions, and the Gift of 
understanding right from wrong, 
good from evil, justice over injustice.  
Does it not make sense then, that 
it is the Soul within human life that 
has a great influence many times on 
a final decision?  Remember, I said 
‘influence’, because you see, the will 
of the individual is the final decree.

So much has been spoken 
through This Gift of The Father’s, 
so much Instruction, Everything 
so understandable.  We cannot see 
any justification for excuses, for 
misinterpretation of All that has been 
delivered through This Miracle of 
Divine Love.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 14, 1995 AT 3:45 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

“I am Saint Catherine of Siena.  
Mankind many times enjoys changes.  
Of course, changes are not always the 
same: a change of address, a change 
of a workplace, a change of friends, 
a change in a home, a change in a 
standard of living, a change where 
new friends enter the picture, new 
interests, new ideas, many times giving 
more enjoyment to everyday life.

Drastic changes are sometimes 
upsetting because there are so many 
things that must be tolerated, accepted, 
adjusted to, and/or rejected, because 
of personal likes and/or dislikes.  The 
mental of everyone at these times can 
be encouraged, or sometimes stressed 
because of the effect that the different 
change or changes may cause to the 
personality, the nature, the habits, the 
likes and/or dislikes of the individual.

With all this that occurs during a 
lifetime, mankind oftentimes ignores 
the fact that everything that occurs 
during a lifetime affects the Soul of the 
individual.  The Soul is the recipient 
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of what the individual does in his or 
her times of acceptance or rejection, 
moods, and/or manner of being able to 
cope with the changes in lifestyle and 
daily responsibility.

Mankind must begin to see that 
the Soul is the recipient of all that 
occurs in one’s physical life, one’s 
mental abilities, acceptions, changes, 
and one must remember that human 
life has a Goal over and above all the 
things that occur in what happens 
to the physical, mental and moral 
swings of changes that many times are 
spontaneous or over a period of time.

Life is a Beautiful Gift of The 
Father’s, and it has a Great Ultimate 
Purpose for it, so it is important that 
children, as well as adults, respect 
daily life in every facet of it because of 
its Ultimate Purpose, and that human 
life was designed to one day return to 
God, the Soul.

All the activities, all the changes, 
many times make life more interesting, 
and can attribute to helping one’s Soul 
become ‘a Great Saint’.  To become a 
Great Saint does not mean that one 
has to kneel and pray twenty-four 
hours a day.  Sainthood in Its Highest 
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Form, Highest Degree, can be attained 
by learning to cope, by doing what one 
is faced with, by doing it with dignity, 
with sincerity, with morality, and even 
using changes as a further step, a 
stronger step to becoming ‘a Saint, a 
Great Saint’.

An individual can use the 
company they keep, the work they 
have every day of life, in what they do, 
what they say, what they practice, how 
they feel, and of course, their personal 
association with others.  Opportunity 
is endless in becoming ‘a Saint’.

Remember what I have just 
spoken, and make each day of life, with 
all its changes, with times that you 
feel are adverse to how you would like 
them to be, they can be times of great 
strength morally, mentally, physically, 
emotionally, spiritually.

Human life is a Gift of Divine 
Love.  The Soul is a Portion of Divine 
Love.  Mankind many times forgets to 
thank God for His Personal Love every 
day in many ways.  It is time mankind 
think of it this way.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 15, 1995 AT 11:15 A.M.

SAINT CATHERINE LABOURE

“I am Saint Catherine Laboure.  
There is so much History behind 
This Great Gift of The Father’s, The 
Miracle Of Saint Joseph.  In so many 
ways, It has instructed mankind on 
the Importance of human life because 
of the Soul that is within each life.

We see so many men, women and 
children rushing around from place 
to place, seeking more information on 
Spiritual values, Spiritual truths.  We 
have delivered Them continuously for 
a long time, but the egos of mankind 
do everything to gain attention for 
themselves, thus telling others to 
ignore What passes through This 
Miracle.  There are so many, when 
saying these things, know in their 
hearts that This Gift of The Father’s 
Love is One of Sound Direction and 
Full Truth.

There would be no reason for 
this little one to try to convince 
anyone of such Instruction, because 
in the human way, mankind would not 
have the ability to instruct as All of 
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Heaven instructs, teaching so much 
detail that mankind has never been 
able to truly see in its fullest measure, 
even those who have read diligently, 
historical novels and many religious 
items that were written by others who 
lived before this time.

This Miracle takes mankind 
to the Basic Truths of human life, 
the Importance of the Creation of 
mankind, that without the Soul, a 
Portion of God, man would be like 
all other creatures, and there would 
be no Goal other than what others 
experience; which is, they have lived a 
time and there is nothing else to look 
forward to; but God, in His Creation 
of man, instilled in human life an 
intellect, plus many physical abilities, 
a nature, a will, and of course, the 
Soul.  Without the Soul, how could 
mankind even think or relate to God?  
The Connecting Link to being created 
in the Image and Likeness of God had 
to have a Portion of Him within it, else 
mankind would be animalistic in all 
ways and means.

The world must hear of This 
Gift of The Father’s Love.  Nothing 
must stop It and no one has the power 
to stop It.  Never allow any bullish 
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approaches of dominance to take over 
in any area, because satan uses some 
human life to crush what is right, 
what is moral, what is good, because of 
jealousy that is beyond what mankind 
knows jealousy to be.

We see how you think, and many 
times We see discouragement because 
of the lack of progress, but at these 
times forge forward, lead others to 
forge forward.  Each one should be 
a leader of an army unto himself or 
herself, because sound Faith is the 
greatest force and source to lead 
others to understanding.

We hear many say, ‘I wish I could 
be convinced, because It seems to be 
so natural, so right, and yet I cannot 
find that link to any one individual.’  
We hear more remarks than I will 
dictate, so you must remember, there 
are millions of people throughout the 
world who are suffering starvation for 
what you have the control to feed them 
With.  If someone is physically hungry, 
you will hand them food.  You have a 
full Reservoir, boundless in size, to 
feed the world God’s Will, God’s Love, 
and in many ways, the Wording that 
will be understandable throughout the 
world.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 15, 1995 AT 1:52 P.M.

SAINT JUDE

“I am Saint Jude.  When mankind 
receives a gift that pleases him or her, 
much appreciation is expressed, and 
there is an obvious joy shown.

The Father has handed to the 
whole world a Gift of His Divine Love, 
allowing so Many Saints to speak, 
giving Directions for all personalities, 
all types of people.  These Messages 
are in many ways personal to many, 
and sometimes when We see someone 
reading Something that We know will 
help them immensely, We in Our way, 
try to encourage the repeating, the 
time to read more in-depth on the 
subject matter.

The Father has never left 
mankind alone at any time since the 
beginning of the Creation of mankind, 
because The Father has given to 
mankind a will, a nature, a heritage, 
and a thirst for knowledge, a desire 
to learn about many things.  The 
Father introduces His Love in ways 
that are understandable, so that every 
individual has a Link to Him that is 
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not just tangible, but informative.  
The Link The Father has with each 
human being is a Portion of Himself, 
the Soul.

Sometimes the temperament, the 
personality, the nature of an individual 
resists certain things, because of 
something else that feels, seems, or 
is more attractive to the individual’s 
way of life, or likes, or dislikes at a 
particular time.

Mankind forgets that God is so 
close, so understanding, and so much a 
Portion of mankind.  It is difficult for 
mankind to see human life as it really 
is, a Special Gift of Love.  That is why it 
is so sad when the subject of abortion 
arises.  Many times this is practiced 
out of unneeded fear, jealousy, or some 
issue that could be solved easier with 
more understanding of what a birth 
truly is.

When We hear mankind talk 
about the fear of loneliness, it is really 
the wrong word to use, because man is 
never alone.  God is always within him 
or her.

This Gift of The Father’s Love 
that has been delivered for such a long 
time, deliberately instructing on the 
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Importance of human life, the Goal of 
human life, and The Father’s Love for 
human life.  True, not all things have 
been passed on in the complete detail 
that mankind feels were left out, but 
The Father is The Designer of mankind, 
The Creator, and all that man is, is 
The Father’s Decision, because within 
each human life there is a Portion 
of Him that is ever present, always 
available; and there is no time, day or 
night, that the Soul in each human life 
is not aware of each and everything 
the individual does, says, is part of, 
in whom this Soul has been placed to 
protect, and to be the One Part of the 
human life that will remain forever, 
representing the one in whom It was 
placed at the moment of conception.  
So be it.”
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DECEMBER 18, 1995 AT 12:02 P.M.

SAINT MARIA GORETTI

“I am Saint Maria Goretti.  This 
Miracle is benefiting mankind in 
so many areas of life, not just the 
Spiritual, but in things that life is all 
about, human things.  Many times We 
talk about personalities, interests, 
problems.  All these things pertain to 
everyday living.

In the Creation of mankind, The 
Father instilled in human life energy 
to do many things, to accomplish many 
things, to make decisions, to conquer 
many things, to be interested in many 
things, and to cultivate a natural, 
normal understanding of the Great 
Gift life is to mankind.

When This Miracle was 
first announced to the world, the 
Instructions were not difficult for 
mankind to understand, because there 
was so much Divine Love in All that 
was spoken, sometimes to be written, 
other times in just conversation.  The 
Father, in His Full Understanding 
of all that He created mankind to 
be able to do, to accept, to honor, to 
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believe in, to follow, are immediate in 
mankind’s reaction to things, actions, 
to accomplish things, to perform 
certain tasks without hesitation.

The Gift of human life has so 
many facets to it, and with all The 
Father has given, He made human life 
Special, in that He placed a Soul, a 
Portion of Himself within it.  This Soul 
is That Portion of mankind that will 
be What The Father will have returned 
to Him when the human life no longer 
is active physically, mentally.

This Miracle that has been given 
to the world is instructing mankind 
on the Beauty of human life, and 
what a Precious Gift it is, beyond all 
other creations.  The world has been 
Blessed through This Miracle of Divine 
Love.  Mankind must understand that 
through This Gift, mankind is being 
instructed in such a Personal Way, 
about what man has to look forward 
to in another day.

Nothing else was created to reach 
the Goal of Sainthood, and though 
mankind very often humanly sees only 
the physical aspect, mankind is being 
Personally instructed on why man was 
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created, and what the Goal of this 
Creation is:  Sainthood.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 18, 1995 AT 12:43 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

“At no time is not One of Us 
present where this little one is.  The 
Father has designed This Gift of His 
Divine Love so that at any time of day 
or night, at His Request, One of Us can 
speak through this little one for the 
benefit of millions of Souls throughout 
the world.

We see so much desecration 
to human life from all ages:  in men, 
women, boys and girls, all vocations 
of life; also, there are so many false 
prophets delivering what they term 
‘words of encouragement’, ‘words of 
praise’, ‘words of Honor to God, to The 
Son of God’.  They use These Names in 
almost a frivolous manner, speaking 
the words that they determine will 
encourage many to believe in The 
Spirit of God.

Many, after reading a book, or 
two or three, feel they have a vocation 
to instruct thousands of others on 
how they determine the meaning of 
what is in the Bible, and other books.  
It is important for mankind to love 
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God, and to depend upon God for all 
one’s needs, all one’s hopes, all one’s 
physical and Spiritual voids, because 
of the way human life is addressed in 
so many humanistic involvements.

It has been spoken this way 
before that, ‘You live in a time worse 
than Sodom and Gomorrah.’  The 
reason These Words are used is because 
this time in the History of man was 
shown to be a time of a lack of moral 
discipline in every form of life.  It was 
degrading to human life, by all ages.

The Father has handed to the 
world through His Holy Spirit, His 
Divine Love, a Gift beyond anything 
man can, or could contrive to be so 
Powerful, so Important, so Direct, 
so Personal.  It is sad when We hear 
mankind reject any Part, any Phase, 
any Phrase that passes through This 
Gift of The Father’s Love.  We hear 
some say, ‘It’s repetitive in many ways.’  
We smile at this because repetitiveness 
has strength in it, direction in it, and 
is not easily erased.

All Who speak through This 
Miracle, speak with a Personal Love 
for mankind, because They, too, 
walked the physical path, facing 
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obstacles, interferences, and many 
times diabolical enticements; so, you 
see, This Gift of The Father’s is a 
Treasure for everyone who comes in 
contact with It, vocally or through the 
written Word.

There is no place in the world 
that there is a Blessing identical to 
This, no place where so much is stated, 
not just to encourage mankind, but to 
define in many ways for mankind to 
fully understand the Importance of 
human life, the Reason for which it 
was created, and the Goal for which it 
is one day to become slated:  Sainthood 
for All Time.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 18, 1995 AT 2:25 P.M.

SAINT JOHN OF THE CROSS

“I am Saint John of The Cross.  
The amount of Direction that is able 
to pass through This Gift of The 
Father’s is endless in Its Content and 
Its Measure of Love.

It is difficult for some to under-
stand such a Personal Gift of Divine 
Love at a time like this, through a 
human being, a human voice.  This 
Gift passes through one like all others 
in the world:  a nature, a personality, 
a code of what is right, what is wrong, 
and all that pertains to human living.  
It is important for This Miracle 
to spread throughout the world, 
because It contains so much Personal 
Direction, Instruction for every degree 
of personality, nature, intellect.  No 
one has been left out.

Some might say, ‘Everyone does 
not speak this language.’  I say, ‘God’s 
Love is in every language throughout 
the world, so translation is the answer, 
good example is the answer, and do 
not forget, love for one another can 
be the main ingredient to help others 
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understand that The Father is giving 
to mankind His Personal Love and 
Direction.’

We hear some negativism from 
those who find such Truths difficult, 
because It is not being passed through 
one who has studied scripture or who 
follows a cloistered manner of living, 
not so much behind the walls, locked 
into a place where nothing can be 
done without a director, but This 
Miracle is free to go everywhere, to 
everyone, instructing every age on 
the Importance of Sainthood, on the 
Importance of the Soul within each 
human being.

We hear some who walk in the 
clerical way, command and demand 
attention to their degree, their 
understanding, of how a Phenomenon 
such as This should be.  When We hear 
this We say to the child, ‘The Father 
is in charge of This Gift of His; let no 
one stand in the way of Its spreading 
as It was designed to spread, because 
throughout the world there are so many 
diversified ideas man-made, ignoring 
the Soundness and the Benefits of a 
Miracle such as This.’
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So Many from Here have spoken, 
and those who have Faith in seeing the 
Magnitude of This Miracle are Blessed 
in many ways abundantly, because you 
see, to move This Gift of The Father’s 
throughout the world will take a 
number of individuals using their 
Faith, their strength, their love for 
The Father, their belief in how they 
can become ‘a Saint’ that will, in sound 
essence, be the tentacle to touch the 
lives of millions.

There are so many Directions yet 
to be given, so much Strength yet for 
many to absorb, so they can be tentacles 
to touch other lives throughout the 
whole world.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 26, 1995 AT 1:44 P.M.

SAINT STANISLAUS

“I am Saint Stanislaus.  Mankind 
fears floods, earthquakes, danger in 
many ways, and yet We see millions of 
men, women and children participating 
in dangerous ways.  Chaos is a better 
name for it, because in the chaos the 
enemy of God and man moves quickly, 
rapidly, continuously, allowing no 
time for man to think, to rationalize, 
to consider what is actually occurring 
morally, spiritually.

Many men, women and children 
celebrate different events.  Some do 
it with much vigor, much talent, much 
energy, very particular in every portion 
of what they want to accomplish.

As I speak today, I glance 
throughout the world from Where I am, 
and you truly live in a time worse than 
Sodom and Gomorrah.  Granted, there 
were many times since the beginning 
of mankind that could be considered 
demonic, because of so many violent 
acts against any chance, any practice 
of purity of the mind, of the body, of 
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those who were participating in such 
diabolical humanistic practices.

Mankind is avoiding purity, 
because purity to mankind is not of 
great importance.  There have been 
many times in the History of mankind 
that vile acts of impurity spread like 
wildfire amidst cities, countries.

Mankind is ignoring the 
Importance of what human life is all 
about.  Some have a saying:  ‘Live it 
to the fullest today, for tomorrow may 
not come.’  There is little emphasis 
on the Importance of human life and 
what it was created for.  Children are 
not being instructed on all there is to 
human life, besides what is obvious.

Human life has a Goal beyond 
any other goal that mankind can 
reach for.  Daily, We see a constant 
struggle for some to be considered in 
high positions that hold glory, honor, 
superiority, control.  We oftentimes 
say to The Father, ‘Can We not see 
that things will change so the Soul is 
not lost for all eternity?’ and He will 
say to Us, ‘What about the will I have 
given to make choices, that is a Gift 
from Me to all who are born as human 
life, human beings?’
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Heaven is real, Heaven is truly 
a Place, but so few really and truly 
believe in This Place they cannot 
see, because they have little Faith in 
the Goal for which human life was 
created.

If mankind would but think:  
Many plants reseed themselves; animal 
life has a way of coming back after 
it diminishes to a very small degree.  
Human life has a Goal beyond any 
other thing, and that is to one day, 
for the Soul to return to Its Rightful 
Place for All Eternity.  Human life 
has a Purpose in the human way, and 
that is to use logic, intellect, reality, 
to take each day, be grateful for it, 
and make it worthwhile for others, 
and of course, for the Soul of one’s 
self.  Always remember that every 
action, every deed, every word has a 
way of affecting others’ lives mentally, 
morally, physically, spiritually.

Everyone who hears of This 
Miracle of The Father’s Love should 
make The Father a promise, out 
of thanksgiving for This Gift of 
Direction, of Truth, and that is, to be 
conscious of not only saving their own 
Soul from being cast into Hell, but to 
be responsible for the Soul or Souls of 
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many, many others.  It would make life 
richer, happier, constructive, and yes, 
give to each day more meaning.

This Miracle has been given to 
mankind to awaken mankind to what 
a Precious Gift human life is, and the 
Beautiful Goal of each life, to return 
the Soul to The Father in a Beautiful 
State of Glory, of Sanctification.  Some 
might say, ‘How could this ever be?’  
I, Saint Stanislaus, say:  ‘It’s worth a 
try, and everyone is capable.  There 
are no favorites; everyone, in the Eyes 
of The Father, has the opportunity, the 
privilege to become “a Saint”.’  So be 
it.”
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DECEMBER 28, 1995 AT 1:16 P.M.

SAINT PETER

“I am Saint Peter.  So much 
has been written about the time we 
walked with the Messiah, some of it 
factual, some of it based on opinion, 
but nonetheless, most of it tells a 
story worthwhile, and in many ways 
special, for all types of men, women 
and children to read it, think about it, 
and see the importance that is pointed 
out regarding many facts, many issues, 
many problems.

You live in a time where there 
are so many differences of opinions 
on what ‘true spirituality’ is all about.  
The word ‘Spiritual’ points to an 
avenue of thinking, of action, that 
separates Itself from automatic human 
behavior.  It points to a subject that, in 
its very essence, causes one to think on 
a higher plane, think more pointedly, 
to a more ‘Sacred’ understanding that 
human life is involved in daily.

You live in a time of confusion, 
because the enemy of God and man is 
working diligently to draw millions 
away from the beauty that sound 
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Spiritual values, sound Spiritual 
actions, sound Spiritual standards are 
so necessary, to constantly remind an 
individual that human life is a Special 
Design, for a Special Purpose, an 
Ultimate Goal. 

We hear so much diabolical 
splendor, instructing mankind on 
total humanistic values, bending one’s 
mind, one’s actions, to a more frivolous 
manner of looking at what is Divine, 
and placing It into a substandard 
theme, goal.  Humanism has its place 
amongst mankind, but it has its 
limitations, because humanism deals 
with the body, the mind, the successes, 
the failures, the hopes, the dreams, 
the natural part of human life.  Sound 
Spiritual behavior has a Higher Goal 
to it, a more direct communication to 
The Father of All Things, Who is God.

The time in the year you live 
has a sadness in it because of so much 
immorality practiced voluntarily, 
totally ignoring its vileness, its 
contemptuous attitude, beliefs, 
directions, that make it more pleasing 
to the enemy of God and man.

This Gift The Father has given 
with so much Instruction, saying so 
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many things to help mankind avoid 
moral, physical, Spiritual destruction, 
is being bombarded by so many enemies 
of what should be practiced in purity, 
dignity, love for The Father, and of 
course, reaching for the Goal of the 
Soul, for the Soul to one day return to 
The Father, a Saint.

We see in different parts of the 
world so much moral destruction.  It 
is prevalent, it is acceptable, and in 
many ways it is being defined as a 
normal, natural way of life.

When mankind is talked to about 
satan, about demons, about Hell, it 
is quickly ignored, and yet in many 
instances throughout the world, there 
are millions who are participating 
in everything that is diabolical, 
everything that abuses the body, 
ignoring totally what a Precious Gift 
human life is, because in human life 
there is a Living Portion of The Father 
instilled at the moment of conception, 
to be returned to Him in a State of 
Pure Love, Pure Caring, and Holiness.

I could speak hours on end 
on this subject, but We are All fully 
aware that in the human way, it would 
be impossible for mankind to write 
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continuously without stops for rest, 
and without stops to think about what 
has just been given as a Lesson for 
those present, and as a Lesson for those 
who will read what We have spoken for 
the benefit of all Souls throughout the 
world.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 28, 1995 AT 3:20 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  This 
Gift The Father has given to the world 
is a Gift beyond what mankind could 
possibly measure in Its Full Worth, 
because This Gift is Personal to every 
human being.  This Gift speaks to each 
one in a special way. 

As your Heavenly Mother, I speak 
to you as a Mother to a child, because 
My Care for you, My Love for you is 
personal to each of you.  I am fully 
aware of everything you do.  I am aware 
of your trust, your honor, your dignity, 
your hope, and your love for This Gift 
of The Father’s to the whole world, 
This Miracle designed to give strength 
to all areas of human life, instructing 
mankind on the Importance of the 
Soul that is within each human life. 

We hear some who hear about 
This Miracle question:  ‘Why is there 
so much spoken about the Soul that 
no one can see nor feel?  Why is the 
Soul so Important?’  It is Important, 
because you see, It has never been 
spoken about to the degree and in the 
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manner It has, before This Miracle 
was given to the world, This Gift of 
The Father’s Love, alerting mankind 
to the Importance of human life and 
the responsibility each human life 
has to protect that Special Gift of The 
Father’s, the Soul.

Mankind, when he or she has a 
possession that to them is priceless 
because of their love for it, their 
closeness to it, must understand that 
they share with The Father a Greater 
Gift than anything they could possess 
that could be termed ‘material’.  The 
Soul, as a Portion of The Father, will 
never die.  It is a Gift that will live 
Forever.  So, understanding this is 
important, because this gives mankind 
the strength to know that human 
life has a Great Purpose, a Great 
Responsibility, a Great Future, because 
through the Soul, an individual will 
live Forever.

This Gift The Father has given, 
This Miracle, This constant Instruction 
that so many times reiterates the 
Importance of human life, the 
Importance of the Soul in each human 
life, must never be rejected, dismissed 
or diminished, because It is a Gift of 
Divine Love.
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We see so many who stand in great 
danger morally, physically, mentally, 
spiritually, and they feel that they are 
strong enough to stand up to all the 
odds, that they will not falter under 
the pressures, the indignities, or the 
face-to-face combat with the enemy of 
God.  False strength.  This must stop.

Mankind is a Treasured Design 
of The Father’s.  Human life is a 
Treasured Gift of His Love, and the 
Soul that is within each life has a Goal 
beyond any goal that mankind can 
fully understand, because the Goal of 
life is to be returned to The Father 
Forever.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 29, 1995 AT 2:05 P.M.

SAINT BERNADETTE

“I am Saint Bernadette.  The 
Father has chosen ‘this time’ to 
reach the whole world through one 
small voice, and the Words that are 
written with the Messages He wants 
delivered to all races, all cultures, 
all creeds, all degrees of mentality, 
all types of personalities.  He uses a 
small voice but an obedient voice, to 
instruct mankind in how to further 
for themselves and everyone else, the 
Knowledge, the Truth, the Information 
on the Importance of human life of all 
ages.

An infant cannot speak, but the 
infant is constantly learning from 
those who are in charge.  The infant is 
taught to take a step, and then imitates 
others with this manner of living.  The 
infant is taught the sound of a word, 
and the sound is very often returned, 
perhaps not in the same diction, but 
there is response, and it shows.

Today, throughout the world, 
The Father has given to the world 
a Miracle of Divine Love, Divine 
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Hope, Divine Understanding, Divine 
Knowledge.  The Father, in This Gift, 
has instructed mankind to pass on to 
others the Important Messages and 
the Love that was in Them.

Many learned men and women 
started at the age when they, too, began 
to just learn sounds, watch others’ 
actions.  They, too, had to learn the 
method of speech and the importance 
of standing on their own two feet.

The Father has given to mankind 
a Great Miracle of His Love.  In the 
beginning, the Messages spoke in 
a manner that could be termed ‘a 
beginning instructive way’, so that the 
foundation of learning would make 
what was to come easier to learn, and 
yes, easier to obey.

We have watched The Father’s 
Gentleness in giving to mankind the 
Importance of what human life was 
designed for, and as He did it in a slow 
manner.  The Messages that reach the 
world today can be called ‘stronger’, 
because it is time now for mankind to 
more fully understand the Importance 
of human life, and the Great Goal for 
which it was created to attain.
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This Gift of The Father’s Love 
must always be passed on to millions 
of others, because you see, there 
is no place in the world that This 
Instruction is being given in such an 
understanding way.

The Soul of every living human 
being is a Portion of The Father, and 
those who do not believe, who cannot 
conceive such a Closeness with God, 
should read All that has been given 
and follow All the Directions, because 
when the human time of living is over, 
Eternity is Forever.  So be it.”
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DECEMBER 29, 1995 AT 4:10 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

“I am Saint Catherine of Siena.  
For some it is difficult to fully believe 
that God would give to the world a 
Miracle of so much Instruction, so 
much Direction at this time in the year 
in which you live.  It is sad when We 
hear a statement such as this, or even 
when We are aware of a thought that 
could reject This Miracle, because We 
fully are aware that This Gift of The 
Father’s is more precious than any 
jewel mankind could acquire.

When the Words are written, this 
means They are indelibly stated and 
will remain for a long, long time.  The 
more Books that are printed with All of 
These Words, will secure in many areas, 
many ways, the distribution of These 
Gifts that The Father has Decreed to 
be given, so that mankind will have 
the benefits, the opportunities that 
These Words not only represent, but 
give Strength, Direction for the Souls 
of everyone who will read Them and 
follow what is in Them for the benefit 
of their Soul.
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The Father uses a little one, not 
one who has a loud voice, a microphone 
so that millions at one time can hear, 
but The Father has instructed the 
Words to be written so that They will 
remain for a long time, for thousands, 
even millions, to be able to learn more 
about the Importance of human life, 
what a Precious Gift it is, and the Goal 
for which it was created.

We hear men and women, even 
some children searching for places 
of honor amongst mankind, places 
of importance for them to become 
better known, to be seen for specific 
issues that they will be remembered 
for and by.  Importance is important 
to mankind, but this little one through 
whom We All speak sees only the 
Importance of what We say, because 
innately she knows that This Gift 
of Divine Love is not meant to build 
egos, nor is It meant to build anyone’s 
popularity, but to save Souls for All 
Eternity.

It is sad to Us when We hear so 
little reference given to the Importance 
of the Soul, and all the importance put 
on humanism, human love for one’s 
neighbor, totally ignoring what real 
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love for one’s neighbor should show, 
should deal with, should result in.

The world is in great chaos 
because of so much dissension over 
power, and in this power, neglecting 
the Importance of what mankind was 
truly created for:  to become ‘a Saint’.  
Power amongst mankind is to be 
recognized, to be able to have others’ 
lives at their command.

The Father does not act this 
way.  The Father always encourages 
individuals to practice self-discipline, 
and to remember The Commandments 
that were given are The Basic Rules to 
be followed, because of the Soul that 
is the victim of all that is practiced 
impurely.

A gift is very often received 
with happiness, especially when love 
is expressed either quietly or openly.  
This Gift of The Father’s Divine Love 
is given to all of mankind for the Soul 
of every living human being to become 
‘a Saint’.  We hear some rejection 
from some when they hear about This 
Gift of Divine Love, This Miracle of 
Instruction, because of the individual, 
or individuals’ lack of Faith in how 
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Deeply, how Sincerely, how Purely the 
Love of The Father truly is.

As I on this day speak These 
Words, I am fully aware that many who 
read Them will cast Them aside, but I 
also know that It will awaken some to 
think more clearly about that Precious 
Gift of Divine Love, the will, for the 
Soul to become ‘a Saint in Heaven’.  
So be it.”
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